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Introduction to SustainAbilities
About SustainAbilities
SustainAbilities is a student-run program that invites all St. Olaf students to learn about
sustainability and to practice it together in the residence halls. It’s a strategic response to 94
percent of first-year students in 2011, who said, when surveyed; “at a place like St. Olaf, I expect
to learn how to live sustainably in the residence halls.”
Sustaining St. Olaf
For years, St. Olaf College has been a national leader in sustainability initiatives. Ask your
friends at other schools if their colleges offer:
● A 1.65 megawatt wind turbine that directly supplies about 30 percent of campus
electricity
● LEED Platinum science center, designed to be functional for faculty and students (and
the planet)
● Sustainable building guidelines that aim at LEED Gold quality in every building
● A cafeteria that regularly ranks in the top ten nationally, and that’s committed to
sustainable practices from farm to fork
● An organic farm created and staffed entirely by students
● an in-vessel composter annually keeping almost 200,000 pounds of food waste out of
landfills
● Green transportation options, with Green Bikes and WeCars
● A stormwater drainage system that keeps rain water and snow melt on campus and in
wetlands, where it can recharge the Jordan aquifer
● Over 150 acres of natural lands and restorations, with prairie and forest and wetlands,
and four student naturalists to help other students learn what comes naturally on
campus
● A student government with a designated Environmental Senator
Conserving Resources by Developing Resourcefulness
This year, SustainAbilities will make St. Olaf a leader in co-curricular opportunities for students
as well. As the emphasis on Abilities suggests, it aims at developing skills that will be useful
both in college and after college. It begins with basic skills, aimed at sustaining the ecosystem
services [link to chart from The Nature of College pp. 19-20] that support human flourishing.
Cultivating a conservation ethic and conservation practices in the routines of daily life, it aims to
integrate ecological consciousness with ecological conscience-ness. Curbing our waste involves
not just recycling and composting, not just efficient lights and appliances, but more broadly
learning to sustain yourself economically by not wasting the resources you need. By learning
what really matters and what doesn’t, it also helps us conserve our time and personal energy for
more important questions than “paper or plastic?”
Students have a chance to show their Abilities in programs like Green Room Certification, and
contests for the best green room and the best short video on SustainAbilities themes. And as is
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always the case at St. Olaf, students can suggest institutional changes as well. Students are
responsible (at least in part) for the Peace Coffee available on campus, for the organic farm, for
the Campus Ecology class, for the green roof on Regents Hall, and (perhaps—the decision is still
pending) for the elimination of bottled water on campus. Who knows what new students might
accomplish?
Institutionalizing Sustainability
Most campus sustainability programs end with individual action, but St. Olaf’s SustainAbilities
goes the extra step, helping students to practice the systems thinking that allows for institutional
action as well. By getting to know the St. Olaf campus and the staff who make it work so well,
students learn how one particular institution converts ideals to action.
SustainAbilities also helps students to understand how the basic institutions of American life
promote sustainability in their activity as well. Alumni and speakers will tell stories about the
ways that businesses, churches, schools, and community organizations are working to sustain the
planet by sustaining practices that protect biodiversity, reduce carbon (and often costs too), and
enhance human communities as well. They’ll talk about skills you might need to be catalysts of
social change, including the ability to see how the good life might be better, the ability to talk to
others when you have ideas and ideals to share, the ability to understand different points of view,
and the ability to disagree without being disagreeable. Complementing your in-class education,
you’ll also practice the ability to synthesize information to make persuasive arguments, and the
ability to organize or to get involved in organizations that support your values.
SustainAbilities also helps students develop transition skills from college to what comes next,
with information showing how choices in work and recreation, food and housing, travel and
transportation, energy and appliances can make a difference in both life satisfaction and
community involvement. There will be opportunities for civic engagement through St. Olaf’s
program of internships and Academic Civic Engagement (ACE) classes. And there will be
chances to deepen civic consciousness to see the environmental politics of everyday life, and to
understand a variety of complex political and policy approaches to sustainability, as well as their
costs and benefits. With any luck (and with supportive friends), students will develop the ability
to break the taboo about talking about politics, the ability to collaborate with other people when
the time comes, and the ability to understand failure and what you can learn from it.
SustainAbilities: Doing Good Work Together
A blend of information, skill development and practical applications, SustainAbilities relies on
leadership from 10 SustainAbility representatives (one for each residence hall) and on the
imagination and creativity of all St. Olaf students. Get to know your SustainAbility rep well, and
take time with your friends for the games, tours, walks, movies, and other activities that will be
available throughout the year. Global sustainability depends on people with lots of abilities, and
SustainAbilities depends on the engagement and commitment of each and every Ole, helping
each other to help the planet.
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Green Room Certification Instructions
Green Room Certification is a key piece of the SustainAbilities program--encouraging
students to consider simple ways to affect change with their habits. By getting their rooms
certified, students show a commitment to a more sustainable lifestyle. In order to achieve Green
Room Certification (which results in a certificate for each participant’s dorm room door and a
sticker with the SustainAbilities logo,) an online certification form must be completed and a
conversation with a SustainAbility Representative must take place. This is where you come in!
Your first step in Green Room Certification comes with informing your residents about
the program and its intentions. This is a program that aims to shift social norms on campus,
appeal to students with its balance of commitments and “easy” changes, and provide students
with information about sustainable behaviors to get them thinking about larger connections and
systems. Finally, we have developed the certification program with the idea of social capital as
a central component. In order to complete the Green Room Certification, students must tell at
least one other student about the process. This begins a conversation that will ideally spread
across social networks on campus. How you introduce Green Room Certification to your
residents is largely up to you.
Getting the applications: There is a form for applying to be green room certified on the website
at sustainabilities.stolaf.edu/green-rooms. When a student fills out this form, an e-mail is
automatically sent to the alias with their application, whether or not you are the student’s rep.
Obviously this is more e-mail than you want cluttering your inbox, so here are some steps to
filter only the applications for your dorm.
1) Go to gmail and left column where your labels are and find the “manage labels” button.
(If you don’t see it, click on the text that says “more” and it will appear)
2) From the new box that appears, select the filters label, and then scroll to the bottom and
click on the bar that says “create new filter”
3.) Leave the from field blank. In the “to field” put the group alias (ex 12-13sustainabilityreps@stolaf.edu). In the subject field, put “Green Room Application”
(with quotation marks).
4.) Now you have some choices to make. If you want to target only the applications for your
dorm in order to put them in a separate folder, put a label on them, etc. put your dorm
name in the “has the words” field. IF you rather just delete all of the applications that
aren’t your dorm, just put your dorm name in the “doesn’t have the words” field, and
then select “skip the inbox” or “delete” on the next screen. You’re good to go!
How to qualify applications:
Once you get an application, you have 3 days to respond to the application. Since the application
notification is sent as if from the applicant’s e-mail, you can just respond to the notification.
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To check the application:
1) First, make sure the name is a real student on stalker-net. Although this is Olaf (and students
tend to be mature,) it wouldn’t hurt to make sure people didn’t post a fake application.
2) In the required section:
-There should be 10 items in the “check-box”. To count, you have to look for the
individual statements which will be separated by commas in a paragraph. I’m trying to figure out
a way to split these up, but right now there is not one, so you will have to count the tedious way.
-Make sure the name they put for their sustainability rep is correct.
3) For the individual sections (electricity, water, involvement, etc):
-count to make sure that they have the number of items in the checkbox area that the title
says they must have.
-if they checked any items that required a file upload. Check the file to make sure it’s
legitimate.
4) If everything is there, the student has earned certification. E-mail them a personal message of
congratulations for your efforts to make our campus sustainable, and inform them that you will
be delivering their certificate for their room at such and such a time and in whatever manner
works for you best. You may put their certificate in their P.O., but delivering it personally will
mean much more--making the certification commitment stronger in their minds because of peer
interaction.
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SustainAbilities Projects Ideas that can be done with One
Sustainability Representative
Project Title: Knowing Your Place: Natural Lands Scavenger Hunt
Project Summary: As a fun way to inspire a relationship between students and the spaces they
inhabit, corridors in each dorm will split up in groups of two, three or four to find and
photograph plants and animals throughout the natural lands. Each group will have the same list
of plants with pictures and descriptions to take to the natural lands, along with a camera in each
group. This competition is won by being the first group to have found and photographed all of
the plants. There will also be a supplementary competition of the photographs themselves in
order for everyone to get satisfaction out of this experience.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Students will learn to “know” the places they live in a more intimate sense--connecting with

their surroundings and each other
● Inspiration to those students who do not directly participate through creative showcasing of

photographs on campus
● Students will come away from this with a greater appreciation for the natural lands and what

inhabits them.
● Students who are encouraged to go to the natural lands and really look and find specific things,

will, along the way, see a lot more.
● The renewal of real, deep, values is refreshing and helpful to students.
● Participants are encouraged to slow down--emphasizing that this is a place where they are

always welcome to come, think, and wonder.
● Students will be building relationships during this process as well as with the landscape

around them.
● This new way of looking at plants, learning their names and photographing them instead of

walking by unknowingly creates a respect for these plants.
● Through this “seeing” activity, along with other experiences that emphasize the importance of

sustainability, students at St. Olaf will be much more aware of how present nature is in
their lives, and the ways they affect it.
Time Needed: One afternoon during Week One, or during a corridor meeting. The competition
might even be carried out over multiple corridor meetings and the winner announced at the end
of a month or term.
Explanation/Background:
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● One aspect of knowing a place well is to know the names of what or who else inhabits that

place. Learning the names of some plants in the natural lands makes a walk through the
natural lands a much more intimate experience.
● Set up a scavenger hunt using plant “ID cards” such as the maple and basswood cards attached

in the “Resources” section.
● Each group will have the same list of plants with their pictures and descriptions to take to the

natural lands, along with a camera in each group. This competition is won by being the
first group to have found and photographed all of the plants. (There could also be a
supplementary competition of the photographs themselves in order for everyone to get
satisfaction out of this experience, because some seeing simply cannot be done at such a
quick pace. )
● The best and/ or most creative photographs of each plant species will be chosen, either by the

JCs or by vote of the corridor, and each showcased in the hallway of the corridor.
● Along with the competitions, there will be education about how the students’ everyday actions

have an effect on places such as these natural lands here at St. Olaf. Facts like; “a single
mature tree can absorb carbon dioxide at a rate of 48 lbs./year and release enough oxygen
back into the atmosphere to support 2 human beings!” encourage students to take action.
● Other information could be more about actions that can be taken in order to reduce one’s

carbon footprint, such as: “Unplug your electronics when they are not in use, even if you
aren’t using your laptop charger, it still sucks energy.”
● Having these facts on the same sheet as the plant IDs creates a relationship between the effects

of their actions and nature directly, instead of being abstract and far-away.
● Pass around a Natural Lands brochure, and answer questions that people may have.

Materials Needed:
●
●
●
●
●

Plant ID cards
Camera
Bulletin Board to showcase competition photos
Applicable Factoids (i.e. those found in the “Explanation and Background” section)
Natural Lands Brochure

Resources:
● For Students who liked this activity as a way to slow down and express how nature

makes

them feel, check out Mary Oliver’s poetry.
● For those who are skeptical about their lifestyles being unsustainable, and want to learn

more:the ability to expose the hidden impact of materials on sustainability
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Melinda Watson, University Centre Yeovil
● For those who wish to encourage others to live sustainably: Fostering Sustainable Behavior,

Doug McKenzie-Mohr and William Smith
● For those who wish are interested in the concept of “making their place:”

Hannah Berg, “The Creation of Place”
● For those seeking a deeper relationship with the Natural Lands:

Andrea Olsen, Body and Earth
ID Card Example:
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Project Title: Getting Sustainable in Thyme
Project Summary: This project works to build a more “green” community at St. Olaf through a
grassroots approach beginning with the incoming first year class of 2016. Each first year dorm
will decide on an herb they would like to grow. As the plants begin to grow and mature, students
will bring their herbs to Bon Appétit for use in meals throughout the week. Currently, Bon
Appétit receives herbs from California. The company is looking for an alternative means of
obtaining them. It would be extremely valuable to see the students get even more involved on the
St. Olaf campus with sustainable efforts.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
●
●
●
●
●

Expanding knowledge about how to live a more green life
Students learn to appreciate the change that’s necessary.
Connection with local businesses and organizations
Students play an active role in the sustainability decisions made on campus
Establish important environmentally aware habits with a new cohort of students. These habits
will be carried through all four years of college and beyond.

Time Needed: Fall corridor meeting to establish type of herb that will be grown. A second to
plant and place herbs in dorm rooms. Continual upkeep and donation to Bon Appetit, and the
dedication of one summer student to act as Herb Gardener.
Explanation/Background:
Eating more locally grown foods is one of the greatest means to live a more sustainable life. The
food served to students by Bon Appétit is vital to our health, and comes from providers who
produce foods through friendly environmental practices. This project gives students a valuable
part to play in Bon Appetit’s catering and St. Olaf’s commitment to sustainability.
In developing herb gardens on campus there are two viable options:
Option 1:
Junior Counselors will decide on a type of herb they would like their corridors to grow. Making
this decision early in the year is important because the amount of herbs can be limited. Starting
this project as quickly as possible for students in their first year helps to instill sustainable
practices early on. Once an herb is selected by a corridor, anyone is allowed to plant the herb and
place it in a windowsill to grow. The herbs produced will then go to Bon Appétit and be used in
preparation.
Option 2:
In talking with a employee from Knetct’s Nurseries and Landscaping, it seems that obtaining a
mass quantity of herbs in the Fall may be difficult. If this is the case, the project could be started
in the Spring when the growing season has begun. The herbs will then be reused until new
varieties are needed. This means that a summer herb gardener would be designated.
Supplementing this year-long project, it would be extremely beneficial for students to visit
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STOGROW and receive a tour of the St. Olaf Cafeteria. It will give students a better perspective
of St. Olaf’s sustainable efforts, and will allow students to see the ways that they can individually
can become more “green.”
Materials:
● Herbs
Great indoor herbs include:
● Oregano
● Chives
● Mint
● Rosemary
● Thyme
●
●
●
●
●

Pots for herbs
Watering tools
Accessible directions for plant care
Space to donate grown herbs to Bon Appetit
Journals for students to reflect

Resources:
The Nature of College, Jim Farrell
Contacts:
For questions regarding the project, feel free to contact Elizabeth Eggert at eggert@stolaf.edu
For questions regarding the types of herbs to plant, contact Peter Abrahamson at
pabrahamson@cafebonappetit.com
For herb plants, Knetct’s Nurseries and Landscaping can order mass quantities. They are located
just off of Hwy 19, across from the main entrance of St. Olaf. Phone: (507) 645-5947
Project Title: Cold Water Laundry
Project Summary: Educating and reminding students about using cold water when doing laundry
to conserve energy.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Small and often unconscious habits can make HUGE differences over a large population of
students and over time!
● Social/peer monitoring (holding other students accountable for washing with cold water)
Time Needed: 20 minutes or less to educate about practice. Students actually SAVE time by
using cold water (takes 5 minutes less per load).
Explanation/Background:
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Laundry machines are almost continually run on campus and use a considerable amount of
energy, 90% of which comes from heating water. Many resources show that washing in cold
water is as effective as washing in warm or hot water if there are not serious stains in the
clothing. Several companies have even developed detergents specifically designed for cold water
washing, although any detergent could be used. Make the change only takes a push of a button,
and cold water loads actually take 5 minutes less, saving valuable time. If students developed the
habit of washing in cold laundry, a very minimal commitment, it would save dramatic amounts
of energy and money per year.
Materials Needed: None
Resources:
● Michael Bluejay’s Laundry Cost Calculator:
http://michaelbluejay.com/electricity/laundry.html
● Cold Water washing is as effective as warm/hot water washing:

http://www.treehugger.com/culture/washing-laundry-in-cold-water-is-the-same-as.html
● Info about cold water washing and new cold water detergents:

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/17/business/cold-water-detergents-get-a-chillyreception.html?_r=1&pagewanted=all
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Project Title: Decreasing “Phantom” Energy at St. Olaf College
Project Summary: A corridor meeting conducted by EcoReps and designed to raise awareness
about “Phantom” Energy, electricity usage, and waste.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Change behavior and develop the skill of active conservation
● Get students thinking about the implications of their daily actions and what changes they can

make so that sustainability is a conscious way of living
● Increase awareness of possessions and open doors to thinking about what things are necessary

and what things are not.
● Show energy consumption in a tangible way that inspires habit change.
● Have every student come to St. Olaf with a power strip that they turn on and off as needed to

reduce wasted “phantom” electricity.
● Ideally, the school will eventually commit to providing each first year student with a power

strip.
Time Needed: This project is designed to occur during one corridor meeting session.
Explanation/Background:
Phantom energy is wasted in the form of heat and it counts for about 10% of residential energy
consumption, which costs consumers over $3 billion per year. We could save St. Olaf thousands
of dollars each year if we reduced our energy consumption even by 5%. The money saved from
using less electricity can be put to other uses, such as improving the quality of the dorms.
This wasted energy has been coined the “phantom load” “vampire energy” or “standby power”
and it’s there all the time...even though we can’t see it. It happens when electronics like
televisions, DVD players, computers, stereos, refrigerators, and radios go into a standby mode
when they are not being actively used, thus sucking energy from the grid. By raising St. Olaf
student awareness about “phantom” energy, the college will save money and the student
population will be encouraged to lead more environmentally conscious lives.
Materials:
Outline of Corridor Meeting and Information to Include:
Before the Meeting:
● The JCs and RAs will already have access to a watt-hour meter which will show how much
energy is being used by different electronics in real-time.
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● JCs and RAs will invite students to do an “electronics inventory,” where they will write down

all of the items in their room that use electricity.
During the Meeting:
● The students are invited to bring one or two electronics to the meeting to be tested, and/or
ResLife staff can go into a room to test larger items that can’t be moved, such as a T.V.
● ResLife staff should facilitate a discussion asking students to think
broadly about the
implications of their actions: What does this wasted energy means for the environment,
for the Northfield community, St. Olaf, and for your own life?
● Ask residents to think about their own list of electronics they have at school–which appliances
they could plug into a power strip to turn off regularly, and which they could do without.
Which products use the most electricity when in standby mode?
● ResLife staff should encourage students to be turning off and unplugging large items such as
fridges, TVs and computer monitors over long breaks–making it the “social norm” on
campus.
● Tips to Offer Residents:
● Bring fewer electronics to school...have more fun with friends outside! This also saves a lot of

space in our small dorm rooms.
● Plugging in certain electronics like computers, fans, phone chargers and lights into power
strips and simply turn off one switch when you leave-easy! These strips often work as
surge protectors too. A special power-saving strip is not necessary to prevent phantom
energy as long as you remember to turn the normal strips off.
● Purchase appliances like fridges and microwaves with government Energy Star ratings, these
models are required to use 20% less energy than models without the rating.
Further Materials:
● Electricity monitoring equipment
● Pamphlet of applicable facts and suggestions for decreasing energy use
Resources:
Here is an example of how much money and CO2 can be saved if Phantom Energy is eliminated
from one typical room:
● 1 T.V.
● 1 game console
● 2 clock radios
● 1 computer monitor
● 2 laptops
● 1 fridge
● 1 rechargeable toothbrush
● 2 phone chargers
...and these items were plugged in for 9 months, September through May. Over this time they
would use a total of 1,557.96 extra kWh in phantom energy, for a total cost of $171.35 @ $0.11
per kW, with a CO2 footprint of 2,492.7 lbs @ 1.6 lbs/kWh. Let’s say this is a typical room in
Larson...and Larson has 12 floors each with 13 rooms...so that’s 156 rooms producing
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243,041 kWh of phantom energy, costing an additional $26,734.60, and putting 388,866 lbs of
CO2 into the atmosphere every school year.
Facts to Share:
● The phantom load adds to the ecologically harmful effects of drilling for oil and coal to burn
for electricity. Acid rain, air toxicity and global warming are all direct effects from
burning coal for electricity. Each year, one typical coal plant generates 3,700,000 tons of
carbon dioxide, this is as much carbon dioxide as cutting down 161 million trees. It also
emits 10,000 tons of sulfur dioxide which causes acid rain that damages forests, lakes,
and buildings. And these are only two of the many harmful gases, chemicals, and metals
that are blown into the atmosphere from electricity production.
(http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/coalvswind/c02c.html)
● Coal and natural gas mining are also a social concern for its employees. Mining has been

shown to dramatically increase the risk of developing chronic heart, lung, and kidney
disease. These workers are exposed to large equipment powered by diesel engines,
explosives, toxic chemicals in coal dust, and dark and rough conditions.
● This industry is not healthy for its workers, its community, or its environment, and it is not

sustainable in the long run.
● A link to a power-saving surge suppressor that costs $12. It saves power by automatically

turning equipment on and off based on six preset time programs:
http://www.google.com/products/catalog?q=power+strips+with+timers&hl=en&prmd=i
mvns&bav=on.2%2Cor.r_gc.r_pw.%2Ccf.osb&ion=1&biw=1434&bih=690&um=1&ie=
UTF8&tbm=shop&cid=1449299720114676576&sa=X&ei=uvevT_WvBo2k8gT3sbzfCA&ve
d=0CKEBEPMCMAA
● http://awesome.good.is/transparency/008/images/008_vampire_energy.gif, graphic on vampire

energy
● http://www1.eere.energy.gov/consumer/tips/home_office.html, U.S. Department of Energy,

energy saving tips
● http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/everyday-tech/vampire-power.htm, how vampire power

works
● http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/coalvswind/c02c.html, the impacts of coal burning for

electricity
● http://www.edf.org/sites/default/files/9553_coal-plants-health-impacts.pdf, the health and
●
●
●
●
●

human concerns of coal-fired power plants
http://alaskarenewableenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/Phantom-Loads-Handout.pd,
Alaska renewable energy project, information on CO2 emissions from phantom energy
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=products.es_at_home_tips, Energy Star ratings and
information
http://www.need.org/needpdf/PlugLoads.pdf , plug loads, CO2 emissions
Watt-hour energy meters:
http://www.amazon.com/P3-International-P4400-Electricity-Monitor/dp/B00009MDBU,
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Project Title: The Nature of Stuff
Project Summary: This project consists of three activities to encourage simplicity and raise
awareness about the importance of ridding our lives of excess “stuff.” “Dorm Count,” a
competition between residence halls, should take place during the first few weeks of the
semester. “Where is it from?” serves as a follow-up activity to “Dorm Count,” and features a
discussion about the environmental impacts of our “stuff.” Finally, “Donations” encourages
students to donate their excess “stuff.”
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Encourage students to practice ecological mindfulness when making lifestyle choices both on

and off campus.
● Raise awareness about the importance of ridding our lives of excess “stuff.”
● Emphasize the importance of community and conviviality.
● Address the following question: How much is enough?
Time Needed: “Dorm Count” (one hour to plan and email residents, one hour to total items),
“Where is it from?” (one hour), “Donations” (one hour)
Explanation/Background:
First-year students form habits during their first six weeks on campus, often carrying these habits
with them when they leave St. Olaf. When packing for college, students frequently employ a
“just-in-case” mindset and bring items they will rarely use and could instead borrow from a
friend. Our society tells us we should be prepared for anything and should feel guilty about
asking a friend to share his or her things with us. We are unaware of the ecological stories of our
possessions and ignorant about the environmental impact of our purchases. This activity
complements a video for the first-year students about the importance of simplification and
consists of three activities:
1.) Dorm Count: This event consists of a competition between residence halls and should be
coordinated with the other hall representatives. Choose an item(shirt, shoes, outerwear, or
underwear). Ask your residents to tell you how many items they have (number of shirts, for
example) and total up the number of items collectively possessed by your residents. Compare
totals with other hall representatives and publish a ranking of the residence halls. A prize will be
awarded to the resident in each hall with the fewest number of items. This activity should occur
during the first few weeks of the semester.
2.) Where is it from?: This activity serves as a follow-up to the Dorm Count and also prompts
students to watch (if they haven’t done so already) and reflect on “The Nature of Stuff” video
shared on the Facebook page. Play “The Nature of Stuff” video for students and then speak for a
few minutes about the purpose of living an intentional life with less “stuff.” Remember to
discuss the environmental impact of items featured in the video. For example, a drying rack
encourages students to avoid using the dryer, which uses more energy than a typical air
conditioner. Explain the production cycle and embodied energy of an item of your choice.
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Provide time for questions offer resources students can utilize to become more involved on
campus. During this event, you should also award a prize to your hall resident who contributed
the fewest number of items to your hall’s total for the Dorm Count activity. Be creative when
choosing the prize!
3.) Donations: At the end of each semester, ask your residents to donate any of their unwanted
“stuff.” Advertise the donation event during the previous two activities. You may choose to
focus specifically on the items assigned for the dorm count or simply call for general donations.
Materials Needed: “Dorm Count” (calculator), “Where is it from?” (computer, prize for Dorm
Count winner), “Donations” (box to collect donations)
Resources:
Watson, Melinda. "Materials Awareness." The Handbook of Sustainability Literacy: Skills for a
Changing World. By Arran Stibbe. Totnes, UK: Green, 2011. Print.
Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things by William McDonough and Michael
Braungart
The Nature of College by Jim Farrell
Hunting for Hope by Scott Russell Sanders
http://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx
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Project Title: Laundry: The “How Tos” and the Environment
Project Summary: This project encourages students to assess the environmental implications of
washing a load of laundry through two activities. First, create a flowchart depicting the energy
and water usage for a load of laundry and display the chart in the utility room. Next, make your
own laundry detergent with your residents using a simple and cost-efficient recipe!
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Lower energy, water, and detergent use in residence halls.
● Provide students with a broader understanding of the environmental impacts of simple

activities, such as doing laundry.
● Teach students how to practice sustainable habits while at St. Olaf and encourage them to
retain these habits into the future.
Time Needed: One hour to make informational chart, one hour for initial detergent preparation
(detergent must also sit in container for 24 hours before use)
Explanation/Background:
Laundry is one of the biggest consumers of water and electricity on the St. Olaf campus. Many
students often come to the Hill unprepared to do their own laundry. Some do it every week and
some do it maybe once a month. Laundry is also something that students will be doing for the
rest of their lives, and perhaps one day for their own families. Knowing how to sustainably wash
clothing is a lifelong skill that can not only help students save money, but also help conserve
water and electricity here on campus.
The biggest question among college students about laundry is, “What setting do I use?”
Typically whites and soiled clothes are washed using the hot cycle, while darks, shrinkable, and
delicate clothing are washed using the cold cycle. But looking at the energy use between the two
is astounding. Up to 90% of the cost of washing clothes comes from heating the water needed
for the hot cycle. Simply by washing all of your clothes using the cold cycle, you can save up to
$150.00 a year! To put the wastefulness of the hot cycle into perspective, the energy costs of
leaving the refrigerator door open 24 hours a day for a full year still requires less energy than
washing all clothes in hot water for a year!
Many laundry detergents contain harsh chemicals, and after the soapy water is rinsed out of a
washing machine, thousands of liters of water are required to treat the water before it is deemed
safe enough to reenter the water system. The following activities can help to make students
more aware of the environmental impacts of washing a load of laundry:
1.) Post a flowchart depicting the energy and water usage per load of laundry in your
utility room. Consider including a list of energy-efficient ways to do laundry.
2.) Make your own laundry detergent with your residents! This is a fun, messy, activity that
will help students get to know their fellow residents at the beginning of the year. The recipe
(listed below the materials needed) makes roughly enough detergent for 52 loads of laundry. If
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six batches are made (312 loads of laundry), the detergent costs about 2¢ per load. Tide costs
roughly 20¢ per load!
Materials Needed: You will need the following materials to make detergent:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1 cup washing soda (Arm & Hammer)
1/2 cup borax (20 Mule Team)
1 bar soap (for example, Pure & Natural)
Approximately 3 gallons water
A large container to use to store detergent
Large wooden spoon for stirring
Large pot
Something to use to grate the soap

Instructions for making detergent:
1. First, put about four cups of water into the pot and put it on the stove on high until boils.
Lower the heat and simmer.
2. While the mixture is heating, take a bar of soap and cut it up into small pieces. When the
water reaches a boil, begin adding in the soap once piece at a time, stirring until the mixture
dissolves. Eventually, the water will take on the color of the soap you added.
3. Next, add three gallons of tap water to the large storage container.
4. To the same container, add a cup of washing soda and the solution you made on the stove.
Stir.
5. Add half a cup of borax. After stirring, you’ll have a bucket full of vaguely soapy water.
6. At this point, let the detergent sit for 24 hours, preferably with a lid on it.
7. When you come back, the detergent may have an unexpected texture (either too watery or
jello-like), and there will most likely be large soap chunks floating around. Not to worry! Your
detergent will still work just the same as regular detergent and will break up easily in the
washing machine.
8. Use about one cup of detergent per load of laundry and wash away!
Resources:
http://www.greeninstitute.org/media/documents/ColdWaterFactSheet.pdf
http://michaelbluejay.com/electricity/laundry.html
http://www.consumerenergycenter.org/home/appliances/washers.html
http://www.thesimpledollar.com/2008/04/09/making-your-own-laundry-detergent-a-detailedvisual-guide/
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/laundry-detergents/buying-guide.htm
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Project Title: A Trip to the Northfield Farmers’ Market
Project Summary: The goal of this project is to show students the harmful effects of unnecessary
packaging being added to the waste stream and to encourage them to choose fun and tasty
alternatives to packaging-heavy foods for their snacking needs. Students will take a trip to the
Northfield farmers’ market and make environmentally-conscious food purchases. Intended as a
corridor trip, you can also consider partnering with another corridor for a “screw” event. Note:
This project can only be completed during the months of September, October, and May.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Help to create a more locally-based, sustainable food system.
● Provide residents with a tool to make healthier, tastier, and more socially-conscious food
choices.
● Have fun and build community.
● Teach students how to make smart food choices once they leave St. Olaf (and Bon Appétit
won’t do it for them).
Time Needed: Two hours
Explanation/Background:
In 2010, the U.S. produced 249.86 million tons of municipal solid waste (MSW). About 31
percent of this waste was from packaging. In other words, 1/3 of the waste we produce in the
U.S. is not from the stuff we use, but from the stuff that holds the stuff we use. About 50 percent
of packaging waste is from food packaging. That means that 15 percent of what we throw away
in this country is food wrappers. That includes individual wrappers around slices of cheese,
cereal that for some reason needs both a box and a bag, and even individually wrapped apples.
Yum.
Northfield has a very active (and tasty!) local farming community, and they put on a farmer’s
market to sell their delicious wares. These include things like seasonal vegetables, homemade
jams and preserves, and fresh baked goods lovingly crafted by farmers who will sell them with a
smile. Getting food from its sources is a great way to reduce packaging and other harmful
environmental impacts like the fuel cost of transporting food over long distances. Locally-grown
produce is also healthier and tastier!
1.) Walk down to the market with your residents and get some conversation going! Don’t
force it, but if the opportunity arises, talk about the environmental impacts of food choices.
Make sure your residents know why what they’re doing is important, but do not beat it into
them. Just mention some of the facts about MSW and packaging listed above and the importance
of making more conscious choices when purchasing snacks.
2.) When you get to the market, disperse and buy what looks good! Take the opportunity to
talk to a farmer--they love talking about what they grow and what they make. Walk back
together or let people hang out downtown longer if they want. Maybe add a trip to Just-Food Coop to pick up a few extra ingredients someone might need to round out his or her recipes.
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3.) If time and enthusiasm warrants when you get back, cook up some of your finds
together, either using some of the recipes listed in the “resources” section below, or
creating some of your own! There’s nothing that’s quite as much fun as cooking together and
eating what you’ve cooked. Enjoy!
Materials Needed: You and your residents will need to bring money to purchase food from the
farmers’ market. Remember to wear comfortable shoes!
The schedule for the two farmers’ markets in Northfield is as follows (check website for
updates):
● The market at West 7th St. in Riverside Park runs May-October, Saturdays from 9:00-11:00

a.m. or Tuesdays and Fridays from 11:45-1:00
● The Riverside Market Fair located on Bridge Square on Division St. between Water St. and

5th St. runs 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Saturdays from June 2 until Oct. 27.
Resources:
Info on the Northfield Farmers’ Market:
http://www.localharvest.org/northfield-minnesota-farmers-market-M14032
Info on MN farmers’ markets in general:
http://www.mfma.org/
Fun seasonal recipes based on what you’re likely to find in MN:
http://www.mfma.org/pages/RecipeCorner/
More recipes:
http://minnesota.publicradio.org/features/2010/07/16-farmers-market/index.shtml
http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/top-lists/best-farmers-market-foods-recipes-minnesota-twin-cities/
Chart detailing what’s in season in MN:
http://www.mfma.org/files/405.pdf
Fact sheet on Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) in the U.S:
http://www.epa.gov/osw/nonhaz/municipal/pubs/msw_2010_rev_factsheet.pdf
Article on the environmental impacts of food packaging:
http://www.ift.org/knowledge-center/read-ift-publications/science-reports/scientific-statussummaries/editorial/food-packaging-and-its-environmental-impact.aspx
A scientific study looking at the impacts of packaging on the food cycle:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1750-3841.2007.00301.x/pdf
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Project Title: “Who’s Doing More With Less?”: Simplifying College Life
Project Summary: This activity is meant to explore the concept of living simply in college
through the use of room inventories, a reflective meeting, the “Simplify Challenge,” and a
bulletin board display.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Students will feel their lives have been simplified and that they have gained more time to do
the things they really want to do.
● Students have more control over what actually brings them happiness and what they truly
value.
● Students should be able to demonstrate awareness of their items in four ways: awareness of
what they own, how these items impact the environment, what category of item they
own, and if they need the item to live a meaningful life.
● Students will have the tools they need to make thoughtful purchases.
Time Needed: Room inventories and reflective meeting (45 minutes), “Simplify Challenge”
(students participate throughout the course of one month), Construction of bulletin board display
(one hour).
Explanation/Background:
Possessions possess us. We are spending precious time and money on things that might not line
up with what we truly value. There are barriers to trying to live simply. Our culture has taught us
to believe material things are a way of conveying who we are, and they are a way to make us feel
happy and fulfilled. At the rate we are consuming, we are causing environmental problems. The
processes to create the items we buy affect the air, water, ground, and other species on earth.
Even worse, we are throwing away all of these items at a fast pace. We are trained to dispose of
and buy more goods. One way to slow this cycle is to have less. This is not only sustainable, but
better for our well-being.
This activity is recommended for first- and second-year students. It must be kept in mind
throughout this activity that not all possessions are bad. The goal is not to make students into
Buddhist monks, but simply to improve students’ lives by giving them more time and money to
spend on things and people they truly value.
1.) The first part of the activity involves inviting your residents to take a quick inventory of
everything they own in their dorm rooms (note: the inventory should not include what the
college provided, only what students brought). It doesn’t necessarily have to be extensive; ask
the students to spend between 10 to 20 minutes going through their rooms and taking tally of
what they have.
*Tip: Before you do this activity with your students, do it first yourself.
2.) Next, meet with your students (either in your room or in the nearest dorm lounge) to
discuss the results of the inventory.
● Acknowledge their feelings, but convey to the students that this reflective meeting is meant to
give them the resources they need to process what the inventory might have shown them,
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●
●
●

●

as well as guide them in a more sustainable direction. Offer them hope that they can
change their behavior.
Ask some simple questions about how the inventory went: What was surprising? What
stories do your items tell about you?
During this discussion, it would be helpful to contrast the inventory with images from the
book Material World by photojournalist Peter Menzel.
Next, talk about the way we consume and the impact of our consumption on the world.
You may want to talk about the “life cycle” of one or two items. A good book to find
examples is Stuff: The Secret Lives of Everyday Things by John C. Ryan and Alan Thein
Durning. You can then ask the students to reflect on questions such as: How is my stuff
impacting nature? How much is enough? Am I using everything I own?
Next, ask students to share a time where they were having fun and felt like they were
living life to the fullest. What material things were present in these memories? Were
those material things the source of the happiness? You and your students will most likely
agree that a fun and meaningful life does not come from only material possessions.

3). After the meeting, offer the Simplify Challenge. During this month, students should aim to
reduce their consumption and/or reduce the amount of stuff they own. To help get them started,
you may want to offer to set up a table in which they can place clothing they want to donate that
you can take over to Community Action Center. Suggest other places where students could send
their items so that they can be used to the fullest. It might be helpful to define what kinds of
items students may have or may want to buy in the future. When shopping or deciding which
items to eliminate, students should define items using the following list:
● Just-In-Case Item: These are the types of items you buy for the remote possibility you might

need them. You bought that dress because maybe you’ll want to wear it to a club. You
bought a stapler because maybe there will be a time where there is no available stapler on
campus. Chances are if you have to say maybe in your reasoning for an item, you don’t
need it. If you find that you do actually need it, ask to borrow it from someone (like your
dorm neighbors!) who might already have it.
● Duplicate: These are similar to “Just-In-Case” items. Perhaps you bought two identical shirts
because you liked it so much. Or you bought a giant package of 100 pens because, why
not? The reality is, you can save money and space by just buying one copy of the item
and taking care of it. It shouldn’t be too hard, if you were willing to buy two just in case
something happened to the one, you probably value the item lot.
● Identity Item: These items, while not essential for living, may be reflective of someone’s
identity. A photo of a loved one. A stuffed animal that reminds you of that one trip. A
souvenir from your tour. Art supplies for your love of drawing. This category gets tricky
and students will have to judge for themselves what they need.
● Essential: These items are needed for basic life. Toothpaste. A brush. Pencils. Notebooks.
Clothes. They aren’t the most glamorous of items, but you tend to use these every day. A
lot of items that should probably go in other categories may be confused for an Essential.
A good way to judge is to ask yourself: “What would I take on a short weekend trip?”
4.) At the end of the month, set up a bulletin board display in your residence hall featuring
students who took the challenge to show “Who’s Doing More With Less?”. The display
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should contain pictures of students and all of the stuff they own in their dorm room arranged in
an artistic manner. The idea to have students photographed with their belongings arranged in a
sculpture comes from the works of photographer Sannah Kvist. Send the students the website of
Kvist’s photo collection (http://sannahkvist.se/work/all-i-own/) so they can see examples of what
their photos could look like.
Materials Needed: Table or box in which students can place clothing they want to donate to the
Community Action Center, supplies to create a bulletin board display, camera.
Resources:
Sannah Kvist’s “All I Own” photography collection: http://sannahkvist.se/work/all-i-own/
“The Nature of Stuff” from The Nature of College by James J. Farrell
“Materials Awareness” by Melinda Watson from The Handbook of Sustainability Literacy
(This should be available as a PDF online)
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Project Title: Compostable Waste Awareness
Project Summary: A compost system is currently in place in the first-year residence halls and
honor houses. Widespread student participation is essential for the success and future expansion
of the program. Help ensure the continuation of the program by educating residents about the
Green Cone system and appropriate compostable waste through a waste sorting game.
Note: This activity is suitable only for first-year residence halls for the 2012-2013 academic
year.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Help students realize that not everything thrown in the trash is unusable waste.
● Illuminate the positive environmental impact students make when they take the time to sort out

their compostable waste.
● Encourage students to compost in residence halls.

Time Needed: 30 minutes
Explanation/Background:
Composting is easy, saves money, and most importantly, good for the planet.
1.) Begin the activity by describing background information about composting, including
the system in place at St. Olaf. For more information about composting in the St. Olaf
residence halls and the Green Cone system, contact compost@stolaf.edu. Provide practical
examples of compostable and non-compostable waste. For example, leftover Pause pizza is
compostable, while a pizza box cannot be placed in the Green Cone.
2.) Assemble students in a large space (preferably outside) and have them form groups of
two (preferably roommate pairs). Place a pile of waste in front of each pair. Each pair should
have a white compost container in front of them, and a trash can and recycling can should be
nearby. Tell students their objective is to sort their waste pile into three groups: compost,
recycling, and trash. Pairs will be judged on both speed and accuracy. Ready. Set. GO!
Inspect the piles of the first pair to finish. If this pair has placed all of the waste in the correct
piles, they are crowned the winner and receive a prize. If they have misplaced an item, move on
to the second pair and so on. After the prize has been awarded, direct students to place their
trash in the trash can, recycling in the recycling bin, and compost into their respective compost
containers.
3.) Once students have completed the game and have an idea of what can and cannot be
composted, have them make a list of their daily waste and calculate the percentage of their
waste that is compostable. According the EPA, a 2007 study shows that over eight percent of
the waste that every person generates each day can be recovered for composting. This ends up
being over 140 pounds per person, per year. By doing this activity, students will get an idea of
how much waste they are saving by composting.
Materials Needed:
● A variety of compostable waste (such as fruit peels, tea bags, coffee grounds, eggshells, etc.)
and non-compostable waste (plastic objects, wood, paper towels, etc.). Look at the informational
stickers placed on students’ in-room compost receptacles (white yogurt containers) for ideas.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Trash can
Recycling bin
Students should bring their white compost containers to the activity
Prizes for winning student pair
Pens and paper to create waste lists
Information provided by the sustainabilities.stolaf.edu website!

Resources:
● Information from the EPA regarding composting:
http://www.epa.gov/epawaste/conserve/rrr/composting/
● St. Olaf Compost Committee: compost@stolaf.edu
● Information about the Green Cone System: http://solarcone.net/system/index.php
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Project Title: How (and Why!) to Compost
Project Summary: You’ve probably heard from your hall’s Sustainability Representative about
composting. What’s the big deal about composting food waste? Doesn’t it just break down in the
landfill anyway? And will the bins get smelly? Here’s how to talk to your residents—and
educate yourself—about this environmentally-friendly way of disposing of organic matter. Host
an all-hall discussion in the lounge or a smaller discussion with your corridor.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Compost education can help to reduce the waste St. Olaf students send to landfills by at least
15% (according to the EPA’s estimates on food waste).
● Help students become more conscious and appreciative of the materials they use and how they
can be made useful after one person is done with them.
● Since decaying organic waste won’t go in the normal garbage can any more, trash cans in
individual rooms will need to be emptied less.
● And perhaps most importantly, students will be encouraged to open their minds to a “cradleto-cradle” perspective, one in which materials are useful to other systems long after they
have been discarded by humans, where waste is food for the production of healthy soil,
and where students can extend this same mindset to other areas of their lives, bringing
materials awareness into their daily conversations.
Time Needed: 30 minutes
Explanation/Background:
An ideal format for some of these conversations would be an all-hall event in the lounge. (But
the conversation shouldn’t stop there!) You can also host a smaller discussion with your
corridor. Consider providing entirely compostable treats!
Material for Group Discussion:
● Something that can help students conceptualize their waste stream is this question: Whose food
is this?
○
How could what I am about to discard be useful to someone or something else, and
what is the best way to realize that use?
○
So why does it make sense for us to compost food in the residence halls? Well,
Americans throw away 34 million tons of food every year. That’s enough to fill
the Rose Bowl stadium every three days! By composting our food waste, we can
remove it from the waste stream and introduce it back to our home ecosystem.
The rich soil formed in the composting process will nourish the growth of
everything from the tasty vegetables at STOGrow to the landscaping around
campus to the window boxes students plant in the residence halls. Pretty cool, no?
○
Call to mind any ecosystem you can think of. Is anything wasted? No—plants, animals,
and excretions are broken down into valuable nutrients that feed the next wave of
growth. By letting this system work for us, we can harness the power of our
discarded organic matter and help create nourishing soil!
● So what’s the problem with landfills? Landfills pack garbage into a plastic-lined underground
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cavity, too deep for organic matter to decompose—and even if it could, it wouldn’t be
able to pass through the plastic liner and become part of the soil once again. If we keep
moving organic resources into these lock boxes, we’re just throwing away potential
nutrients for future growth. And once food waste is in a landfill, it breaks down into
methane—a greenhouse gas with 21 times the heat-trapping power of CO2. Not optimal.
● Waste is not only wasted potential, it’s a failure of imagination. Our discarded food and
tissues don’t have to become a problem. They can instead become a solution—to
reducing waste, improving soil fertility, and prompting creative thought.
● Are there familiar food items that you or your family compost at home? Eggshells, coffee
grounds, tea leaves? Composting doesn’t have to stop there—anything you eat can be
digested by friendly microbes and worms that turn what you couldn’t finish into rich,
nutritious soil!
● So how does one do all this? At the beginning of the year, a repurposed yogurt container (the
ones from the Caf) will be supplied to each student room. This container is for any and all
organic material that students might otherwise throw in the garbage can. Examples of
compostable waste include:
-fruit cores
-peels (orange, banana, etc.)
-coffee grounds and tea leaves
-eggshells
-onion skins
-any food that’s gone bad (microbes are already starting to work on it!)
Larger green receptacles will be placed on each floor of your hall near the trash can
and recycling bins for students to empty their bins into. This material will be placed in
the hall composter (Green Cone) to start its process of being broken down into rich
soil.
● Won’t the bins get smelly? Not if they have good air flow and are emptied into the larger

●
●
●

●

●

receptacles regularly. Before this program’s inception, a Campus Ecology student
collected all of her food waste in her room (in a Frisbee in a sheltered corner near the
window), and it never got smelly or attracted insects—in comparison, food waste thrown
into a plastic bag-lined garbage can smell pretty atrocious very quickly. A trial was also
completed last spring on two different floors, and residents never experienced problems
with odor.
Some More Tips for You and Your Residents:
Packing a lunch to bring to class? Bring back that apple core and banana peel in your lunch
bag to feed to the composter when you’re back in your hall!
Cooking up something delightful? When you’re preparing food in the kitchen, be sure to put
your food scraps in a composting bucket. It’ll even help keep the kitchen smelling fresher
(no old onion pieces at the bottom of the garbage can). And who doesn’t like that?
Don’t forget you can also compost tissues! Notice how this tends to accumulate really fast?
Use fabric instead and reduce your resource consumption—bring a hand towel with you
to the bathroom or do as many Oles do and wipe your hands dry when you get back to
your room. And what about tissues? Get a favorite bandanna and use it as a handkerchief
and you’ll never be without a tissue or napkin!
Have a coffee or tea habit? Don’t forget to put these grounds and leaves into your compost
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bin. Don’t worry about the filters and tea bags—they’ll break down too! Pretty handy.
● Notice how you (and the custodians) don’t have to empty the garbage can as much? Cool.
Materials Needed: None (unless you want to provide treats).
Resources:
http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/materials/organics/food/fd-basic.htm (a diagram of what
Americans throw away and why composting makes sense)
http://tlc.howstuffworks.com/home/surprising-compost-items.htm (75 things you thought you
couldn’t compost, but—surprise!—you can. Would make a fun game for a programming event
like “Guess What You Can Compost”)
http://compost.css.cornell.edu/microorg.html (interested in the microbial drama of composting?
Got some Bio majors in your corridor? Or maybe you just like fungi. Whatever the reason, check
out this information about the little friends that digest your food and tissues once you’re done
with them.)
http://videos.howstuffworks.com/howstuffworks/348-how-composting-works-video.htm (videos
are fun. This one surveys people to see how they think composting works, followed by a nice,
brief explanation of the process.)
St. Olaf Compost Committee: compost@stolaf.edu
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Project Title: St. Olaf GREEN Scavenger Hunt (Ideal for first-year students)
Project Summary: This activity works to raise awareness about the sustainability efforts already
present at St. Olaf, and it also functions as a tool for students to learn the landmarks across
campus.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Awareness of “green” landmarks around campus
● Cultivate a sense of place for first-year students
● Encourage students to get involved with sustainability-themed organizations and projects on
campus
● Educate students about the names of native plants and the nuances of the landscape in their
new “hometown” of Northfield, Minnesota.
Time Needed: 1 hour
Explanation/Background: This scavenger hunt was developed by Environmental Studies CURI
student researchers for the 2012 St. Olaf Summer Bridge Program Orientation. It functions as a
way to introduce students to sustainability at St. Olaf. Though it was created for this orientation,
the scavenger hunt is a useful tour for any group of students.
Materials Needed:
● Scavenger hunt clue list (1 per group)
● Digital cameras (students should supply; 1 per group)
● Prize for winning group (if desired)
Resources:
● http://www.stolaf.edu/
● Scavenger Hunt Clues and Maps (See next page for full copy)
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St. Olaf GREEN SCAVENGER HUNT, 2012
With this scavenger hunt, we hope you’ll get a better sense of this place where you’ll be living
for the next four years. Below you’ll find a list of “environmental” landmarks across campus.
Each has a different point value. Because there won’t be enough time to find all of these places,
you’ll have to strategize with your team carefully. Use the attached maps, a camera, and the
collaboration of your clever minds to complete this task. The team with most points at the end of
the time limit wins!
Group hug with a tree (Because we all affect the environment, whether we are “tree huggers”
or not) (1 point)
Photograph someone recycling (1 point)
Photograph someone filling a reusable water bottle (1 point)
Take a picture of a bike rack (1 point each),
+2 points if it’s a double decker... this is the home to St. Olaf’s fleet of GreenBikes,
which students can check out from the library for free.
Find a poster in Regents about a student research project having to do with ecology
(2 points)
Take a picture of the thing that provides ⅓ of Olaf’s total energy (hint: it’s a renewable form
of energy, and is often fondly referred to as “Big Ole.”) (2 points)
Find a dual flush toilet! (in women’s bathrooms only). Look for a green handle! (2 points)
Extra point if you figure out why these toilets can only be found in women’s
bathrooms.
Take a picture of a Green Cone composter (located next to first-year residence halls and honor
houses). St. Olaf students can compost their food waste using Green Cones, which use solar
energy to convert food waste to soil. Five students in Environmental Coalition designed this
project last year. (2 points)
Take a photograph of the Center for Vocation and Career located in Tomson Hall. The
CVC is a great place to explore internships, create a resume, or learn more about the Northfield
community. (2 points) For two extra points, write down an example of an environmental
internship available in the community.
Take a picture of a place that offers a view of all of Northfield and a home for 300 + plants.
Don’t get too close to the edge...(2 points)
Take a picture of the reusable mugs available in the Cage. This student-designed project
gives Oles the option of ordering hot drinks or ice cream in reusable mugs--a great way to reduce
waste! (2 points)
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Find and photograph a “WeCar.” These cars are found in the parking lot outside of Buntrock
Commons, and they can be checked out for hourly or daily rental. To find one, look for a bright
green logo above the back wheel...(3 points)
Take a picture in the structure that allows plants to grow all year (3 points).
For an extra point , take a picture of a plant that looks like this (fun
fact: if you touch this plant’s leaves, it will recoil):
Write down 3 of the SustainAbilities Annotations spread around campus (3 points)
Take a picture of a live turtle in Regents Hall (3 points).
You will earn 3 extra points if you find out its species name.
Find these plant species in the St. Olaf Natural Lands (hint: They’ll be in the “prairie”) Now
that your home is in Northfield, Minnesota, you should know the name of some of the nonhuman life around you: (4 points per plant)

(Indian Grass)

(Big Bluestem)

(Side Oats Grama Grass)

Located in the Skoglund Athletic building, The St. Olaf Outdoor Recreation Program
(STORP) offers a variety of outdoor activities for students, faculty and staff, including:
● Snowshoes
● Nordic skiing
● Backpacking
● Frisbee golf
● Overnight camping
Participants may check out outdoor equipment, such as Nordic Ski packages (skis, boots, and
poles), snowshoes, tents, sleeping bags, frisbee golf discs, backpacks, cookware, stoves, and
other camping supplies at minimal cost. STORP is open 4-6pm Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
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and Friday. Find and photograph where you can check out this equipment!
(4 points)
Find the student run bike repair center in Ytterboe dormitory. This space is set up by Green
Bikes (a program that offers free use of bikes to students on campus,) and is a resource for cheap
bike repairs and education. Hint: Search the basement. (4 points)
Find and photograph the Blue Bird Box: Eastern Bluebird (Sialia sialis)
populations have declined dramatically in recent years due largely to
decreases in savanna and other grassland habitats that have been turned into
farmland or other developments. The establishment of nestboxes in good
nesting habitat is one of the most effective measures helping to maintain and
restore bluebird populations. The St. Olaf Bluebird Trail has grown to 64
boxes that are placed around the Natural Lands on the St. Olaf Campus. Find
and photograph one of these boxes in the St. Olaf Natural Lands! (5 points)
Find and photograph an environmentally-themed book or documentary in the library
(5 points)
Take a photograph of the Green House, an honor house that promotes sustainable living habits
and hosts several sustainability-themed events throughout the year. Don’t miss the “No Power
Hour” concerts! (6 points)
Take a picture of the Wendell Berry House, a St. Olaf honor house devoted to building
community through the sharing of local, sustainable food. The Wendell Berry House hosts
several campus events throughout the year, such as a corn feed (fall), soul food dinner (winter),
and cookbook release party (spring). (6 points)
For an extra point, take a photograph of the vegetable garden located behind the
house.
Take a photograph of the Art Barn! A campus fixture near Old Main for 75 years, the Art
Barn was disassembled for construction across campus. As they took it apart, workers
painstakingly preserved its woodcarvings, murals, art pieces and other unique components -which will be incorporated in new building that is under construction. Find and photograph this
building (hint: you’ll find it near “Big Ole.”) (7 points)
Find The Sugar Shack! In the winter of 2011, a sugarshack was built behind Hoyme hill in time
for the spring sugaring season. The sugar maple trees in the groves by the shack were tapped to
collect 500 gallons of sap, which was boiled down to 10 gallons of syrup in the
evaporator on site. This course is a product of St. Olaf student Rebecca Carlson’s senior
environmental studies capstone project intended to connect students, faculty and the community
to sugarbushing and to keep the St. Olaf Sugarbush sustainable for years to come. Find and
photograph this building! (8 points)
Visit STOGROW: The Saint Olaf Garden Research and Organic Works (STOGROW)
farm project is a student-run community initiative. Its goals are to practice sustainable farming
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methods; to provide fresh, local vegetables, fruits, herbs, and flowers to our community; to foster
agricultural awareness; and to provide education about sustainable food production. (10 Points)
+2 Points Find and photograph a chicken at the StoGrow farm
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Project Title: Personal Environmental History Mind Maps
Project Summary: This project was created as an activity to be carried out during the Week One
activities for the incoming first year class of 2016. It serves as an introduction to sustainability
education at St. Olaf, and it’s a fun way to give students a way to assess their changing
perspectives and progress over their four years at St. Olaf. We hope that Sustainability Reps will
also utilize this activity with their residents in corridor meetings or as a part of larger events. This
way all students can benefit from the activity rather than just the freshman class.
Time Needed: About one hour.
Materials:
Markers
Posterboard
Magazines, glue sticks, and scissors (for those who want to take a more multimedia approach)
8x11 Template (attached)
Designing minds
Short introduction (attached in this document)
Ability to store finished products as pdf documents
Explanation/Background: This project asks students to think about why they feel the way they do
about the world around them. It is a way to visually represent their journeys to the Hill (singling
out people and places that have shaped them in their lives thus far,) and the activity will ideally
be repeated at least one other time in each student’s academic career. This short and simple
project is a step toward making sustainability education relatable to each student on a very
personal level. Mind mapping allows us to share our stories and to think about how we shape
them in the future.
Presentation and Introduction used during Week One 2012:
Link to our Prezi:
http://prezi.com/srhqjc-sthyq/sustainabilities-first-year-mind-mapping/ (this link includes
examples)
Welcome to St. Olaf College! This summer, our small group of student researchers
has worked hard to give sustainability education a well-defined space at St. Olaf. In our changing
world, we believe that sustainability should be a priority. Because the word sustainability has
become such a “buzz word” in the past decade (and because there are literally hundreds of
definitions,) we’d like to share the definition that St. Olaf’s Sustainability Representatives have
chosen to follow as we think about what sustainability means for our student body:
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two
key concepts: the concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to
which overriding priority should be given, and the idea of limitations imposed by the state of
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technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future
needs” - Brundtland Report, 1987
(Discussion of the second sentence- Often, sustainability is not understood in terms of the
world’s poor or societal inequalities. The emphasis is placed on recycling and individual change
instead. “the environment” is understood as parks and camping instead of the landscape of urban
cities and suburbs. Though you may initially think otherwise, you are all part of the environment
and environmentalism)
Thinking about all this complex definition might mean to you, we have developed a short project
that you’ll be able to come back to in your next four years here.
[slides for each stat]
Over the past few years, we’ve conducted surveys of the incoming first year class that tell us
what future Oles want from their college education. Overwhelmingly, you identify as
“environmentalists,” want to learn “environmental literacies,” are eager to learn how to live more
sustainable lives after college, and want to have important discussions about what it means to be
part of a sustainable community. This is exciting, and we’d like to know even more about where
you stand personally--whether that means you are proud to be a “tree hugger,” or you think
sustainability sounds like a bunch of BS, or you find yourself somewhere in between.
Using the template and craft supplies we’ve set up, we’d like you to create a “mind map” of your
personal sustainability environmental histories. Be creative! Your journey to the St. Olaf hill can
take any form you like--from a timeline style layout to one single image that you think represents
you.
We’ve given you each a blank brain inspired by The Nature of Colllege, one of our professor’s
books. This diagram is a way to showcase what you value most at this point in your life. We’ve
included tree imagery for you to depict how you think about sustainability--in your past, present,
and future. (Show filled out diagram from the book that shows sex, beer, stereotypical college
values etc... ask the students to think about how their values do or do not match up with these
stereotypes and how they might fit in with “sustainability)
As you work, think about questions like:
● What do I value and why? What do I value about nature and why? (Remember, your values

might cross partisan lines--don’t feel like just because this is about environmental values
you have to be liberal)
● What physical places and spaces have influenced the way I feel about life?
● Where have I had my most significant experiences in nature?
● What people have influenced my own “environmental history?” How?
● How does my everyday life affect nature (for better or worse)?
● What are the “landmarks” and turning points of my life? ( Mention that it doesn’t have to be

the eiffel tower... get them thinking about what a “landmark” means)
● Where is my sense of place? Am I part of “the environment” or the “environmental
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movement?” (Think about the silences of environmentalism. Again, you ALL have environmental
histories. It could be nature as defined "out there," or suburban nature, or urban ecology. In the
world, more people live in cities than anywhere else)
● How do I want to bring sustainability into my mind map in the next four years?
Feel free to use words or pictures or both. At the end of this project we will be displaying your
maps and afterward we will store them for you. Throughout your time at St. Olaf you’ll be able
to return to this project--re-creating it as your views values inevitably change. Have fun!
(The template for this activity is included on the following page. If you’d like to do this activity
with a corridor or the entire dorm, replicate this template for all!)
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Project Title: Sustainability Date Night
Project Summary: This project can be whatever you choose to make it. As a Sustainability
Representative, you can choose to organize this for your dorm, to discuss it with JCs and have
them do it with their corridors, or work with other sustainability reps to put together a
campuswide sustainability date night or date night with Carleton.
The basic premise? Inspire St. Olaf students to take sustainability into account in elements of
their everyday lives. To make this behavior visible, it could be fun to have a bulletin board with
photos and descriptions of each of these “sustainable dates.” We might also think about a raffle
for all who participate--with a gift certificate for a “second date” at one of the listed sustainable
eateries in Northfield.
This project isolates sustainably minded “target behaviors” and encourages them.
Time Needed: One evening devoted to food, fun, and good company
Materials: Resources listing sustainable date ideas (these can be found on our website in the
Green Living category, and you can offer your own ideas. Remind students that cooking together
is a great way to enjoy time together inexpensively and sustainably.)
Explanation/Background: Inspired by the “Date a Carl for Haiti” fundraising event that took
place in Spring 2010 and 2011, this activity serves as a fun way to shape sustainable behaviors.
In the “Date a Carl” example, St. Olaf students were asked to fill out a survey and were then
matched with a date from Carleton. 25% of the proceeds from eligible restaurants were donated
to Haitian relief efforts.
This is an example of the advertising campaign: Want to date a Carl (if you're an Ole) or an Ole
(if you're a Carl)? Sign up for Carl-Ole date night!! On this night only, Friday, May 4, 2012,
Northfield restaurants will donate a percentage of sales from Carleton-Olaf dates to justice
efforts in Haiti! It's sure to be a night to remember...
With room for creativity in its implementation, a “Sustainability Date Night” can take various
forms:
● A bulletin board designated in a dorm or corridor for couples who pledge to have a low-carbon

date-night and photograph/write a short description of their adventure
● A campus-wide night of sustainable activities for couples (this could include carpool

transportation to select locations, discounts at sustainable local restaurants, or “group
date” nights.) Of course, single Oles will be included as well. Go with a group of friends!
● A “blind” sustainability date night-- matching couples from Carleton and St. Olaf based on an
e-harmony-inspired survey and using a percentage of proceeds from various activities to
donate to environmental efforts on both campuses.
● Incentive for couples who take advantage of the many sustainably minded resources on the
website-- develop a form that can be submitted to sustainability reps. This form could
enter students into a raffle for prizes, and there might even be a featured couple every
month on the website.
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Resources:
● Social Marketing to Protect the Environment, pages 72-73 and 115-118, Doug Mckenzi-

Mohr, Nancy R. Lee, P. Wesley Schultz, Philip Kotler
● Go to our website (sustainabilities.stolaf.edu) for a list of restaurants in Northfield that feature
sustainable and local food. This will be found under Food in the Green Living section.
● The Recreation section of our website also features outdoor activities that are great for
couples.
● In the Transportation section, you’ll find Green Bikes and WE Cars- Green options for transit
that could take a pair any number of romantic places in the Northfield area!
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Project Title: Movie Screening Note: this format can be followed for any documentary or
film you think relates to sustainability and starts conversations for your residents.
Project Summary: Show a sustainably related video source as part of a corridor, dorm, or campus
event.
Time Needed: Two hours
Materials: DVD, Documentary, or YouTube clip, popcorn (or other snack,) ideas for post-movie
discussion
Explanation/Background: Watching a movie as a corridor or dorm is a low-key way to get
students thinking about how environmentalism plays into the pop culture of their everyday lives.
Whether you opt to show an environmentally themed documentary, a commercial film with
capitalist or sustainable themes, or a short youtube video that primes conversation, video is a
great medium to use when relating to your residents. Part of the mission of the SustainAbilities
program is to give students a space to slow down from their everyday lives of time poverty. By
showing a sustainably related film and talking about its implications, you give your residents a
chance to relax and take a break from the rigors of academic life on the Hill. Furthermore, this
“break” also carries with it purpose and connections--making students feel like they are not
“wasting time.”
In the future, we might even think about showing a sustainability related film on a large blow-up
screen (like St. Olaf does for first year students during Week One) during the Sustainability
Festival or on Sustainability Day.
Resources:
See our website (sustainabilities.stolaf.edu) for a comprehensive list of sustainability related
books and films (check out the resources section)
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A Few More Informal Ideas:
* Cut the fronts off of greeting cards and resend them as postcards (this could be a fun dorm
activity during the holiday season.)
* Wrap gifts in materials like comics (gift wrapping event?)
* Worn out gym shoe drive (along with used clothing and other unwanted items.)
* “No Shave November” beard-growing competition with an environmental twist. Offer an
incentive for the winner and make the judging a campus-wide event! In advertising, focus on
how much water is saved by avoiding shaving (i.e. an average shave used 5 gallons of water.)
Thinking about Residential Life After College; Things to Discuss with Residents:
* Vehicle maintenance and purchase (Maintain correct tire pressure, conduct regular engine
maintenance, purchase fuel efficient vehicle)
* Work-related modal choices (ride a bike to work, walk to work, carpool to work,
Telecommute, use mass transit)
* Driving Behavior (Drive below the speed limit, turn engine off when parked, do not idle car to
warm up engine in winter, do not accelerate quickly at stoplights, drive the most efficient route
to work, chain errands together)
* Child related modal choices (ride a bike to school, walk to school, ride a bike to recreational
activities, carpool to recreational activities)
* Consider having a dorm event where a known and respected speaker comes to talk about these
sort of “after college” life skills. Think about targeting upper-classmen in particular, but leave
the event open to all age groups. Beyond transportation habits, this sort of speaking event could
happen in a series--with topics like Laundry, Grocery Shopping, Kitchen Skills, looking for an
apartment etc.)
*If you have a section for seniors on green jobs, this might be a useful link:

http://jobs.greenbiz.com/list/dc7630f143
* http://seattlepi.com also offers useful tips to finding a “green” apartment
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Campus-Wide Activities for SustainAbility Reps
Project Title: Dorm Gardens: Building Residence Life Community through

Local Food
Project Summary: This effort will bring gardens to the dorms at St. Olaf--cultivating the skills
needed to grow food and the appreciation that comes with eating what you have raised yourself.
The new Sustainability Coordinator of participating dorms will be the overseeing manager of
each dorm’s garden (starting in the Spring of 2013). STOGROW farmers will be on campus all
school year and throughout the summer. The farmers agree to hold potential “tutorials” in which
they will talk with Sustainability Coordinators about how to start each garden. The student
farmers will be a good resource throughout the implementation of this project.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Proper awareness and outreach from the dorm garden will help students to recognize the value

of local food and sustainable eating habits.
● Enthusiasm about being a part of change on campus
● Strengthened sense of dorm and campus community
● “Gaining skills in community gardening can help learners shift from thinking about

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

sustainability literacy as being about self-restraint, to conceptualizing it as a route to
personal well-being, community resilience and the health of the systems that support life”
(Alma Calvin, Community Gardening: Skills for building Community and Working
within Environmental Limits).
Experiential learning
Ecological Design and Observation
Appropriate Technology
Holistic Health
Communication Skills and Stakeholder Management
Foster conversation and idea sharing among students.
Potential for more volunteering and collaboration with STOGROW.

● Summer food can be sold to Bon Appetit (The contact information for Peter Abrahamson, the

General Manager of Bon Appetit, can be found in the Resources section of this
document.)
Time Needed: Summer 2013-Spring 2014 (as kick-off season)
Explanation/Background:
Whether students recognize it or not, our generation is almost completely disconnected from our
food. Our food is almost always made up of double-digit ingredients, instead of just one.
We have become “indoor kids” and we have forgotten how to play in the dirt. We need to go
outside, learn about the nitrogen cycle, learn about photosynthesis, and watch a seed grow. Very
few students on campus would be able to look at a two-inch tall seedling and be able to identify
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the variety or type of plant. Very few students know how to prepare soil for planting or how to
set up proper irrigation for crops. How many students actually know what compost is or why it is
important for organic produce? How many students know how to prune a tomato plant to
promote healthier and fuller growth? This needs to change. If our entire fossil-fuel reliant food
system as we know it fails, we’ll need to grow our own food. What better time to start than now?
A St. Olaf College education should equip its students with life skills that go beyond the
classroom and written word.
The Steps:
● Starting in the Fall of 2012, compost systems will be going into all of the first-year dorms.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

This might be a good location for a dorm garden. Taryn Arbeiter, one of the pioneers of
the new dorm composting said the compost will initially be “Green Cone composting,” a
system of composting that will require little effort of students. This compost can be left
for decomposition, and can be easily converted into compost for the dorm gardens.
The new Sustainability Coordinator of participating dorms will oversee the management of the
dorm’s garden (starting in the spring of 2013). This requires very little work—only
raising awareness of the garden and encouraging participation from residents through JCs
and RAs.
The Sustainability Coordinator can work with JCs and RAs to get students to sign up. This can
function as some of the monthly “events” each of the JCs and RAs are required to put on,
especially because one of the six events a month needs to be educational.
Stake out a small plot of land (12’ x 12’ or smaller, depending on desires of interested party) in
either the side or back lawn of the dorm. Most dorms have a water spout and hose
attachment in the back of the dorm. The garden should be started near a water source.
Before converting this land, the gardeners will need permission from Pamela
McDowell.
Organic vegetable, herb, and/or flower seeds will need to be ordered or bought by early- to
mid-May. Sustainability Coordinators, JCs, RAs, and students involved can plan what
they would like to grow (for example: tomatoes and basil for dorm salsa making,
zucchini for dorm chocolate chip zucchini bread making, beans, broccoli, and kale for
dorm stir-fry making, etc.). (see Materials for where to purchase these supplies)
To begin to convert this plot, the land will need to be tilled (usually in mid- or late-May). For
such a small area, this can be done using a broadfork. This is a deep tillage rake tool that
allows soil to aerate while preserving soil structure and minimizing weed seed surfacing.
STOGROW owns three broadforks, and they can be lent out to the dorms for initial
tilling. Broadfork usage YouTube tutorials can be found in the “Resources” section of
this document.
Once the seeds have either been purchased or received by mail, gardeners can begin to plant in
late May. Gardeners can plan out the layout of the small garden. Some crops have
“complimentary” crops—companion plants that can help certain plants grow better when
next to each other. Complimentary crop suggestions and explanations can be found in the
“Resources” section of this document.
There are a few options for garden maintenance during the summer months. One option is for
the Sustainability Coordinator to be in contact with friends or classmates on campus for
the summer to maintain the garden. Another option is to have the STOGROW farmers go
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●
●

●

●

●

around and check on the farms each day for weeding, watering, and garden maintenance.
A third option would be to incorporate dorm gardening into one of the summer classes.
The fourth option would be to hire a paid Res Life staff to maintain the gardens during
the summer months. Considering the very small size of these plots, it should not take
much time or effort.
For the next few weeks the garden should be watered when the soil is dry. Gardeners should
also weed around the crops (make sure not to pull up a vegetable plant by accident!)
Once seedlings are growing, gardeners can apply compost to the base of the plants every few
weeks or so. This provides the crops with essential growth nutrients that are sometimes
lacking in the soil, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and more. Keep weeding as
necessary.
As crops grow larger throughout June and July, specific vegetables require specific
maintenance. For example, tomato plants will need trellising systems most likely around
late June, early July. Supportive posts should be put next to the tomato plant so it can
grow upright and sturdy. Also, root vegetables such as beets and carrots will need to be
thinned out for fuller growth. Keep watering and weeding. Websites on specific vegetable
maintenance can be found in the “Resources” section of this document.
Throughout late July, August, September, and into October is harvest time. Eliot Coleman’s
“The New Organic Grower” is a good resource for determining vegetable readiness and
harvesting time for specific crops.
Once Sustainability Coordinator, JCs, RAs and residents get on campus—garden together!
Weed, talk about food, talk about the environment, harvest, and make food together as a
hall or dorm event! Use the new Wendell Berry house “Recipes for Local Change”
cookbook for recipe ideas! Leftover food? No problem! Either give it to your friends, to
STOGROW, or ask if Bon Appetit would be willing to buy it!

Materials Needed:
● Vegetable, herb, and flower seeds (see step 5 in project explanation). The Sustainability

●
●
●
●
●

Coordinator should propose to receive money for this project through the new
Environmental Studies grant. It is possible that some Hall Council money could be
allotted for such a project. Seeds can either be purchased online or at a variety of local
stores within Northfield. The contacts for these locations can be found in the
“Resources” section of this document.
Compost
Wendell Berry house “Recipes for Social Change” cookbook
Broadfork
Watering System (likely hoses or watering cans)
Supportive tomato trellis posts

● STOGROW farmers will be on campus all school year and throughout the summer.

The
farmers agreed to hold potential “tutorials” in which they could talk with Sustainability
Coordinators about how to start the garden. They will be a good resource throughout the
implementation of this project.

Resources:
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Eliot Coleman’s “The New Organic Grower” would be useful for starting a small garden.
Calvin, Alma. "Community Gardening: Skills for Building Community and Working within
Environmental Limits." The Handbook of Sustainability Literacy: Skills for a Changing World.
By Arran Stibbe. Totnes, UK: Green, 2009. Print.
Contacts:
Peter Abrahamson, General Manager of Bon Appetit: Peter.Abrahamson@cafebonappetit.com
Pamela McDowell, Associate Dean of Students and Director of Residence Life:
mcdowell@stolaf.edu
St. Olaf Garden Research and Organic Works (STOGROW): farmers@stolaf.edu
Seeds and Garden supply contacts:
Eco Gardens: 600 Division Street South, Northfield, MN (507) 645-7078
Johnny’s Selected Seeds: http://www.johnnyseeds.com/default.aspx (877-564-6697)
Just Food Co-op: 516 Water Street South, Northfield, MN (507)-650-0106
Knecht’s Nurseries and Landscaping: 1601 Minnesota 19 Northfield, MN (507) 645-5015
Seed Savers Exchange: 3094 North Winn Road, Decorah, Iowa 52101 (563) 382-5990
http://www.seedsavers.org/
Broadfork tutorial: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lfa1h4T2UYc
Complimentary crops: http://www.ehow.com/list_6075760_complementary-vegetable-gardenplants.html
Compost: http://whatcom.wsu.edu/ag/compost/fundamentals/benefits_benefits.htm
Thinning root vegetables: http://inandaroundthegarden.net/2010/12/15/how-to-thin-rootvegetables/
Tomato trellising http://www.mastergardeners.org/picks/tomato_staking.html
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Project Title: Sustainability Festival in the Natural Lands
Project Summary: An event to take place at the beginning of the year in the natural lands to serve
as a platform to showcase Olaf’s deep dedication to a sustainable future and as a time to engage
students in open conversation about sustainability.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Engage and empower students in open conversation about environmental issues
● To educate about sustainability and St. Olaf’s specific initiatives and values
● To foster curiosity about nature and sustainable living
Time Needed: Probably half of a day, from early/mid afternoon until nighttime.
Explanation/Background:
St. Olaf prides itself on its community consciousness and environmental awareness. Roughly
97% of the class of 2015 said that they care about the environment as incoming students. St.
Olaf’s mission statement states, “[the curriculum] challenges [the students] to be responsible and
knowledgeable citizens of the world.” Ideally, being a responsible citizen of the world would
include being a sustainable citizen of the world.
Sustainability is a growing part of the Ole identity. This event is a way of showcasing that
important part of St. Olaf’s values and culture. By calling on numerous groups and parts of St.
Olaf to create a festival celebrating sustainability, we show students how important the
environment is to their school, and inspire them to find ways they can foster environmentalism in
their own lives as a student of such a environmentally dedicated institution.
Speakers
The festival will open with a faculty speaker to emphasize the importance of sustainability at St.
Olaf. Jim Farrell would be a recommended option to express St. Olaf’s history with
environmental sustainability, his own personal thoughts on sustainability and the importance of
student awareness. This would set the tone for the festival and remind students of the festival’s
purpose.
Kathy Shea, professor of Biology and curator of the natural lands, could share with the students
her immense knowledge of the natural lands including their history and current importance to the
St. Olaf community as a whole. Further, she could remind students to explore them safely.
After formal speakers are finished, a section of the fair should be partitioned off that will serve as
a sort of open-mic opportunity for students to voice their knowledge, ideas or creative pieces
concerning the environment, sustainability, St. Olaf or any related topics.
Music:
The festival should have a fun and lively environment, and so campus bands should be organized
to play at the event throughout the day. The organizers should work with the Pause Tech crew
for this aspect of the festival. It is recommended that there be long breaks in between bands as to
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not lose focus of the main goal of the festival. These breaks will allow students to visit other
activities of the event and explore the natural lands
Activities:
Different environmental groups on campus could be invited to set up displays about projects on
campus. Facilities staff would also be invited to set up displays that show the environmentally
sustainable features of buildings around campus. Professors could be present to demonstrate
relevant work they are doing.
Other fun activities could be available, such as games, and tie-dyeing. Food tables could be set
up offering environmentally conscious foods for free or as fundraisers. A bon fire could be
offered at night.
If this activity were done at the end of the year, the EcoReps could present the outcome of the
very first year of sustainability programing in the residence halls.
Logistics:
Pamela McDowell, suggested contacting the Director of Public Safety, Fred Behr and Grounds
Manager, Jim Fisher to discuss reserving the space. An event of this magnitude comes with a
large price tag and a lot of organization. To help with both, it may require partnerships with one
or multiple SGA branches such as SAC and ADC. Callyssa Ozzello, SAC coordinator for 20122013 communicated that SAC would be interested in helping with an event, but that they may
have problems directly financing, since most of funds are already allocated for annual events.
Additionally, the amount of organizing this event would entail would make it difficult to put on
during Week 1, at least for the event’s first year.
The natural lands are obviously a delicate environment, and having hundreds of students
congregated on the land for an extended period of time is a consideration. As many precautions
as necessary should be taken to maintain the health of the lands. An alternative venue is always
the quad.
Potential Partnerships:
● The Pause for electrical equipment and for tech assistance during the event
● Environmental Coalition and other environmentally related groups on campus for
activities/displays
● Facilities to present sustainable features of buildings on campus
● BonAp or other student orgs to provide environmentally sustainable food samples and
displays.
● SAC and/or ADC
Materials Needed:
● Electrical equipment for bands and speakers
● Numerous tables/stands for various student orgs and activities
● Vehicles to transport materials
● There will be many other requirements which depend on activities decided, and what materials
individual groups are able to provide.
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Project Title: “Reverse Debate” Election Activity
Project Summary: Working toward the goal of making Environmentalism less of a partisan
concern, this activity helps students to see what both sides of the political spectrum can agree on
from an environmental standpoint (even if they don’t explicitly say so in their campaigns.)
Ideally, it gets students to see how they are already part of the political process (though they
might not see themselves this way initially,) and promotes solutions that cross Party lines.
Time Needed: 1 hour (5 minute introduction, 20 minutes broken into groups--one for the Green
Party, one for the Republican Party, one for the Democratic Party, and 35 minutes dedicated to
group discussion)
Materials:
● Environmental platform fact sheets for the Democratic, Republican, and Green Parties (can be
taken from the websites found in the resources section below)
● Paper and pens for brainstorming
● Whiteboard and markers for the group brainstorming session
Explanation/Background: In today’s heated political climate, the Parties that represent our
political spectrum can find little to agree on. Because the stereotypes that accompany each of the
three major Parties (Democratic, Republican and Green,) are often extreme and the political
system itself may feel corrupt, too slow in creating change, or designed for “old white men,”
many American citizens in the age bracket of 18-25 are unmotivated to be involved politically. It
is also often the case that environmentalism and sustainability are seen as “Democrat” or
“liberal” issues.
In this exercise, students will be asked to break up into three groups--each group given a fact
sheet with basics about the Party’s platform that they represent. They will be asked to approach
an issue (chosen by the Sustainability Representative for the dorm) from their designated
political perspective. Issues may include; hydrofracking, the XL Pipeline, public transit, reducing
subsidies for oil companies, indigenous land use rights, or other current environmental issues in
the media. (You can find a few on our website!)
After these groups have developed their arguments, they will then take a few minutes to present.
Following each of these short summaries, the group will get together to collectively think about
how all three Parties might compromise and agree. By learning what each Party stands for,
students will be more informed politically. They may also be more motivated to participate in
politics, and will be primed to think about how issues cross Party lines and look for connections
rather than dividers.
Resources:
http://www.ontheissues.org/celeb/Republican_Party_Environment.htm
http://www.ontheissues.org/celeb/Democratic_Party_Environment.htm
http://www.ontheissues.org/celeb/Green_Party_Environment.htm
sustainabilities.stolaf.edu
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Project Title: Graffiti Logo Design (for a SustainAbility Event)
Project Summary: A day of Graffiti art taking place in the Lion’s Pause. After an introduction
session, students are given the opportunity to work individually or in small groups to develop a
unique logo for an upcoming sustainability event. After the art has been completed, a campuswide vote determines the winner. This selected logo will be used in the campaign for the event,
featured on the SustainAbilities website, and potentially printed on t-shirts for the event. This
gives students ownership in the SustainAbilities program, encourages attendance at sustainability
events, and features collaboration and an enhanced understanding of effective social marketing.
Note: This event can be carried out as an event for all students, or it might take place on a
smaller scale with each dorm. This way, dorms could compete--each selecting a logo to represent
their dorm collectively and then competing against one another.
Time Needed: 90 minutes- 2 hours (plus ample set up and clean up time)
Materials:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Spray paint (or another comparable type of paint)
Examples of Graffiti-style logos
Artists willing to give an introduction and offer help
Posterboard
Newspaper (to lay beneath posterboard and prevent staining the Pause.)
Music playlist and student DJ

Explanation/Background: In Wales, United Kingdom, casual grass fire arson is a major
environmental concern. After observing the behaviors and cultural norms that lead to these
dangerous fires, a Youth Advisory Panel was formed in 2010 to develop a “brand competition”
for a program to reduce the occurrence of arson across communities. Recognizing that most of
this negative behavior was carried out by bored youth, the panel worked to create a variety of
alternative activities. All of these activities were free, included food, and featured sustainable
behaviors. Examples of activities included: Graffiti Art, Survival Skills, Ceramics, Arson Rap,
and Firefighter for a Day.
Using the success of this multi-faceted program as inspiration, we can bring events like those of
the Bernie campaign to St. Olaf’s SustainAbilities program.
The Graffiti Art project outlined by Bernie is a great place to start. Described as a space where
youth can “learn how to design and produce a piece of graffiti art with the help of a qualified
graffiti artist...[in an] arts based workshop lasting approximately an hour and a half, and take the
completed piece of art work away with [them]”(Social Marketing to Protect the Environment,
124).
At. St. Olaf, this project could take place in a large space like the Lion’s Pause. It would feature:
● A fun atmosphere with music provided by a student DJ
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● Student and faculty artists available to provide an introduction to Graffiti art and design help
● Materials to work with (i.e. spray paint, posterboard.)
● The motivation behind the project: The student or group of students who submits a

“winning” logo design (determined by a campuswide vote) for an upcoming
sustainability event receives recognition on the SustainAbilities website, the use of their
design in the event campaign (including pamphlets, t-shirts, and all other advertising,)
and canvas bags featuring their design. (This project might occur before something like
the Sustainability Fair- an event occurring annually at St. Olaf in the future and feature a
different logo every year--much like Lutefest.)
Resources:
Social Marketing to Protect the Environment, pages 124-125, Doug Mckenzi-Mohr, Nancy R.
Lee, P. Wesley Schultz, Philip Kotler
http://bernie.uk.com/
http://www.123rf.com/photo_8701324_graffiti-road-auto-logo-isolated.html
emoneydesigns.com
http://www.kimwoodbridge.com/writing-first-article-at-environmental-graffiti/
http://speckless.wordpress.com/2011/02/03/green-graffiti/
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Project Title: Making Trayless Work: Forming Habits Early
Project Summary:
From a sustainability point of view, the convenience of using a caf tray is not worth the resulting
food, water, and energy waste. This project allows you to discuss the costs related to using trays
in the caf with students via a display, corridor dinner, and going trayless yourself.
Because new students form their habits within six weeks of coming to college, it is important to
discuss going trayless (and carry out this project) as soon as possible.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Expect some (hopefully most) students to go trayless!
● Students will think about how their daily decisions are connected the environment on a larger
scale.
● Students might notice some of the ways that unsustainable habits are a part of the daily, default
culture at St. Olaf.
Time Needed: Phase 1 (30 minutes), Phase 2 (45 minutes), Phase 3 (ongoing habit)
Explanation/Background:
Addressing the large amount of food waste generated by students, faculty, and staff on college
campuses by going trayless is one way that colleges nationwide have tried to become more
sustainable. Currently over 300 campuses have stepped up to the plate (literally) and removed
trays from their cafeterias, including our cross-Canon rival Carleton and other Minnesota
campuses such as Macalester. This decision has resulted in major decreases in waste production,
both from uneaten food and in the amount of water used to wash the trays. Going trayless is one
way that St. Olaf can easily continue on our path to become more sustainable.
Many students start using trays when they begin at St. Olaf because it is the default. They look
around, see other people taking trays, and think that this is what people do in the cafeteria. By
telling them as soon as possible that to do have a choice, and that choice has consequences, more
people will start out eating trayless, and we will get over that large, nearly impassable hurdle of
trying to change people’s habits. Hooray! Here’s what you’ll do:
Phase 1: The Display
● Let’s not kid ourselves and say that all students will be able to look at a list of facts and form
their habits around that. Some will, and that will be awesome. However, many people
can’t translate words and numbers into an idea that actually causes them to act. Most
people act much more viscerally and need to physically see what the numbers really
mean. That’s where this display comes in. By giving students a chance to see how
much water or waste they are actually producing, they will be more likely to act.
● The goal of this display is to show how much water a week it takes to wash the trays of 2
students (say, a roommate pair) on the 17 meal plan. You won’t need many supplies, just
a couple 5 gallon buckets and a few printouts of the display fact sheet that you can find at
the end of this section (you can always make your own display, too, if you’re feeling
ambitious).
● Set up 4 5-gallon buckets in an interesting way. Don’t fill them with water, but do be aware
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that one of the buckets actually wouldn’t be full (2 students on the 17 meal plan would
generate about 17 gallons of water a week just for their trays, so 3 full buckets plus 2
gallons in the fourth bucket). Tape or post the display sheets near the display so that
students can stop, read the facts, put two and two together, and hopefully eat trayless at
their next meal!
Phase 2: The corridor dinner
● During this week, encourage JCs to take their corridors out and have a trayless corridor
dinner. This will allow the students a low stress chance to try out trayless and see just
how inconvenient it really is (i.e. not that inconvenient at all). Encourage the JCs to have
a discussion about the display so that students can voice their questions and concerns.
Give the JCs some of these facts, as well as the links posted below so that they can do
their own research if they’d like.
● Make yourself available at some point during the week to answer the questions and concerns
that the students will inevitably have.
Phase 3: Leading by example and the power of peer pressure
● Remember, you’re these students’ point person on sustainability issues. They look to you as a
role model of how to live sustainably. You’re a human, so don’t try to be perfect, but do
try to eat trayless yourself as often as possible if you don’t already. All the facts
above apply to you, too.
● Peer pressure is a powerful tool, especially when it involves a group of students that are trying
to fit into a new place with new cultural rules. When you see them with a tray, ask
them about it. Tease them. Remind them that Carleton and Concordia are trayless, and
that Mac has at least one day a week without trays. Do what people do to get others to do
what they want. DON’T get mad at them, though. Keep it nice, and keep it fun.
Materials Needed:
● Four 5-gallon buckets
● Printouts of the display fact sheet (listed under Resources)
● Tape

Resources:
ARAMARK study: http://www.aramarkhighered.com/search.aspx (click the first link)
New York Times article: http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/29/nyregion/29tray.html
15,000,000 lbs. of food waste diverted! http://www.marketwatch.com/story/trayless-dining-oncampus-reduces-15-million-pounds-of-food-waste-2012-04-19
Carleton goes trayless: http://apps.carleton.edu/campus/auxiliaryservices/blog/?story_id=789715
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THIS is how much WATER it takes to WASH you and your roommate’s TRAYS each week.
Each tray takes about ½ gallon of water for each washing. For two people on the 17 meal plan,
that’s 17 gallons of water each week. By going trayless, you save water, the electricity needed to
heat that water, and the detergent needed to wash it.
Eat Sustainably. Go Trayless.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Did you know that going trayless saves 1.8 oz. of food each meal on average? If you’re on the
17 meal plan, that’s 2 lbs. of food per week that’s not wasted. By going trayless, you’ll only take
what you need to fill your plate. Now your eyes won’t be bigger than your stomach.
Eat Sustainably. Go Trayless.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Carleton does it. Why can’t we?
Eat Sustainably. Go Trayless
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Project Title: Caf Tours
Project Summary:
Olaf’s first years would receive a tour of Bon Appetit’s operations in Stav Hall. Students
would be educated on where the food they eat everyday comes from, what work makes it go
from production to their plate, and what the “true price” of a meal in the caf is.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Prompt students to be thoughtful about their food
● Empower students to use food choices as “votes” to elicit change
Time Needed: About 70 minutes
Explanation/Background:
Every day, we eat. It is one of the things we absolutely must do to keep ourselves alive. And yet
in general we give very little thought to what and how we eat. Yes, we choose between the
turkey burger and the stir-fry, but we don’t ask where the turkey came from. What spices were
used to make the stir-fry? Are the sugar snap peas local or flown in from South America? Where
and how our food is grown and produced is important for our personal health, as well as the
health of the planet. All of these things, from where our food is grown and processed to the
routes it travels, to the table upon which it ends its journey, is a foodshed. Knowing about our
foodshed provides a direct connection to the food cycle, involving us directly in a process we
give so little thought, yet is vital for our survival. A tour of Stav Hall with fellow student will
provide freshmen with knowledge of who prepares their food and exactly what goes into
providing each student with three healthy meals every day of the academic year.
Our food system accounts for about 20% of the greenhouse gasses emitted in the United States.
This high number comes from a combination of the growing, processing, packaging, and
shipping of food. The ideology of choice is important in our culture, and our food services give
us choices galore. Every time we choose a certain food, we tell a company something: we tell
them that they should keep on producing that item for us to consume. What we buy and consume
can influence what products food companies provide. If we choose to buy only cage free
chicken, the chicken companies will have to meet our demand. Here at St. Olaf it seems as
though these kinds of choices have been made for us, with fully cooked meals provided three
times a day, seven days a week. Luckily Bon Appétit is a great company, and does a good job of
choosing the food we all eat. But even within a meal plan we can utilize our decision-making
capabilities. For BonAp, we are the consumers that drive the choices and options
Materials Needed:
● Possibly pamphlets or other publications about BonAp or other relevant information about St.
Olaf’s food system.
● Randy Clay’s Time and Consent
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Resources:
Webpages
● Information on how Bon Appétit helps us and other campuses eat sustainably:
www.cafebonappetit.com
● Information on Bon Appétit at St. Olaf: http://www.cafebonappetit.com/menu/your-cafe/stolaf
On-campus Bon Appétit resources
● Peter Abrahamson, General Manager
● Randy Clay, Board Manager and student liaison
Books and essays concerning the importance of connecting with one’s own food
● Kingsolver, B., (2003). Lily’s Chickens. In HarperCollins (Ed.), Small Wonders. New York.
● Kingsolver, B. Hopp, S., Kingsolver, C. (2012). Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food
Life. New York, NY: HarperCollins.
● Pollan, M. (2006). The Omnivore’s Dilemma. New York, NY: The Penguin Press.
● Several essays by Wendell Berry including “The Pleasures of Eating” and “The Mad Farmer
Manifesto”
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Project Title: Sophomore Week One Canoe Trip
Project Summary: Week One for sophomores that involves a seven-day wilderness trip in the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area of Northern Minnesota. This trip will focus on spirituality,
reflection, and identity, and bringing these skills back to St. Olaf.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● To experience living as simply as possible
● Integration of senses, physical work, and intellectual thought
● Spirituality: Infuse the idea of spirituality in the language, thoughts, worldview,
conversations, and everyday life of college students.
● Reflection: Valuing the act of journaling and consciously taking the time to reflect. Challenge
the students to continue back at school, even just once a week during community time or
on Sundays.
● Thinking substantially: Now that the students have been at St. Olaf for a year, they are more
than ready to think outside the limits of disciplines and education for a career. Encourage
the uncomfortable conversations.
● Motivation for sustainable actions: Develop an appreciation for nature as a tool of
commitment, further encouraging the students to act on the environmentalism in which
they profess to believe. This will set the stage for the students to participate in the
sustainability projects back on campus.
● Identity: Escape the “identity lockbox” and foster an environment where the students feel like
they can embrace their own. This will be an important step for students feeling
empowered to create their own culture at St. Olaf rather than following the status quo.
● Wonder: Learning to see nature all around and appreciate the world as Mary Oliver does by
seeing the beauty in every blade of grass, rotting fence post, and bird feather.
Time Needed: 7 days before the start of the fall semester.
Explanation/Background:
Ole’s constantly interact with nature without realizing it. Giving Oles seven days to be immersed
in nature will give them a common wilderness experience that will motivate them to think more
consciously about their constant interactions with nature, and allow them to think about their
personal relationship and identity with nature.
Each day of the 7-day trip will have a different intellectual focus. However, as the focus of this
trip is the integration of senses, physical work, and intellectual thought, only a portion of the day
will be allotted to the readings and discussions. The goal of these short readings is to have the
freedom to fully comprehend, feel, and play with all the words of the readings--NOT to be a
chore.
Reflective Focus
Day 1: Noticing and Cherishing, Slow and Deep Listening
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Reading: Winter Hours, Mary Oliver. Ch1, top of pp. 98- 100 and Look Again, Mary Oliver
Activity: Seeing the tree (from Beauty as a Way of Knowing)
Now, imagine that the tree is new to you, as if you have not seen it before, as if you do not know
the word ‘tree’ – which is a generalisation in any case – as if you cannot even speak its name.
Ask yourself: What is the gesture of this particular tree. How does it express itself? What does
it say to me of its becoming and its form, of its unfolding from the womb of the earth? Go to the
beginning of language, rather than the end. Let your arms and hands rather than your larynx do
the talking; for the larynx, in evolutionary terms, is really a condensed form of the speaking and
simultaneously spoken body. Go to the invisible movement of speech, the vestiges of which are
still there in your hands when you speak to others in ordinary conversation. Become the tree.
Find a gesture for it. Per-form it. This is speaking. This is naming. It is just that it is speaking
in order to disclose, not to represent, symbolise, signify, label, or even to communicate.
Journaling: Spend a period of time in a place, and write down everything you notice and cherish
about it. Try to internalize this way of seeing the world, and think about continuing to cherish for
the rest of the trip – as you canoe, portage, eat meals, when the sunlight hits your face, and when
you finally crawl into your sleeping bag at night. Think about making every motion intentional
and about how your body and spirit feel as you perform this motion. Look around, investigate the
miniscule, move slowly. Cherish and re-discover the world.
Day 2: Spirituality and Sacramentality
Reading: Winter Hours Ch 2, pp. 101-102 and Some Questions You Might Ask, Mary Oliver
Also review any mentions of spirit you noticed from the first reading on Day 1
Activity/Journaling: What does spirituality mean to you? What do you think is the “attitude” that
Mary Oliver is referring to? What would you like your attitude to be?
Like you did yesterday in seeing a tree without language, look around and try to think about the
spirits of nature in the way that Mary Oliver does in Some Questions You Might Ask. Feel the
spirit, of the earth beneath your feet. In fact you should lie on your belly, take the soil in your
hands, rub it into your fingernails, smell it, maybe try a little bit on your tongue, do everything
you can to feel the soil. Just as you have been trying to notice the world about you, now try to
feel its spirit.
Day 3: Wonder
Reading: Winter Hours, Mary Oliver. Ch 3, pp. 103-104 and Wonder, David James Duncan
Activity/Journaling: Observe the water in the way Mary Oliver does – look for its emotions, the
ways it interacts with the sun and the shore, examine its tiniest of ripples. Think of the times in
your life you have been grasped by wonder, and how you can try to live a more wondrous life.
Day 4: Human Identity in Nature
Reading: Beauty As a Way of Knowing, Barry Bignell and Winter Hours bottom of 95-top 97,
Mary Oliver
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Activity/Journaling:
Bignell discusses the idea that our civilization needs “better knowing” rather than more
knowledge. He claims that “Direct knowing and participation in the world through the
experience of beauty can help fill the emptiness, heal the wounds, reduce the separation, ease the
alienation, fulfill the longing, and satisfy the yearning in ways that do not rely on the false
promises of consumerism and technological progress.” In the world that we currently live in,
how can we infuse this direct knowing and participation into our lives? Meditate on past
experiences you have had through directly knowing and appreciating, and how this way of
learning has affected you differently than your St. Olaf classroom experiences.
Mary Oliver describes a walk through the woods by her home she has done thousands of times,
through the black oaks that know her. Imagine cultivating a relationship with a place and
practicing knowing through experience in this way and learning to really love this one place as
she does. How is this a way of knowing in the way that Bignell describes?
Day 5: A Holistic Approach
Reading: Gaia Awareness
Activity/Journaling: Simply respond to the reading, and give yourself the freedom to let your
mind wander.
Day 6: Applying our Wonder into an Ethic
Reading: The Land Ethic, Aldo Leopold and The Trouble with Wilderness, William Cronon
This is the big reading day, and the one day that the group will not be traveling. The group will
perform their usual morning routine of waking at dawn and eating breakfast together. After
breakfast, the group will divide up lunch foods and split up for the day. Everyone will come back
together at about the usual time the group begins to make dinner every day, when the group gets
hungry. The students will bring the two readings with them, and read them with their usual care,
paying specific attention to the mention of “ethics” in the two essays.
Activity/Journaling: As you read, jot down notes in your journal about what you think your
environmental ethic could be back at school as students, not just as wilderness travelers or
private landowners. After meditating on your own personal ethic to adopt back at school,
respond to the two readings. Do you agree with Leopold's approach to a land ethic? What about
William Cronon's? Write about what your own ethic would be like. Spend the rest of the solo
day doing what you wish – exploring, sitting and observing the earth, journaling, or meditating –
but be sure to stay alone and stay reflective for as long as you can. Only when your belly will not
let you think about anything anything else besides its hunger, return back to the main camp to
cook dinner.
Day 7: Bringing It Home
Reading: Ecological Intelligence: Viewing the World Relationally (Stephen Sterling) and The
Peace of Wild Things, Wendell Berry
Activity/Journaling: Reflect on the trip, what you learned, and what you want to bring home with
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you. Write down goals for yourself in the upcoming year and general future, including anything
that comes to mind (ie relationships with people and the earth, trying to include certain
rituals/activities in your everyday life, etc). Specifically, think about the presence of nature at St.
Olaf – the water in the pipes, the limestone of the buildings, the food in the cafeteria – and your
goals of how you will coexist with this form of nature in your everyday life.
Materials Needed:
Resources: (Required for Curriculum)
● Beauty As a Way of Knowing (from The Handbook of Sustainable Literacy) – Barry Bignell
● Gaia Awareness (from The Handbook of Sustainable Literacy)
● Look Again – Mary Oliver
● The Land Ethic – Aldo Leopold
● The Peace of Wild Things – Wendell Berry
● The Trouble with Wilderness - William Cronon
● Winter Hours – Mary Oliver
● Wonder – David James Duncan
● Viewing the World Relationally (from The Handbook of Sustainable Literacy) – Stephen
Sterling
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Project Title: Three Tours to Teach Sustainability: Stav Hall, Compost Site, and STOGROW
Project Summary:
The JCs of each first year dorm (and potentially the upperclassman dorms as well) will be
coordinating a tour of Bon Appétit food service at St. Olaf College, the compost site on campus,
and STOGROW campus farm. Students will see every step of the food process at St. Olaf. They
will benefit from experiential learning on each of these tours, and reflect together on the food
systems of the college.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Achieve a greater understanding of where our food comes from and what it affects
● “Learn the origins of the food you buy, and buy the food that is produced closest to your
home” (Wendell Berry).
● Inspire St. Olaf students to hope for and create a better future for ourselves and our children.
● Students will see the amount of food that has been wasted and begin to question their own
eating/wasting habits.
● Show students what the St. Olaf community is doing to commit to sustainability. They will
participate first hand in the process as they volunteer throughout the tour.
● An educational “ripple effect”--opening a dialogue about food that continues outside of the
tours and the academic setting.
● Question what techniques go into harvesting and producing the food they eat.
● Foster a change in the environmentally destructive habits of larger society
Time Needed: Each tour takes approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes. The cafeteria tour, compost
tour, and STOGROW tour will occur during separate corridor meetings.
Explanation/Background:
Approximately 20% of the world’s population uses around 67 percent of the planet’s resources
and 75% of the planet’s pollution and waste. We are among that 20%. Our society needs to move
away from being such high consumers and high wasters and move towards a culture that is more
conscious of what happens to our resources.
One way to get St. Olaf students to be more aware of their own food footprint is to have them
learn about the impact that they are creating. Tours of the cafeteria, composting site, and studentrun farm are an efficient way to teach these valuable perspectives and life skills.
Materials (and Resources):
There will be a set of resources that will be available for the JCs and freshman to look over and
to use at their own discretion.
A few of the smaller articles that will be provided:
Wendell Berry’s The Pleasures of Eating
Howard Nemerov’s Grace Be Said at the Supermarket
Alma Clavin’s Community Gardening
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Barbara Kingsolver’s Lily’s Chickens
The chapter titled Food for Thought from Jim Farrell’s book The Nature of College
There will be a web site provided that has a food footprint calculator
(http://www.foodcarbon.co.uk/)
Additional project implemented by the JCs: Comic drawing competition on the topic of food
sustainability to see which resident is the most creative. The winning artist’s work will be posted
in the entrance of the dorm.
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Project Title: Corridor Cooking Time
Project Summary: Corridor Cooking Time provides students with recipes and directions on how
to work together to create locally grown and purchased, environmentally friendly dishes that they
can use in college and after they graduate. Students will participate in a weekly community
cooking time with members of their residence hall corridor during which they will prepare a dish
and discuss relevant local food and community viewpoints. If time permits, students can also
take field trips together to gather necessary ingredients.
Skills and Values Outcomes:
● Students will build a stronger connection with one another through cooking.
● Students will learn to be more self-sufficient.
● Students will strengthen their environmental awareness and understanding of the local
community.
Time Needed: One hour per week for cooking/discussion, additional time necessary for field
trips.
Explanation/Background:
Most St. Olaf students would agree that sharing meals with others fosters the development of
lasting friendships. During their four years at St. Olaf, students experience the wonderful
benefits of the sustainable, nutritional food provided by Bon Appétit; however, they rarely have
the opportunity to learn how to prepare similar recipes for themselves.
Listed below are the recipes to be used for community cooking time, along with the associated
local food and community viewpoints for discussion. Suggestions for field trips are embedded
within the viewpoint descriptions. Consider printing copies of each recipe and handing them out
to your residents so that by the end of the year, each student will have a collection of healthy,
environmentally friendly recipes they already know how to prepare.
Ballymaloe Bread
Ingredients:
· 4 cups whole-wheat flour
· 1 cup unbleached white flour
· ½ cup rolled oats
· 1 ½ teaspoons baking soda
· 1 teaspoon salt
· 2-3 cups buttermilk or unflavored yogurt
Preheat oven to 450° F. Lightly grease a baking sheet and set aside.
In a large mixing bowl, stir together the flours, oats, baking soda, and salt until well combined.
Using a wooden spoon, gradually beat in 2 cups of buttermilk or yogurt. (If the dough is too stiff
to knead, add more buttermilk or yogurt.) This should be a fairly soft dough, less stiff than a
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yeast dough. Turn out on a floured board and knead lightly.
Divide the dough into thirds and shape each into a round loaf about 4 inches in diameter. Score
the tops of each loaf into quarters, and place on the prepared sheet.
Bake for 15 minutes, then reduce heat to 400° and bake loaves 15 to 20 minutes longer, or until
they are browned and sound hollow when tapped.
Yield: 3 small cottage loaves
Local Viewpoint- The Slow Food Movement:
The idea of further grounding yourself within your local community through food is the common
goal of the slow food movement. Due to our society’s embrace of a fast-paced lifestyle focused
on convenience, we eat on the go, order fast food, and turn a blind eye to what exactly is going
on within our food system. If we slow down, we can bring our focus back to what eating should
be about: interaction, not disconnection. The slow food movement promotes sustainable
practices as well as the fair treatment of the workers who handle the food before it reaches our
plates. This movement places the power back into the hands of the people. The main focus of
this movement is education: the movement aims to raise awareness about the global, social, and
environmental issues associated with our food systems, along with promoting resources available
within one’s own community.
Orange-Rye Bread
Ingredients:
· 1 ½ cups whole wheat flour
· 1 cup rye flour
· 1 teaspoon salt
· 1 tablespoon baking powder
· ½ cup wheat germ
· 1 egg, separated
· 3 tablespoons oil
· 3 tablespoons honey
· 1 ¼ cups milk
· 1 teaspoon anise seeds
· 1 tablespoon grated, undyed orange rind
Preheat oven to 350° F. Grease an 8” x 4” loaf pan.
Sift the flours, salt, and baking powder together, and then add the wheat germ.
Beat the egg yolk into the oil and honey. Add the milk, seeds, and orange rind. Beat the egg
white until stiff.
Stir the dry ingredients into the liquids just enough to mix. Fold in the egg white. Spread mixture
in the loaf pan and bake about 45 minutes.
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Community Viewpoint:
Bread is made of a wide variety of grains, including wheat, barley, rye and maize. Bread and its
ingredients can be consumed during any season. Bread has played a central role in family and
community life throughout our history. Not only is it a nutritional dietary staple for every
member of the family, but “breaking bread” has also come to symbolize unity and togetherness
across cultures. Discuss the meaning you and your family ascribes to bread. What is your
favorite bread or pastry? Do you make this recipe with your family? Can you find it at your
local bakery?
Apple Crisp
Ingredients:
· 4 medium tart cooking apples, sliced (4 cups)
· ¾ cup packed brown sugar
· ½ cup all-purpose flour
· ½ cup quick-cooking oats
· 1/3 cup butter or margarine, softened
· ¾ teaspoon ground cinnamon
· ¾ teaspoon ground nutmeg
Total time: 50 minutes
Servings: 6 (may need to double ingredients)
Heat oven to 375° F. Grease bottom and sides of 8-inch square pan with shortening.
Spread apples in pan. In medium bowl, stir remaining ingredients until well mixed; sprinkle over
apples.
Bake about 30 minutes or until topping is golden brown and apples are tender when pierced with
a fork. Serve warm.
Local Viewpoint:
Take a trip as a corridor to pick apples at the Fireside Orchard and Gardens! This orchard grows
apples without the use of any pesticides and is only a short car ride away. The field trip provides
a valuable lesson about ways we can grow apples or any other crop without the use of chemicals
and educates students the process of working on the orchard itself. Orchard-goers are
encouraged to pick their own apples, which enables them to learn more about the different
varieties of apples and how to tell what apples are ripe for picking. The products sold in the
orchard store can help students to generate ideas about additional ways to use local apples.
Community Viewpoint:
This drive or walk to the Fireside Orchard as a group is recommended for the fall. The apples are
ripe and ready to be picked and the weather is nice enough to still enjoy an afternoon outdoors.
Walk through the orchard and learn about the different apples. Discuss why picking apples is
sustainable. Is this something your family has done before? What are the different recipes you
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can make with apples?
Black Bean Quesadillas
Ingredients:
· 1 cup black beans, dry
· 4 cups water
· ½ whole carrot, chopped
· ½ stalk celery, chopped
· ½ whole onion, chopped
· ½ teaspoon cayenne powder
· 1 teaspoon salt
· 4 whole fat flush tortillas
· ½ cup cheese, shredded (cheddar, mozzarella, Monterey Jack)
· ½ cup salsa
· ½ lb of cooked beef
Soak black beans in water for 8-24 hours in container. Place beans in pot with soaking water,
carrots, celery, onion, and bring to boil and simmer 45 minutes until tender.
Drain and save ¼ cup of liquid. Gently mash beans with liquid and vegetables and mix in
hamburger beef. Add salt and cayenne and set aside.
Place ¼ of cheese on 2 tortillas, top with ½ of bean mixture and finish with remaining cheese.
Fry tortillas over medium high heat, 5 minutes on each side or until cheese melts and tortillas are
lightly browned. Cut in quarters and serve with salsa.
Local Viewpoint:
If beef is used in this recipe, consider purchasing it from the local co-op to support local farms,
such as Thousand Hills Farms or Hidden Stream Farm. Cattle raised on these farms eat grass,
which is what they are biologically designed to eat. Farmers also raise them without antibiotics
and hormones.
Fun Fact: Did you know that on average, girls go through puberty earlier due to the excessive
amount of hormones that we put in our meat? This also applies to our dairy products.
PastureLand, a local farm, specializes in dairy products. This is seasonal recipe and the food is
meant for winter.
Community Viewpoint:
The St. Olaf Campus uses locally-raised beef from Thousand Hills Farm, which is run by Todd
Lein. As a group, look at his website (provided in the references section) and discuss the steps he
has taken to make a change in the beef industry. What impact does meat consumption have on
the environment and human health? What are you going to do or doing already to make a
sustainable impact?
Pasta with Tomato, Garlic, Brie, and Basil
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Ingredients:
· 2-3 large tomatoes, chopped
· 3 oz. brie cheese (or cream cheese) cut into cubes
· 1 handful of fresh basil leaves, torn into small pieces
· 1 large clove of garlic, crushed
· Olive oil
· Pasta of your choice
In a glass baking dish, make alternating layers of the first 4 ingredients. When complete, drizzle
with olive oil. Set aside at room temperature, covered for about 5 hours, stirring occasionally.
When ready to serve, cook pasta, toss with sauce, and serve.
Local Viewpoint:
This recipe calls for tomatoes, which can be found at the local co-op. Living Water Gardens, a
local farm, specializes in tomatoes. Living Water Gardens eliminated does not use pesticides to
grow their tomatoes, meaning there are no possible contaminants. Living Water Gardens grows
tomatoes using hydroponics: tomatoes are grown without the use of soil and through the
dissolution of necessary nutrients in water.
Community Viewpoint:
This recipe should be prepared in the fall before the end of the tomato season. Have a discussion
while preparing the food and answer these questions during process: What food is important to
your family traditions? What local food is your area known for? What is your favorite recipe? Is
is possible to incorporate local food into your recipe?
Espresso Biscotti
Ingredients:
· 1 ¾ cup all-purpose flour
· 2/3 cup sugar
· ¼ cup cocoa powder
· 3 tablespoons ground coffee
· 1 teaspoon baking powder
· ¼ teaspoon ground cinnamon
· ¼ teaspoon salt
· 6 tablespoons cold, unsalted butter, diced
· ¾ cup walnuts
· 2 eggs, lightly beaten
· 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Preheat oven to 350° F. Coat a baking sheet with cooking spray.
In a medium bowl, combine the flour, sugar, cocoa powder, coffee, baking powder, cinnamon,
and salt.
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Add the butter and mix until the mixture resembles coarse meal. Add the walnuts, eggs, and
vanilla and mix until a fairly dry dough forms. (This may take a while, so alternate mixers.)
Divide the dough in two. On a lightly floured surface, use your palms to shape each half of the
dough into a 14 x 1 ¾ x 1-inch cylinder. Transfer to the baking sheet and pat the tops of each
cylinder to ¾ inch high.
Bake until the logs are firm to the touch and a toothpick inserted into the dough comes out clean,
20 to 25 minutes. Transfer logs to a cutting board and let cool for 10 minutes. Using a serrated
knife, cut the logs crosswise into ¼-inch thick slices.
Arrange the cookie slices in a single layer on the baking sheet. Lower the oven temperature to
300°F. Bake the cookies for 20 minutes, turning once. Transfer the cookies from the baking
sheet to a wire rack and cool completely. The biscotti will crisp as they cool.
Local/Global Viewpoint:
Many of you have already heard of Peace Coffee. It was started in 1996 when coffee was cheap
and fair trade was not yet a trend. The Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, made up of a
group of Mexican farmers, founded this fair trade coffee organization. When you purchase
Peace Coffee, you support farmers who grow, roast and sell coffee. The institute works with the
farmers, rather than against them and supports fair trade, environmentally sustainable farming
practices. The institute also works to promote the re-establishment of community and
“transparency” (full disclosure of industry actions).
Community Viewpoint:
If you have time, walk or drive down to Northfield as a group and pick up Peace Coffee
(available at Blue Monday and Just Food Co-op) and any other ingredients you may want.
Discuss the various activities college students can do in town and places that welcome college
students. Check out the post office, the art museum, etc. Ask everyone about their favorite places
in town. Talk about the things that you can do in the cities that are offered here in Northfield as
well. This recipe encourages interaction within the community, so it may be a good idea for the
fall when first-year students are just getting to know and connect with the community.
Materials Needed: Materials vary each week depending on recipe. Basic cooking supplies, such
as measuring cups and bowls, can be checked out from your residence hall front desk.
Resources:
For more information on foods and ingredients that use sustainable practices:
www.peacecoffee.com
www.firesideorchard.com
www.hiddenstreamfarm.com
www.thousandhillscattleco.com
www.pastureland.coop
http://justfood.coop
For more recipes or information about local products and the growing seasons:
http://justfood.coop
www.sierraclub.org/sustainable_consumption/recipes/
www.redbarnfarmofnorthfield.com
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Additional Readings: Environmentalism and the Media
Eli Pariser TED Talk (http://blog.ted.com/2011/05/02/beware-online-filter-bubbles-elipariser-on-ted-com/)
Every time you enter a phrase into a Google search bar, your computer takes 57 different signals
into account. From your recent searches to your location and demographic, the chaotic realm of
the world wide web is filtered to show you what you “want” to see. This is why your closest
friends show up first on your Facebook newsfeed, Netflix knows what to suggest for your instant
queue, and the ads along your sidebar always look so damn appealing. Online, your preferences
and habits are broken into codes--formulas used to manipulate your consumption and keep you
happy and feeling validated.
This tailoring of information is referred to by innovator Eli Pariser as the “filter bubble.” In this
TED talk, he artfully outlines the ramifications of our bubbled lives--from political inaction to
forced ignorance and bias. In a fast paced modern age, it’s hard to find the time to “tailor” your
filter bubble--searching for information outside of your comfort zone in hopes of broadening
perspective. From the angle of environmentalism and sustainability, this means that often those
who aren’t already interested in the environmental movement don’t have to see it. In
understanding the barriers to sustainable behavior revealed by the “filter bubble,” you will be
better equipped to overcome them as a sustainability representative.
Understanding a Diverse Generation: Youth Civic Engagement in the United States,
CIRCLE (Center for Information & Research on Civic Learning and Engagement)
Provides a summary of political and civic engagement of 18-29 year-old people in the United
States.
*What are the implications for the health of our democracy and the future of our society and
world?
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Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D05ej8u-gU
This short video is an example of how artfully crafted media can appeal to universal values.
Centered on the place of humans in our vast universe, this clip makes its viewers feel as if they
are a part of something awe inspiring--a feeling that may lead to the desire to protect the
systems to which we belong. This youtube video could be used at the beginning of a corridor
meeting to get residents thinking about where they see themselves in the grand scheme of
things and why. For students who are especially motivated, it could provide inspiration for
environmentally focused social media projects of their own.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zARr6kDkxEk
An advertisement for the popular BBC epic series Planet Earth, this video features David
Attenborough speaking the words of “What a Wonderful World” to a backdrop of brightly
colored amphibians, mammals, and plant life living in slow motion. It is a short reminder of
“stereotypical” views of the meaning of “nature” and the “environment.” The film is beautiful,
but it also inspires questions beyond aesthetics. Why do we frame the environment as something
so animal and untouched by human?
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Incorporating Values and Civic Engagement into the SustainAbilities
Program
Curry chapter on value, anthropocentrism, and ecocentrism: Ecological
Ethics: An Introduction
Though this chapter is imbued with philosophy and complex terminology, it’s a good
introduction to thinking about environmental values. This article is not necessarily something to
hand out to your residents, but it can be a great conversation starter. The article discusses
instrumental value (a means to something else) vs intrinsic value (value for its own sake,)
realism vs. relativism, and anthropocentric (human centered) worldviews vs. ecocentric
(inclusive and ecosystem centered) worldviews. Perhaps the most useful piece of the article is
that it offers concrete examples that might be used when thinking about environmental values.
A few things you might think about as you talk about values with your residents:
* Ask them to think about where they personally stand. What do they see as human
responsibilities? Why or why not? Is ecocentrism reserved for those who can “afford” it?
* Consider the second sentence in the Brundtland Report definition of sustainability:
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two
key concepts: the concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to
which overriding priority should be given, and the idea of limitations imposed by the state of
technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future
needs” - Brundtland Report, 1987
* Is this definition ecocentric or anthropocentric? Use this definition to think about the
example from the article: Should DDT be banned on ecological grounds, even though that would
jeopardize the eradication of malaria in the Third World? (45)
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How to Talk with People Who Disagree
Organized into a list of 11 easy to follow tips, this document written by professor Jim Farrell
outlines considerations that must be made when beginning discussions about loaded topics (like
sustainability.) From the search for shared values to laughter, the use of stories, and the ability
to fail gracefully, this piece will be key as you engage your residents in meaningful conversations
about values and change.
Things to consider:
* How can I channel these recommendations when encouraging my residents to talk about
loaded issues like sustainability and behavior change without sounding like an “authority”
figure?
* How should I create space for this kind of “debate?” Do I want it to be formal or informal?
What makes people start conversations that lead to the need for this list of tips?
* What are the assumptions I hold about those who disagree with me (that I might not
necessarily want to admit?)
* What stories do I have to tell? When have I failed and why?
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Old vs. Young, David Leonhard, New York Times, 6/22/12
Though this article focuses on the political liberalism of our generation, its predictions of what
the future holds for our changing perspectives and motivation toward social change are linked to
sustainability. In reading this op-ed piece you might consider how sustainability moves beyond
the environment--helping your residents to think about it in an interdisciplinary and “big
picture” way.
Old vs. Young
In a partisan country locked in a polarizing campaign, there is no shortage of much discussed
divisions: religious and secular, the 99 percent and the 1 percent, red America and blue America.
But you can make a strong case that one dividing line has actually received too little attention.
It’s the line between young and old.
Draw it at the age of 65, 50 or 40. Wherever the line is, the people on either side of it end up
looking very different, both economically and politically. The generation gap may not be a pop
culture staple, as it was in the 1960s, but it is probably wider than it has been at any time since
then.
Throughout the 1980s and ’90s, younger and older adults voted in largely similar ways, with a
majority of each supporting the winner in every presidential election. Sometime around 2004,
though, older voters began moving right, while younger voters shifted left. This year, polls
suggest that Mitt Romney will win a landslide among the over-65 crowd and that President
Obama will do likewise among those under 40.
Beyond political parties, the two have different views on many of the biggest questions before
the country. The young not only favor gay marriage and school funding more strongly; they are
also notably less religious, more positive toward immigrants, less hostile to Social Security cuts
and military cuts and more optimistic about the country’s future. They are both more open to
change and more confident that life in the United States will remain good.
Their optimism is especially striking in the context of their economic troubles. Older Americans
have obviously suffered in recent years, with many now fearing a significantly diminished
retirement. But the economic slump of the last decade — a mediocre expansion, followed by a
terrible downturn — has still taken a much higher toll on the young. Less established in their
working lives, they have struggled to get hired and to hold on to jobs.
The wealth gap between households headed by someone over 65 and those headed by someone
under 35 is wider than at any point since the Federal Reserve Board began keeping consistent
data in 1989. The gap in homeownership is the largest since Census Bureau data began in 1982.
The income gap is also at a recorded high; median inflation-adjusted income for households
headed by people between 25 and 34 has dropped 11 percent in the last decade while remaining
essentially unchanged for the 55-to-64 age group.
If there is a theme unifying these economic and political trends, in fact, it is that the young are
generally losing out to the old. On a different subject, Warren E. Buffett, 81, has joked that there
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really is a class war in this country — and that his class is winning it. He could say the same
about a generational war.
Younger adults are faring worse in the private sector and, in large part because they have less
political power, have a less generous safety net beneath them. Older Americans vote at higher
rates and are better organized. There is no American Association of Non-Retired Persons. “Pell
grants,” notes the political scientist Kay Lehman Schlozman, “have never been called the third
rail of American politics.”
Overall, more than 50 percent of federal benefits flow to the 13 percent of the population over
65. Some of these benefits come from Social Security, which many people pay for over the
course of their working lives. But a large chunk comes through Medicare, and contrary to
widespread perception, most Americans do not come close to paying for their own Medicare
benefits through payroll taxes. Medicare, in addition to being the largest source of the country’s
projected budget deficits, is a transfer program from young to old.
Meanwhile, education spending — the area that the young say should be cut the least, polls show
— is taking deep cuts. The young also want the government to take action to slow global
warming; Congress shows no signs of doing so. Even on same-sex marriage, where public
opinion is moving toward youthful opinion, all 31 states that have held referendums on the
matter have voted against same-sex marriage.
Over the long term, obviously, the young have a distinct advantage: they’re not going away. So
one of the central questions for the future of American politics is whether today’s 20- and 30year-olds will hold on to many of the opinions they have today, a pattern that would be less
surprising than glib clichés about aging and conservatism suggest. Until recently, as the
presidential results from the 1970s through the 1990s make clear, Americans did not grow much
more conservative as they aged.
And while today’s young are not down-the-line liberal — they favor private accounts for Social
Security and have reservations about government actions to protect online privacy — they
certainly lean left.
No one knows exactly why, but there are some suspects. Having grown up surrounded by
diversity, they are socially liberal, almost unconsciously so. Many of them also came of age in
the (ultimately unpopular) George W. Bush presidency, or the (ultimately popular) Bill Clinton
presidency, and pollsters at the Pew Research Center argue that the president during a
generation’s formative years casts a long shadow, for better or worse. Hammered by the
economic downturn, young voters say they want government to play a significant role in the
economy.
These attitudes create a challenge for the Republican Party that is arguably as big as its better
known struggles for the votes of Latinos. “We’ve got a generation of young people who are more
socially liberal and more open to activist government,” says Andrew Kohut, president of the Pew
center, which has done some of the most extensive generational polling. “They are quite
distinct.”
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Shortly after Mr. Bush won re-election in 2004, just when the age gap was emerging, his chief
campaign strategist, Matthew Dowd, wrote a memo to other top Bush aides urging them not to
assume that a new Republican majority was emerging. The exit polls, he wrote to Karl Rove and
others, showed that younger voters had voted strongly Democratic, and those voters would be in
the electorate for a long time to come.
“They don’t think the Republican Party thinks like them,” much as older voters feel alienated by
what they see as today’s immigrant-embracing, gay-friendly, activist-government Democratic
Party, Mr. Dowd said last week. “I don’t expect these younger voters to wake up all of a sudden
when they’re 38 years old and say, ‘I was for gay marriage before, but now I’m against it.’ ”
Still, it would be mistake to assume that today’s young are going to be Democrats for life. Many
children of the 1960s, after all, grew up to be Ronald Reagan voters. The political landscape
shifts over time. Frustrated by a weak economy and a government that disproportionately
benefits the old, younger adults could become ever more reluctant to send tax dollars to
Washington. The Republican Party could grow more libertarian and thus more in line with the
social views of the young.
What seems clear is that the marketing gurus are finally right: today’s young really are different.
They view a boisterously diverse United States as a fact of life, and they view life as clearly
better than it used to be. But they are also products of the longest economic slump in 70 years,
and they would like a little help. They wish the country would devote more attention to its future,
especially on education and the climate. They, of course, will have to live with that future.
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Readings about Incorporating Social Marketing into the
SustainAbilities Program
Social Marketing Tips for Sustainability:
IDEALS
● Grass-roots: This is a student movement. We want to make it seem as though this is the
student’s idea, not administration’s initiative.
● Personalization
● Non-judgemental
● Environmentalism is cool and sexy.
● Anyone can be an environmentalist.
● Oles are sustainable, it’s part of the social identity.
● Every action is political (and environmental.)
○ Know your place--as a consumer and a citizen.
● Not an appeal to be the hero (Heroes stand alone and sacrifice, we want it to seem like
they are getting on board.)
● Get students to think about their values-- Why do I think what I think? On this note, make
them feel more comfortable talking about their values. We are often afraid of offending.
● Create sustainable behaviors - not to just perform for the activity, or a period of time, but
for life.
● Visibility
○ Both in present, but also on website, people should take pictures of every event to
post to web page to show fun times and participation.
THINGS TO REMEMBER
● Not everyone is as passionate as we are.
● Self-efficacy sells- make people feel like they are making a difference and are part of
something big.
● We need to identify and address barriers in order to see a change (whether this means
barriers on an individual level, in a corridor, a dorm, across campus, or with national
culture...)
● People are more likely to change behavior if you start with a small request and work up.
Alter the way the person perceives themselves.
● Everyone wants to save money.
● Written commitments are more effective than verbal commitments. Public commitments
are also more effective.
● Encourage people to see how they are already sustainably engaged.
● Instrumentality: give people information about what they can actually do.
● Make behaviors visible.
● Personal connection is the most effective. With digital activism and technology, mundane
tools are the best. Talk to your residents, send an e-mail (only once in awhile,) etc.
● Giving individuals a clear goal and a means to evaluate their progress toward that goal
greatly increases the likelihood that they will achieve it.
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Don’t be cheesy. Those you are marketing to know when something feels fake. It’s hard
sometimes to know where to draw the line (because you want your point to be
entertaining and fun,) but air on the side of caution.
● Skinner’s Psychology: Basic behaviorism strategies work. Shaping behavior over time
works when feedback is given (particularly positive feedback for good behaviors,) and
rewards are given for new and improved routines of daily life. This is more effective
than telling people what they “can’t” or “shouldn’t” do--consequently making them feel
like they are being talked down to.
●

Something to think about: A feedback loop is also a profoundly effective tool for changing
behavior. The basic premise is simple. Provide people with information about their actions in
real time (or something close to it), then give them an opportunity to change those actions,
pushing them toward better behaviors... feedback loops change human behavior. And thanks to
an explosion of new technology, the opportunity to put them into action in nearly every part of
our lives is quickly becoming a reality.
A NOTE ON INCENTIVES
● Extrinsic motivation is a powerful motivator, but it can also be maladaptive to behavioral
change in the long run. Whenever people do something, they consciously or
unconsciously consider their motivation for that behavior, and compare behavior with
identity. If you offer too large of a reward for behavior, they will attribute their behavior
to the reward, not their identity. If you offer the littlest incentive to influence someone to
participate in a behavior, the incentive is not large enough to entirely explain the
behavior, and so they naturally assume they must have done it because they naturally
want to, and thus they assimilate it into their values.
● Keep incentives in place once they are introduced.
IDEAS TO UTILIZE SOCIAL MARKETING
● Set goals: Make people accountable. Set realistic “bright lines,” encourage peer pressure.
● Have a public display space for “pledges.” (People can write down their goals here as
well.)
● Sponsors or partners to monitor each others behavior in accordance with the pledge.
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Extra Social Marketing Tips from Social Marketing to Protect the
Environment:
* “If you are interested in encouraging only one action, then you will want to choose the
behavior that has the largest weight as it represents the best interaction among impact,
penetration, and probability” (9) As a Sustainability Representative, it is up to you to decide
which actions you want to target in your residents. When you set these goals, aim for “end state”
behaviors--thinking about what the ideal final action and intention of your residents will be.
* “Barriers to a sustainable behavior may be internal to an individual, such as one’s lack of
knowledge, unsupportive attitudes, or an absence of motivation. On the other hand, barriers may
reside outside the individual, as in changes that need to make the behavior more convenient or
affordable...Once we have selected which behavior has the best combination of impact,
penetration, and probability, we next need to identify its barriers and benefits.” (10) What
barriers are you trying to overcome?
* In promoting a behavior, reduce barriers while simultaneously increasing benefits
*Take into account price, convenience, communications.
* Use existing points of contact to obtain commitments [i.e. when people purchase a recyclable
item, ask them to recycle it when they are finished.. a cliche example, but easy to understand.]
* Help people to view themselves as environmentally concerned. (If you’d like an example of a
book that helps those wary of “environmentalism” identify with sustainability, check out The
Green Manifesto, a reinvention of the environmental manifesto for people who hate the word
environmental.)
* Don’t use coercion. (In order to be effective, commitments have to be freely volunteered.) (13)
* Use existing points of contact to obtain commitments [i.e. when people purchase a recyclable
item, ask them to recycle it when they are finished.. a cliche example, but easy to understand.]
Prompts:
“Prompts are visual or auditory aids that remind us to carry out an activity that we might
otherwise forget” (14).
Things to remember with prompts:
1) Make the prompt noticeable.
2) Make the prompt self-explanatory. (All of the information needed for someone to take action
should be included.)
3) Present the prompt in as close proximity as possible to where the action is to be taken.
4) Use prompts to encourage people to engage in positive behaviors. (Bring attention to what you
want to be emphasized vs. what to avoid.)
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* In general, prompts work best when:
1) They target a relatively simple behavior.
2) The behavior is repetitive.
3) The person is already inclined to perform the behavior.
4) They emphasize the “correct” behavior.
5) They are worded politely (208).
Norms: To date, few programs have emphasized the development of community norms, but this
is something that we need to do.
- Make norms visible.
- Find ways to publicize involvement in sustainable activities (providing ongoing community
feedback) This Relates to Bandura’s theory of feedback loops- we are most successful when
given feedback. We can make norms visible both in the residence halls and at events like the
upcoming sustainability fair...
- Use personal contact to reinforce norms--internalization of norms is more likely to occur as a
result of personal contact. (This is key as you think about the role you play as a sustainability
rep.)
Social Diffusion
* New behaviors are frequently adopted because friends, colleagues, or family members have
adopted the behavior--this is social diffusion. In order to harness the power of social diffusion:
* Make commitments public and durable (This is what we need to do with green room
certification and sustainability pledges...)
* Recruit well-known and respected people (i.e. the sustainability reps)
Communication: (Things to think about when advertising for events)
* Use captivating information
* Know your audience
* Use a credible Source
* Frame your message
* Make your message easy to remember
* Provide personal or community goals
* Emphasize personal contact (create opportunities for people to talk to one another-- this is the
goal of the sustainAbilities program)
* Choose communication channels that will reach your target audience in an effective and
efficient way.
* Provide feedback (This is essential in behaviorism and when working toward behavior
change.)
Incentives and Disincentives:
* Closely pair the incentive and behavior
* Use incentives to reward positive behavior (positive feedback is the most effective)
* Make the incentive visible
* Carefully consider the size of the incentive
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* Use non-monetary incentive (18)
Behavior Solutions- Thinking in Terms of End-State Behaviors:
In determining whether a behavior is end state, simply ask, Am I hoping that someone will
engage in this action as precursor to the behavior I wish to promote? If the answer is ‘yes,’ you
have not selected an end state behavior” (6).
Ideas for Activities and Projects that Target “End-State” Behaviors:
* Donate items that are no longer wanted (find drop off points for large items and notify your
residents)
* Cut the fronts off of greeting cards and resend them as postcards (this could be a fun drive to
have that raises awareness--a big box of greeting card fronts in fireside)
* Wrap gifts in materials like comics (gift wrapping event?)
* Worn out gym shoe drive.
Assorted Tips from International Programs that “Work”
* Increasing Curbside Recycling of Organics in Halifax, Nova Scotia and Canada: “In order to
be successful, a program needs to be as convenient as possible” (38).
* Create a positive community others are eager to be a part of. Use a community-based
communications effort
* Milwaukee Recycles: “A primary motivator for increased recycling was knowing more about
the potential positive impacts they could have on the environment” (40) -- Make residents feel
like they are having a personal positive impact!
* Weight Watchers, EcoTeams: There is great power in “providing programs that offer
information, feedback, and support...to map out practical behaviors to reduce environmental
impact” (41).
* “When a citizen experiences different ‘rules’ for recycling at work, home, a friend’s home, and
while shopping or traveling, not knowing the right thing to do is a major barrier” (42). This is
why it is important to communicate with other Sustainability Representatives, Environmental
Committees on campus etc--want to make sustainable behavior at St. Olaf cohesive and
convenient.
* Anti-Idling: Turn it Off (Toronto, Canada) : “ Motorists are more likely to adopt other
behavior changes if clear links are made between the behavioral change they have already
engaged in (in this case reducing idling,) and other changes that they might adopt (such as
carpooling.” (70). Thinking about this example, explore ways to connect the behaviors your
residents engage in with future behaviors they might adopt.
* Eco-Teams (U.S., Netherlands, U.K.) : “EcoTeams frequently rely upon word of mouth as the
principal form of recruitment. Each participant is encouraged to recruit new participants in order
to expand the reach of the program. Making EcoTeam households more visible in the community
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could augment these efforts” (86). This is a key piece of the Green Room Certification program,
but can also be applied to other sustainability efforts.
Tips from Programs that Reduce Energy Use Behaviors:
* “In developing social marketing programs to change behavior, it is important to focus on
specific actions. And it is important to connect these actions to the desired outcome (e.g. less
energy use or less carbon emissions)” (90).
* “Social Marketing is about more than education. Research by behavioral scientists has
identified a number of ‘tools’ that can be used to encourage individuals to take action--such as
social norms, commitment, financial incentives, or new products or services to increase
convenience...[and] attempt[ing] to integrate evaluation” (97) How can you integrate selfevaluation into your program?
* “Behavioral science research has shown that social norms can provide a strong motivational
basis for residential energy conservation. Social norms refer to a person’s beliefs about the
prevalence and approval for various behaviors among group members” (101). How can you play
a part in changing social norms to fit more sustainable behaviors and habits? How can you
make it even easier to identify the “right” choices and help residents realize what environmental
decisions they make every day?
* “Across all the observations, individuals were more likely to leave the lights on than to turn
them off. However, individuals were far more likely to turn the light off if it was already off
when they entered” (206) An example of the power behind norms
Final Points:
* “The overwhelming body of behavioral science research suggests that information alone is
rarely enough to change entrenched habits that have environmental impacts” (189).
* When working toward behavior change:
1) Identify both internal and external barriers to change and remove them
2) give people and organizations they work in the tools to change (what’s the issue, who to call,
what to do. It can be as simple as giving out phone numbers and the authority to make change)
3) Information must come from a credible source the receiving audience will listen to.
4) Tailor information specifically to the [audience]
5) Provide immediate and regular feedback to support the desired behavior
6) The message should be frequent, positive, and the action framed such that the receiving
audience believes it is losing something, as opposed to gaining something, as the result of not
taking certain action
7) Understand the audience’s unique perspective and barriers to change
8) Use existing social networks to diffuse information and use effective opinion leaders (192).
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147 Tips for Teaching Sustainability
At orientation, each Sustainability Representative will be given a copy of this simple and
informative book. A useful tool for figuring out how to approach presenting sustainability to
your residents, this book offers practical advice and straightforward suggestions for spurring
sustainability discussion and action.
As described by Amazon; All who work with sustainability issues realize that it is a community
project. We must decide collectively about the earth and its future. As a community be it a
geographic, social, academic, or professional community we need to know where to begin, how
to collaboratively work, and where to find resources. Most of us belong to communities that are
concerned about sustainability issues, but do not have that as their primary mandate, such as a
business, a history class, or a civic group. These groups have a tremendous opportunity to
incorporate sustainability awareness into their activities. And this volume will help find those
opportunities and make the best use of group resources.
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Feedback Loops WIRED Magazine Article Summer 2011
Over the past 40 years, feedback loops have been thoroughly researched and validated in
psychology, epidemiology, military strategy, environmental studies, engineering, and economics.
In the 1960s, psychologist Albert Bandura talked of feedback loops as agents of behavioral
change. In the environmental movement, behavior change is essential.
A successful feedback loop is one with a clear goal, and a way to measure progress toward that
goal. In today’s society, particularly for our generation of 18-25 year olds, feedback loops are
conflicted. We are tangled in personal and societal expectations as we try to navigate college
and the “real world.” We have too many goals and not enough ways to measure progress. There
are too many balls in the air. We are passionate about countless issues, but often we are unable
to fully devote ourselves to any of them.
The barriers presented by conflicting feedback loops (which will be better understood after
reading this article,) are inseparable from the barriers to sustainable behavior.
Feedback Loops:
In 2003, officials in Garden Grove, California, a community of 170,000 people wedged amid the
suburban sprawl of Orange County, set out to confront a problem that afflicts most every town in
America: drivers speeding through school zones.
Local authorities had tried many tactics to get people to slow down. They replaced old speed
limit signs with bright new ones to remind drivers of the 25-mile-an-hour limit during school
hours. Police began ticketing speeding motorists during drop-off and pickup times. But these
efforts had only limited success, and speeding cars continued to hit bicyclists and pedestrians in
the school zones with depressing regularity.
So city engineers decided to take another approach. In five Garden Grove school zones, they put
up what are known as dynamic speed displays, or driver feedback signs: a speed limit posting
coupled with a radar sensor attached to a huge digital readout announcing “Your Speed.”
The signs were curious in a few ways. For one thing, they didn’t tell drivers anything they didn’t
already know—there is, after all, a speedometer in every car. If a motorist wanted to know their
speed, a glance at the dashboard would do it. For another thing, the signs used radar, which
decades earlier had appeared on American roads as a talisman technology, reserved for police
officers only. Now Garden Grove had scattered radar sensors along the side of the road like
traffic cones. And the Your Speed signs came with no punitive follow-up—no police officer
standing by ready to write a ticket. This defied decades of law-enforcement dogma, which held
that most people obey speed limits only if they face some clear negative consequence for
exceeding them.
In other words, officials in Garden Grove were betting that giving speeders redundant
information with no consequence would somehow compel them to do something few of us are
inclined to do: slow down.
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The results fascinated and delighted the city officials. In the vicinity of the schools where the
dynamic displays were installed, drivers slowed an average of 14 percent. Not only that, at three
schools the average speed dipped below the posted speed limit. Since this experiment, Garden
Grove has installed 10 more driver feedback signs. “Frankly, it’s hard to get people to slow
down,” says Dan Candelaria, Garden Grove’s traffic engineer. “But these encourage people to do
the right thing.”
In the years since the Garden Grove project began, radar technology has dropped steadily in
price and Your Speed signs have proliferated on American roadways. Yet despite their ubiquity,
the signs haven’t faded into the landscape like so many other motorist warnings. Instead, they’ve
proven to be consistently effective at getting drivers to slow down—reducing speeds, on average,
by about 10 percent, an effect that lasts for several miles down the road. Indeed, traffic engineers
and safety experts consider them to be more effective at changing driving habits than a cop with
a radar gun. Despite their redundancy, despite their lack of repercussions, the signs have
accomplished what seemed impossible: They get us to let up on the gas.
The signs leverage what’s called a feedback loop, a profoundly effective tool for changing
behavior. The basic premise is simple. Provide people with information about their actions in
real time (or something close to it), then give them an opportunity to change those actions,
pushing them toward better behaviors. Action, information, reaction. It’s the operating principle
behind a home thermostat, which fires the furnace to maintain a specific temperature, or the
consumption display in a Toyota Prius, which tends to turn drivers into so-called hypermilers
trying to wring every last mile from the gas tank. But the simplicity of feedback loops is
deceptive. They are in fact powerful tools that can help people change bad behavior patterns,
even those that seem intractable. Just as important, they can be used to encourage good habits,
turning progress itself into a reward. In other words, feedback loops change human behavior.
And thanks to an explosion of new technology, the opportunity to put them into action in nearly
every part of our lives is quickly becoming a reality.
A feedback loop involves four distinct stages. First comes the data: A behavior must be
measured, captured, and stored. This is the evidence stage. Second, the information must be
relayed to the individual, not in the raw-data form in which it was captured but in a context that
makes it emotionally resonant. This is the relevance stage. But even compelling information is
useless if we don’t know what to make of it, so we need a third stage: consequence. The
information must illuminate one or more paths ahead. And finally, the fourth stage: action. There
must be a clear moment when the individual can re-calibrate a behavior, make a choice, and act.
Then that action is measured, and the feedback loop can run once more, every action stimulating
new behaviors that inch us closer to our goals.
This basic framework has been shaped and refined by thinkers and researchers for ages. In the
18th century, engineers developed regulators and governors to modulate steam engines and other
mechanical systems, an early application of feedback loops that later became codified into
control theory, the engineering discipline behind everything from aerospace to robotics. The
mathematician Norbert Wiener expanded on this work in the 1940s, devising the field of
cybernetics, which analyzed how feedback loops operate in machinery and electronics and
explored how those principles might be broadened to human systems.
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The potential of the feedback loop to affect behavior was explored in the 1960s, most notably in
the work of Albert Bandura, a Stanford University psychologist and pioneer in the study of
behavior change and motivation. Drawing on several education experiments involving children,
Bandura observed that giving individuals a clear goal and a means to evaluate their progress
toward that goal greatly increased the likelihood that they would achieve it. He later expanded
this notion into the concept of self-efficacy, which holds that the more we believe we can meet a
goal, the more likely we will do so. In the 40 years since Bandura’s early work, feedback loops
have been thoroughly researched and validated in psychology, epidemiology, military strategy,
environmental studies, engineering, and economics. (In typical academic fashion, each discipline
tends to reinvent the methodology and rephrase the terminology, but the basic framework
remains the same.) Feedback loops are a common tool in athletic training plans, executive
coaching strategies, and a multitude of other self-improvement programs (though some are more
true to the science than others).
Despite the volume of research and a proven capacity to affect human behavior, we don’t often
use feedback loops in everyday life. Blame this on two factors: Until now, the necessary
catalyst—personalized data—has been an expensive commodity. Health spas, athletic training
centers, and self-improvement workshops all traffic in fastidiously culled data at premium rates.
Outside of those rare realms, the cornerstone information has been just too expensive to come
by. As a technologist might put it, personalized data hasn’t really scaled.
Second, collecting data on the cheap is cumbersome. Although the basic idea of self-tracking has
been available to anyone willing to put in the effort, few people stick with the routine of toting
around a notebook, writing down every Hostess cupcake they consume or every flight of stairs
they climb. It’s just too much bother. The technologist would say that capturing that data
involves too much friction. As a result, feedback loops are niche tools, for the most part,
rewarding for those with the money, will power, or geeky inclination to obsessively track their
own behavior, but impractical for the rest of us.
That’s quickly changing because of one essential technology: sensors. Adding sensors to the
feedback equation helps solve problems of friction and scale. They automate the capture of
behavioral data, digitizing it so it can be readily crunched and transformed as necessary. And
they allow passive measurement, eliminating the need for tedious active monitoring.
In the past two or three years, the plunging price of sensors has begun to foster a feedback-loop
revolution. Just as Your Speed signs have been adopted worldwide because the cost of radar
technology keeps dropping, other feedback loops are popping up everywhere because sensors
keep getting cheaper and better at monitoring behavior and capturing data in all sorts of
environments. These new, less expensive devices include accelerometers (which measure
motion), GPS sensors (which track location), and inductance sensors (which measure electric
current). Accelerometers have dropped to less than $1 each—down from as much as $20 a
decade ago—which means they can now be built into tennis shoes, MP3 players, and even
toothbrushes. Radio-frequency ID chips are being added to prescription pill bottles, student ID
cards, and casino chips. And inductance sensors that were once deployed only in heavy industry
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are now cheap and tiny enough to be connected to residential breaker boxes, letting consumers
track their home’s entire energy diet.
Of course, technology has been tracking what people do for years. Call-center agents have been
monitored closely since the 1990s, and the nation’s tractor-trailer fleets have long been equipped
with GPS and other location sensors—not just to allow drivers to follow their routes but so that
companies can track their cargo and the drivers. But those are top-down, Big Brother techniques.
The true power of feedback loops is not to control people but to give them control. It’s like the
difference between a speed trap and a speed feedback sign—one is a game of gotcha, the other is
a gentle reminder of the rules of the road. The ideal feedback loop gives us an emotional
connection to a rational goal.
And today, their promise couldn’t be greater. The intransigence of human behavior has emerged
as the root of most of the world’s biggest challenges. Witness the rise in obesity, the persistence
of smoking, the soaring number of people who have one or more chronic diseases. Consider our
problems with carbon emissions, where managing personal energy consumption could be the
difference between a climate under control and one beyond help. And feedback loops aren’t just
about solving problems. They could create opportunities. Feedback loops can improve how
companies motivate and empower their employees, allowing workers to monitor their own
productivity and set their own schedules. They could lead to lower consumption of precious
resources and more productive use of what we do consume. They could allow people to set and
achieve better-defined, more ambitious goals and curb destructive behaviors, replacing them
with positive actions. Used in organizations or communities, they can help groups work together
to take on more daunting challenges. In short, the feedback loop is an age-old strategy revitalized
by state-of-the-art technology. As such, it is perhaps the most promising tool for behavioral
change to have come along in decades.
How a Feedback Loop A modified traffic sign can have a profound effect on drivers’
Works
behavior. Here’s what happens.
Evidence: The radar-equipped sign flashes a car’s current speed.First comes the data—
quantifying a behavior and presenting that data back to the individual so they know where they
stand. After all, you can’t change what you don’t measure.
Relevance: The sign also displays the legal speed limit—most people don’t want to be seen as
bad drivers.Data is just digits unless it hits home. Through information design, social context, or
some other proxy for meaning, the right incentive will transform rational information into an
emotional imperative.
Consequences: People are reminded of the downside of speeding, including traffic tickets and
the risk of accidents.Even compelling information is useless unless it ties into some larger goal
or purpose. People must have a sense of what to do with the information and any opportunities
they will have to act on it.
Action: Drivers slow an average of 10 percent—usually for several miles.The individual has to
engage with all of the above and act—thus closing the loop and allowing that new action to be
measured.
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In 2006, Shwetak Patel, then a graduate student in computer science at Georgia Tech, was
working on a problem: How could technology help provide remote care for the elderly? The
obvious approach would be to install cameras and motion detectors throughout a home, so that
observers could see when somebody fell or became sick. Patel found those methods
unsophisticated and impractical. “Installing cameras or motion sensors everywhere is
unreasonably expensive,” he says. “It might work in theory, but it just won’t happen in practice.
So I wondered what would give us the same information and be reasonably priced and easy to
deploy. I found those really interesting constraints.”
The answer, Patel realized, is that every home emits something called voltage noise. Think of it
as a steady hum in the electrical wires that varies depending on what systems are drawing power.
If there were some way to disaggregate this noise, it might be possible to deliver much the same
information as cameras and motion sensors. Lights going on and off, for instance, would mean
that someone had moved from room to room. If a blender were left on, that might signal that
someone had fallen—or had forgotten about the blender, perhaps indicating dementia. If we
could hear electricity usage, Patel thought, we could know what was happening inside the house.
A nifty idea, but how to make it happen? The problem wasn’t measuring the voltage noise; that’s
easily tracked with a few sensors. The challenge was translating the cacophony of
electromagnetic interference into the symphony of signals given off by specific appliances and
devices and lights. Finding that pattern amid the noise became the focus of Patel’s PhD work,
and in a few years he had both his degree and his answer: a stack of algorithms that could discern
a blender from a light switch from a television set and so on. All this data could be captured not
by sensors in every electrical outlet throughout the house but through a single device plugged
into a single outlet.
This, Patel soon realized, went way beyond elder care. His approach could inform ordinary
consumers, in real time, about where the energy they paid for every month was going. “We kind
of stumbled across this stuff,” Patel says. “But we realized that, combined with data on the
house’s overall draw on power”—which can be measured through a second sensor easily
installed at the circuit box—”we were getting really great information about resource
consumption in the home. And that could be more than interesting information. It could
encourage behavior change.”
By 2008, Patel had started a new job in the computer science and engineering departments at the
University of Washington, and his idea had been turned into the startup Zensi. At Washington,
he focused on devising similar techniques to monitor home consumption of water and gas. The
solutions were even more elegant, perhaps, than the one for monitoring electricity. A transducer
affixed to an outdoor spigot can detect changes in water pressure that correspond to the
resident’s water usage. That data can then be disaggregated to distinguish a leaky toilet from an
over-indulgent bather. And a microphone sensor on a gas meter listens to changes in the
regulator to determine how much gas is consumed.
Last year, consumer electronics company Belkin acquired Zensi and made energy conservation a
centerpiece of its corporate strategy, with feedback loops as the guiding principle. Belkin has
begun modestly, with a device called the Conserve Insight. It’s an outlet adapter that gives
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consumers a close read of the power used by one select appliance: Plug it into a wall socket and
then plug an appliance or gadget into it and a small display shows how much energy the device is
consuming, in both watts and dollars. It’s a window onto how energy is actually used, but it’s
only a proof-of-concept prototype of the more ambitious product, based on Patel’s PhD work,
that Belkin will begin beta-testing in Chicago later this year with an eye toward commercial
release in 2013. The company calls it Zorro.
At first glance, the Zorro is just another so-called smart meter, not that different from the boxes
that many power companies have been installing in consumers’ homes, with a vague promise
that the meters will educate citizens and provide better data to the utility. To the surprise of the
utility companies, though, these smart meters have been greeted with hostility in some
communities. A small but vocal number of customers object to being monitored, while others
worry that the radiation from RFID transmitters is unhealthy (though this has been measured at
infinitesimal levels).
Politics aside, in pure feedback terms smart meters fail on at least two levels. For one, the
information goes to the utility first, rather than directly to the consumer. For another, most smart
meters aren’t very smart; they typically measure overall household consumption, not how much
power is being consumed by which specific device or appliance. In other words, they are a
broken feedback loop.
Belkin’s device avoids these pitfalls by giving the data directly to consumers and delivering it
promptly and continuously. “Real-time feedback is key to conservation,” says Kevin Ashton,
Zensi’s former CEO who took over Belkin’s Conserve division after the acquisition. “There’s a
visceral impact when you see for yourself how much your toaster is costing you.”
The Zorro is just the first of several Belkin products that Ashton believes will put feedback loops
into effect throughout the home. Ashton worked on RFID chips at MIT in the late 1990s and lays
claim to coining the phrase “Internet of Things,” meaning a world of interconnected, sensorladen devices and objects. He predicts that home sensors will one day inform choices in all
aspects of our lives. “We’re consuming so many things without thinking about them—energy,
plastic, paper, calories. I can envision a ubiquitous sensor network, a platform for real-time
feedback that will enhance the comfort, security, and control of our lives.”
As a starting point for a consumer products company, that’s not half bad.
A Feedback Loop for Every Goal

Rypple Work Better Rypple’s online platform helps workers give and receive
feedback. Picture it as Facebook for the office: Users can set up private projects, post
comments, make their goals public, and even assign badges to one another’s profiles.
Supervisors can use it to track the progress of their employees, and there’s a tool for coaching
workers and managers.
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Zeo Sleep Better Zeo’s headband measures the brainwaves that are correlated with
sleep quality, and a bedside monitor presents users with a score in the morning. The display
also shows the amount of time spent in various sleep cycles and how long it took you to fall
asleep. If you’re sleeping poorly, Zeo’s online tools will ask you questions—Do your kids
sleep in your bed? Do you have pets? Do you exercise?—then offer up strategies for better
sleep.

Belkin Conserve Insight Conserver Better Belkin makes a simple plug-in device
that measures the power consumed by any appliance. It then translates that into cash burned
and carbon emitted. The idea is to help consumers budget their energy use by showing them
how much their electronics cost.
GreenRoad Drive Better GreenRoad’s in-vehicle display uses GPS and
accelerometers to let drivers spot and correct risky or fuel-inefficient driving
habits in real time. Red, yellow, and green lights on the dash warn drivers when
they’re making too many dangerous moves—like accelerating into turns or stopping suddenly.
(The data is also posted online so supervisors can review employees’ driving and see if certain
routes or shifts are more hazardous for their drivers.)

GreenGoose Liver Better GreenGoose uses wireless sensors and simple game
mechanics to encourage behaviors like brushing your teeth, riding your bike, and walking your
dog. Users get points as rewards for their everyday actions and bonus points for consistency.
Starting this fall, people will be able to use those points in simple online games.
If there is one problem in medicine that confounds doctors, insurers, and pharmaceutical
companies alike, it’s noncompliance, the unfriendly term for patients who don’t follow doctors’
orders. Most vexing are those who don’t take their medications as prescribed—which, it turns
out, is pretty much most of us. Studies have shown that about half of patients who are prescribed
medication take their pills as directed. For drugs like statins, which must be used for years, the
rate is even worse, dropping to around 30 percent after a year. (Since the effect of these drugs
can be invisible, the thinking goes, patients don’t detect any benefit.) Research has found that
noncompliance adds $100 billion annually to US health care costs and leads to 125,000
unnecessary deaths from cardiovascular diseases alone every year. And it can be blamed almost
entirely on human foibles—people failing to do what they know they should.
David Rose is a perfect example of this. He has a family history of heart disease. Now 44, he
began taking medication for high blood pressure a few years ago, making him not so different
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from the nearly one-third of Americans with hypertension. Where Rose is exceptional is in his
capacity to do something about noncompliance. He has a knack for inventing beautiful,
engaging, alluring objects that get people to do things like take their pills.
A decade ago, Rose, whose stylish glasses and soft-spoken manner bring to mind a college music
teacher, started a company called Ambient Devices. His most famous product is the Orb, a
translucent sphere that turns different colors to reflect different information inputs. If your stocks
go down, it might glow red; if it snows, it might glow white, and so on, depending on what
information you tell the Orb you are interested in. It’s a whimsical product and is still available
for purchase online. But as far as Rose is concerned, the Orb was merely a prelude to his next
company, Vitality, and its marquee product: the GlowCap.
The device is simple. When a patient is prescribed a medication, a physician or pharmacy
provides a GlowCap to go on top of the pill bottle, replacing the standard childproof cap. The
GlowCap, which comes with a plug-in unit that Rose calls a night-light, connects to a database
that knows the patient’s particular dosage directions—say, two pills twice a day, at 8 am and 8
pm. When 8 am rolls around, the GlowCap and the night-light start to pulse with a gentle orange
light. A few minutes later, if the pill bottle isn’t opened, the light pulses a little more urgently. A
few minutes more and the device begins to play a melody—not an annoying buzz or alarm.
Finally, if more time elapses (the intervals are adjustable), the patient receives a text message or
a recorded phone call reminding them to pop the GlowCap. The overall effect is a persistent
feedback loop urging patients to take their meds.
These nudges have proven to be remarkably effective. In 2010, Partners HealthCare and Harvard
Medical School conducted a study that gave GlowCaps to 140 patients on hypertension
medications; a control group received nonactivated GlowCap bottles. After three months,
adherence in the control group had declined to less than 50 percent, the same dismal rate
observed in countless other studies. But patients using GlowCaps did remarkably better: More
than 80 percent of them took their pills, a rate that lasted for the duration of the six-month study.
The power of the device can perhaps be explained by the fact that the GlowCap incorporates
several schools of behavioral change. Vitality has experimented with charging consumers for the
product, drawing on the behavioral-economics theory that people are more willing to use
something they’ve paid for. But in other circumstances the company has given users a financial
reward for taking their medication, using a carrot-and-stick methodology. Different models work
for different people, Rose says. “We use reminders and social incentives and financial
incentives—whatever we can,” he says. “We want to provide enough feedback so that it’s
complementary to people’s lives, but not so much that you can’t handle the onslaught.”
Here Rose grapples with an essential challenge of feedback loops: Make them too passive and
you’ll lose your audience as the data blurs into the background of everyday life. Make them too
intrusive and the data turns into noise, which is easily ignored. Borrowing a concept from
cognitive psychology called pre-attentive processing, Rose aims for a sweet spot between these
extremes, where the information is delivered unobtrusively but noticeably. The best sort of
delivery device “isn’t cognitively loading at all,” he says. “It uses colors, patterns, angles,
speed—visual cues that don’t distract us but remind us.” This creates what Rose calls
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“enchantment.” Enchanted objects, he says, don’t register as gadgets or even as technology at all,
but rather as friendly tools that beguile us into action. In short, they’re magical.
This approach to information delivery is a radical departure from how our health care system
usually works. Conventional wisdom holds that medical information won’t be heeded unless it
sets off alarms. Instead of glowing orbs, we’re pummeled with FDA cautions and Surgeon
General warnings and front-page reports, all of which serve to heighten our anxiety about our
health. This fear-based approach can work—for a while. But fear, it turns out, is a poor catalyst
for sustained behavioral change. After all, biologically our fear response girds us for short-term
threats. If nothing threatening actually happens, the fear dissipates. If this happens too many
times, we end up simply dismissing the alarms.
It’s worth noting here how profoundly difficult it is for most people to improve their health.
Consider: Self-directed smoking-cessation programs typically work for perhaps 5 percent of
participants, and weight-loss programs are considered effective if people lose as little as 5
percent of their body weight. Part of the problem is that so much in our lives—the foods we eat,
the ads we see, the things our culture celebrates—is driven by feedback loops that sustain bad
behaviors. But we can counterprogram this onslaught with another feedback loop, increasing our
odds of changing course.
Though GlowCaps improved compliance by an astonishing 40 percent, feedback loops more
typically improve outcomes by about 10 percent compared to traditional methods. That 10
percent figure is surprisingly persistent; it turns up in everything from home energy monitors to
smoking cessation programs to those Your Speed signs. At first glance, 10 percent may not seem
like a lot. After all, if you’re 250 pounds and obese, losing 25 pounds is a start, but your BMI is
likely still in the red zone. But it turns out that 10 percent does matter. A lot. An obese 40-yearold man would spare himself three years of hypertension and nearly two years of diabetes by
losing 10 percent of his weight. A 10 percent reduction in home energy consumption could
reduce carbon emissions by as much as 20 percent (generating energy during peak demand
periods creates more pollution than off-peak generation). And those Your Speed signs? It turns
out that reducing speeds by 10 percent from 40 to 35 mph would cut fatal injuries by about half.
In other words, 10 percent is something of an inflection point, where lots of great things happen.
The results are measurable, the economics calculable. “The value of behavior change is
incredibly large: nearly $5,000 a year,” says David Rose, citing a CVS pharmacy white paper.
“At that rate, we can afford to give every diabetic a connected glucometer. We can give the
morbidly obese a Wi-Fi-enabled scale and a pedometer. The value is there; the savings are there.
The cost of the sensors is negligible.”
So feedback loops work. Why? Why does putting our own data in front of us somehow compel
us to act? In part, it’s that feedback taps into something core to the human experience, even to
our biological origins. Like any organism, humans are self-regulating creatures, with a multitude
of systems working to achieve homeostasis. Evolution itself, after all, is a feedback loop, albeit
one so elongated as to be imperceptible by an individual. Feedback loops are how we learn,
whether we call it trial and error or course correction. In so many areas of life, we succeed when
we have some sense of where we stand and some evaluation of our progress. Indeed, we tend to
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crave this sort of information; it’s something we viscerally want to know, good or bad. As
Stanford’s Bandura put it, “People are proactive, aspiring organisms.” Feedback taps into those
aspirations.
The visceral satisfaction and even pleasure we get from feedback loops is the organizing
principle behind GreenGoose, a startup being hatched by Brian Krejcarek, a Minnesota native
who wears a near-constant smile, so enthusiastic is he about the power of cheap sensors. His
mission is to stitch feedback loops into the fabric of our daily lives, one sensor at a time.
As Krejcarek describes it, GreenGoose started with a goal not too different from Shwetak
Patel’s: to measure household consumption of energy. But the company’s mission took a turn in
2009, when he experimented with putting one of those ever-cheaper accelerometers on a bicycle
wheel. As the wheel rotated, the sensor picked up the movement, and before long Krejcarek had
a vision of a grander plan. “I wondered what else we could measure. Where else could we stick
these things?” The answer he came up with: everywhere. The GreenGoose concept starts with a
sheet of stickers, each containing an accelerometer labeled with a cartoon icon of a familiar
household object—a refrigerator handle, a water bottle, a toothbrush, a yard rake. But the secret
to GreenGoose isn’t the accelerometer; that’s a less-than-a-dollar commodity. The key is the
algorithm that Krejcarek’s team has coded into the chip next to the accelerometer that recognizes
a particular pattern of movement. For a toothbrush, it’s a rapid back-and-forth that indicates
somebody is brushing their teeth. For a water bottle, it’s a simple up-and-down that correlates
with somebody taking a sip. And so on. In essence, GreenGoose uses sensors to spray feedback
loops like atomized perfume throughout our daily life—in our homes, our vehicles, our
backyards. “Sensors are these little eyes and ears on whatever we do and how we do it,”
Krejcarek says. “If a behavior has a pattern, if we can calculate a desired duration and intensity,
we can create a system that rewards that behavior and encourages more of it.” Thus the first
component of a feedback loop: data gathering.
Then comes the second step: relevance. GreenGoose converts the data into points, with a certain
amount of action translating into a certain number of points, say 30 seconds of teeth brushing for
two points. And here Krejcarek gets noticeably excited. “The points can be used in games on our
website,” he says. “Think FarmVille but with live data.” Krejcarek plans to open the platform to
game developers, who he hopes will create games that are simple, easy, and sticky. A few hours
of raking leaves might build up points that can be used in a gardening game. And the games
induce people to earn more points, which means repeating good behaviors. The idea, Krejcarek
says, is to “create a bridge between the real world and the virtual world. This has all got to be
fun.”
As powerful as the idea appears now, just a few months ago it seemed like a fading pipe dream.
Then based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Krejcarek had nearly run out of cash—not just for his
company, but for himself. During the day, he was working on GreenGoose in a office building
near the MIT campus—and each night, he’d sneak into the building’s air shaft, where he’d
stashed an air mattress and some clothes. Then, in late February, he went to the Launch
conference in San Francisco, a two-day event where select entrepreneurs get a chance to demo
their company to potential funders. Krejcarek hadn’t been selected for an onstage demo, but
when the conference organizers saw a crowd eyeing his product on the exhibit floor, he was
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given four minutes to make a presentation. It was one of those only-in-Silicon Valley moments.
The crowd “just got it,” he recalls. Within days, he had nearly $600,000 in new funding. He
moved to San Francisco, rented an apartment—and bought a bed. GreenGoose will release its
first product, a kit of sensors that encourage pet owners to play and interact with their dogs, with
sensors for dog collar, pet toys, and dog doors, sometime this fall.
Part of the excitement around GreenGoose is that the company is so good at “gamification,” the
much-blogged-about notion that game elements like points or levels can be applied to various
aspects of our lives. Gamification is exciting because it promises to make the hard stuff in life
fun—just sprinkle a little videogame magic and suddenly a burden turns into bliss. But as
happens with fads, gamification is both overhyped and misunderstood. It is too often just a
shorthand for badges or points, like so many gold stars on a spelling test. But just as no number
of gold stars can trick children into thinking that yesterday’s quiz was fun, game mechanics, to
work, must be an informing principle, not a veneer.
With its savvy application of feedback loops, though, GreenGoose is onto more than just the
latest fad. The company represents the fruition of a long-promised technological event horizon:
the Internet of Things, in which a sensor-rich world measures our every action. This vision,
championed by Kevin Ashton at Belkin, Sandy Pentland at MIT, and Bruce Sterling in the pages
of this magazine, has long had the whiff of vaporware, something promised by futurists but
never realized. But as GreenGoose, Belkin, and other companies begin to use sensors to deploy
feedback loops throughout our lives, we can finally see the potential of a sensor-rich
environment. The Internet of Things isn’t about the things; it’s about us.
For now, the reality still isn’t as sexy as the visions. Stickers on toothbrushes and plugs in wall
sockets aren’t exactly disappearing technology. But maybe requiring people to do a little work—
to stick accelerometers around their house or plug a device into a wall socket—is just enough of
a nudge to get our brains engaged in the prospect for change. Perhaps it’s good to have the
infrastructure of feedback loops just a bit visible now, before they disappear into our
environments altogether, so that they can serve as a subtle reminder that we have something to
change, that we can do better—and that the tools for doing better are rapidly, finally, turning up
all around us.
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Resources for Residence Life Events
“Are Your Skinny Jeans Starving the World?” Mother Jones.
A good example of an article appropriate for a corridor discussion group.
A look at the meaning behind the average 60 clothing items purchased by each American every
year, this one page article is a useful tool in encouraging residents to question their daily habits.
Best used in conjunction with the dorm room inventory activity, (see your sustainAbilities
projects binder for details) this article teaches students simple ways they can decrease and
change their clothing consumption habits--playing a part in changing socially and
environmentally problematic cultural norms.
A few points to consider:
* We throw out 78 pounds of textiles per person--five times as much as we did in 1970. (Use this
fact when encouraging donation of old or unused items.)
* Farmers in places like Africa and South Asia are devoting land, resources, and time to
growing fiber for skinny jeans while people in their own region don’t have enough to eat...The
cotton market is a big business--its gravitational pull is much stronger than that of families who
need food. (Should consumerism come before the needs of the world’s poor?)
* “In the age of Michael Pollan and slow food, more and more people think about where their
dinner comes from and how it affects people and ecosystems on the way to their plates. Maybe
it’s time we did the same for our wardrobes. If we did, we might have an easier time coming
around to the idea of ‘slow fashion’” (68).
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“The Perfected Self,” Frederik Broden, The Atlantic Magazine June 2012
Examining the successes of weight loss programs based on B.F. Skinner’s notorious
psychological theory of behavior modification (which relies simply on shaping observable
behavior with rewards,) this article is useful as a starting point for thinking about widespread
changes in everyday sustainable behaviors.
From iPhone apps that give travelers varied transportation options to their destinations and
information about how many extra calories would be burned by walking to a bus station to
Facebook settings that act as reinforcement tools for energy saving behaviors, the pages in this
Atlantic Magazine piece will leave you reeling with ideas about how social media and
sustainability intertwine. By simply changing the environment around us to make the most
sustainable choices the most convenient, appealing to both individualistic and collective desires,
and utilizing the tools we already know and love, we can change the world.

The Perfected Self
B. F. Skinner’s notorious theory of behavior modification was denounced by critics 50 years ago
as a fascist, manipulative vehicle for government control. But Skinner’s ideas are making an
unlikely comeback today, powered by smartphone apps that are transforming us into thinner,
richer, all-around-better versions of ourselves. The only thing we have to give up? Free will.
By DAVID H. FREEDMAN
MY YOUNGER BROTHER DAN gradually put on weight over a decade, reaching 230 pounds
two years ago, at the age of 50. Given his 5-foot-6 frame, that put him 45 pounds above the U.S.
National Institutes of Health’s threshold of obesity. Accompanying this dubious milestone were
a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes and multiple indicators of creeping heart disease, all of which left
him on a regimen of drugs aimed at lowering his newly significant risks of becoming seriously ill
and of dying at an unnecessarily early age.
He’d be in good company: a 2007 study by TheJournal of the American Medical Association
found that each year, 160,000 Americans die early for reasons related to obesity, accounting for
more than one in 20 deaths. The costs are not just bodily. Other studies have found that a person
70 or more pounds overweight racks up extra lifetime medical costs of as much as $30,000, a
figure that varies with race and gender. And we seem to be just warming up: cardiologists who
have looked at current childhood obesity rates and other health indicators predict a steep rise in
heart disease over the next few decades, while a report from the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development projected that two-thirds of the populations of some industrialized
nations will be obese within 10 years.
In a live chat with readers, David H. Freedman answers questions about weight loss
strategies, teenage pot-smoking, Noam Chomsky, and other topics.
Dan had always been a gregarious, confident, life-of-the-party sort of guy, but as his weight went
up, he seemed to be winding down. Then, on a family visit to Washington, D.C., early last year,
he and I dropped in on the National Gallery of Art, where 10 minutes of walking left him so sore
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in one leg that I had to find him a wheelchair. That evening, I decided to say the obvious: He was
fast heading to incapacity and an early grave. He had a family to think of. He needed to get into
some sort of weight-loss program. “Got any suggestions?” he retorted. As it happened, I did.
Today, my brother weighs 165 pounds—what he weighed at age 23—and his doctor has taken
him off all his medications. He has his vigor back, and a brisk three-mile walk is a breeze for
him.
Sorry if this sounds like a commercial for a miracle weight-loss program. But in fact my brother
did it with plain old diet and exercise, by counting calories and walking. He had no surgery, took
no supplements or pills, ate no unusual foods, had no dietary restrictions, embarked on no
extreme exercise regimen. He will need to work his whole life to keep the weight off, but he
shows every sign of being on the right track. He has changed his eating and exercise habits, and
insists he enjoys the new ones more than the old.
In short, Dan seems a lot like many of the people in the National Weight-Control Registry, the
research database of those who, despite the popular wisdom that avoiding weight regain is a
Herculean task, have kept off a minimum of 30 pounds for at least a year. Most of us know
someone who lost weight years ago and has kept it off, and we all see celebrities who claim to
have slimmed down for good using plain old diet and exercise, from Bill Clinton to Drew Carey
to Jennifer Hudson. But we keep hearing that the vast majority of us—98 percent is a figure that
gets thrown about—can’t expect to do the same.
Alcoholics don’t seem to face such dismal prospects, thanks to Alcoholics Anonymous and
similar multistep programs, which are widely regarded as effective treatments. With obesity,
we’re apparently at a loss for a clear answer. Fads like the Atkins diet slowly fade in popularity
after dieters watch the weight return. We’re left with the impression that the techniques needed
to permanently lose weight don’t exist, or apply to only a tiny percentage of the population, who
must be freaks of willpower or the beneficiaries of exotic genes. Scientists and journalists have
lined up in recent years to pronounce the diet-and-exercise regimen a nearly lost cause—a view
argued in no fewer than three cover stories and another major article inThe New York Times
Magazine over the past 10 years, and in a cover story in this magazine two years ago.
All of which is odd, because weight-loss experts have been in fairly strong agreement for some
time that a particular type of diet-and-exercise program can produce modest, long-term weight
loss for most people. But this program tends to be based in clinics operated by relatively highpriced professionals, and requires a significant time commitment from participants—it would be
as if the only way to get treated for alcoholism were to check into the Betty Ford Center. The
problem is not that we don’t know of a weight-control approach that works; it’s that what works
has historically been expensive and inconvenient.
But now that’s changing. Consider my brother, who has never been to a weight-loss clinic. His
program has taken place entirely in his home, at his office, and when he’s out at restaurants or
visiting friends and family—and it happens at his convenience, or even automatically, literally
without his doing more than lifting a finger.
Early studies of a fast-expanding pool of electronic weight-loss aids suggest that, by allowing
people like Dan to construct their own regimen on their phone and computer, these tools could
be a key to reversing the obesity epidemic. Applied across the health-care spectrum—to improve
senior care, fix sleep problems, and cure addiction, for example—these affordable, accessible
tools could radically change the way we conceive of and administer health care, potentially
saving the system billions of dollars in the process.
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And the basic formula underlying Dan’s weight loss reaches well beyond health. Behavioral
technology allows users to gradually and permanently alter all kinds of behavior, from reducing
their energy use to controlling their spending. Now, with the help of our iPhones and a few
Facebook friends, we can train ourselves to lead healthier, safer, eco-friendlier, more financially
secure, and more productive lives.
Ironically, this high-tech behavioral revolution is rooted in the work of a mid-century
psychologist once maligned as morally bankrupt, even fascist. But the rise of social media has
reoriented our societal paranoias, and more and more people are incorporating his theories into
their daily lives. As a result, psychology’s most misunderstood visionary may finally get his due.
IN 1965, WHEN Julie Vargas was a student in a graduate psychology class, her professor
introduced the topic of B. F. Skinner, the Harvard psychologist who, in the late 1930s, had
developed a theory of “operant conditioning.” After the professor explained the evidently
distasteful, outmoded process that became more popularly known as behavior modification,
Vargas’s classmates began discussing the common knowledge that Skinner had used the harsh
techniques on his daughter, leaving her mentally disturbed and institutionalized. Vargas raised
her hand and stated that Skinner in fact had had two daughters, and that both were living
perfectly normal lives. “I didn’t see any need to embarrass them by mentioning that I was one of
those daughters,” she says.
Vargas is a retired education professor who today runs the B. F. Skinner Foundation out of a
one-room office in Cambridge, Massachusetts, a block away from Harvard Yard. The
foundation’s purpose is largely archival, and Vargas spends three days a week poring over boxes
and shelves full of lab notes, correspondence, and publications by her father, who died in 1990.
A prim but engaging woman, Vargas can’t seem to help seething a bit about how her father’s
work was perceived. She showed me a letter written in 1975 by the then wildly popular and
influential pediatrician Benjamin Spock, who had been asked to comment on Skinner’s work for
a documentary. “I’m embarrassed to say I haven’t read any of his work,” Spock wrote, “but I
know that it’s fascist and manipulative, and therefore I can’t approve of it.”
Skinner’s reputation has hardly improved with time. I shared with Vargas a recent Philadelphia
Inquirerarticle by a science reporter who passed along this assessment of “that famed rat
researcher B. F. Skinner” and the behaviorists who followed him: “[They] thought
homosexuality was a mental illness that could be cured, usually by giving electric shocks and
other painful stimuli to try to create an aversion to homosexual thoughts.”
Vargas could only shake her head. Skinner employed punishment in one early experiment—
through a device that delivered a light rap to a rat’s paw—and was so disturbed that he never
used it again, arguing passionately and publicly throughout the rest of his life against the use of
punishment in school, at home, and in the workplace. And he never had anything to do with
trying to change sexual orientation, or any other aspect of identity. Skinner sought to shape only
consciously chosen, directly observable behavior, and only with rewards; the entirely unSkinnerian therapy to which the reporter was alluding is a form of “classical,” or “Pavlovian,”
conditioning that trains a subject to reflexively associate a pleasant stimulation with an
unpleasant one. The field Skinner founded, known as “behavior analysis,” has overwhelmingly
hewed to the example he set in these regards. (And, for the record, “that famed rat researcher”
worked, except in his earliest experiments, almost exclusively with pigeons.)
Spock and the Inquirer reporter are typical of Skinner’s critics in their ignorance of his work, yet
Skinner’s theory was at its core so simple that it sounds purely commonsensical today: all
organisms tend to do what the world around them rewards them for doing. When an organism is
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in some way prompted to perform a certain behavior, and that behavior is “reinforced”—with a
pat on the back, nourishment, comfort, money—the organism is more likely to repeat the
behavior. As anyone who has ever taught a dog to sit or a child to say “please” knows, if the
cycle of behavior and reinforcement is repeated enough times, the behavior becomes habitual,
though it might occasionally need a booster shot of reinforcement.
Skinner himself worked mostly with animals, famously training pigeons to guide missiles by
pecking on a video screen placed inside the nose cone. But his followers went on to demonstrate
in thousands of human studies that gentle, punishment-free behavior-modification techniques
could improve learning, modify destructive habits, and generally help people lead healthier,
more satisfying, more productive lives.
Behaviorism exploded in prominence in the 1950s and ’60s, both in academic circles and in the
public consciousness. But many academics, not to mention the world’s growing supply of
psychotherapists, had already staked their careers on the sort of probing of thoughts and
emotions that behaviorism tends to downplay. The attacks began in the late 1950s. Noam
Chomsky, then a rising star at MIT, and other thinkers in the soon-to-be-dominant field of
cognitive science acknowledged that behavior modification worked on animals but claimed it did
not work on people—that we’re too smart for that sort of thing. Then, seizing on Skinner’s
loudly proclaimed conviction that communities should actively shape human behavior to
promote social justice and harmony, they argued that if behavior modification were to work on
humans, it would be a morally repugnant and even fascist method of forcing people to toe an
official line.
In 1971, Stanley Kubrick’s seminal film A Clockwork Orange echoed this fear by centering on a
government’s attempt to reduce criminal behavior via methods amounting to a brutal caricature
of behavior modification: the “debilitating and will-sapping techniques of conditioning” that
presaged “the full apparatus of totalitarianism,” as one character puts it. (The movie actually
depicts Pavlovian, not Skinnerian, conditioning—a distinction lost on the public.) That same
year, Time put Skinner on its cover, headlining its profile “Skinner’s Utopia: Panacea, or Path to
Hell?” The overheated charges stuck. By the mid-1970s, the behavior-analysis field had
essentially gone underground, its remaining practitioners having moved from prominent
universities to relatively obscure ones.
Vargas took me to Harvard to see one of the few signs that her father was once the luminary of
its psychology department, or indeed that he was ever there: an odd, cluttered display of circuit
boards, random machinery, and a photo of Skinner, placed next to a self-service café in the
basement of the psychology building, a curiosity to be contemplated over a cappuccino.
Skinner remains a staple of Psych 101 at most colleges, but typically only for a brief, often
sneering mention, as if behaviorism was a strange, ugly fad. “He became a whipping boy for
cognitive scientists,” says Dean Keith Simonton, a psychologist at the University of California at
Davis, who has studied how his field views Skinner. “Psychology students were taught that his
techniques didn’t work, that it was a bad direction for psychology to go in, and that he was a bad
person, though he wasn’t. He just got kind of a bad rap.” It was a rap that the public bought
wholesale, notes Christopher Bryan, a psychologist at UC San Diego. “There was a notion that
there’s something icky about psychological techniques intended to manipulate people,” he says.
It made little difference that holdout behaviorists continued to accumulate evidence that
Skinner’s techniques helped tame all sorts of otherwise confounding behavioral problems,
including nail-biting, narcotics addiction, child abuse, and, yes, criminal recidivism (no
Clockwork Orange–style punishment involved). But the most stunning example was autism:
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studies in the late 1980s and early ’90s established that behavior analysis, unlike any other
treatment, was effective in helping children with autism communicate, learn, and refrain from
violent behavior, to the extent that some patients shed their diagnosis. The success with autism
pumped money into the field of behavior analysis, leading many of its researchers to look for
other big challenges. And by the beginning of the 21st century, there was widespread concern
about an obesity epidemic.
That Skinner’s theory could be successfully applied to obesity was no surprise. Decades earlier,
when no one spoke of an obesity problem, Skinner had been writing about diet and exercise as an
example of how behavior could be modified. In a 1957 paper in American Scientist, he cited a
Harvard University study in which rats were conditioned to eat when they weren’t hungry,
causing what Skinner called “behavioral obesity.” His followers did not have to reach far for the
converse, speculating that an organism might be induced to willingly reduce food intake, were it
rewarded for doing so.
They were eventually proved right by Weight Watchers, which launched its “behavior
modification plan” in the mid-1970s. The program’s close adherence to Skinner’s basic
principles has consistently garnered some of the best long-term weight-loss results of any massmarket program. The key characteristic of Weight Watchers and other Skinnerian weight-loss
programs is the support and encouragement they provide to help participants stick with them.
(Much the same is true of AA, which is strikingly similar to a behavior-modification program.)
Weight Watchers and the other programs do not claim to magically burn fat, or make appetite
disappear, or blast abs. They aim to gradually establish healthful eating and moderate exercise as
comfortable, rewarding routines of daily life rather than punishing battles of willpower and
deprivation.
The specifics may sound familiar: set modest goals (to encourage sustainable progress and
frequent reinforcement); rigorously track food intake and weight (precise measurement is key to
changing behavior, especially when it comes to eating, since a few bites a day can make the
difference between weight loss and weight gain); obtain counseling or coaching (to diagnose
what environmental factors are prompting or rewarding certain behaviors); turn to fellow
participants for support (little is more reinforcing than encouragement from peers, who can also
help with problem-solving); transition to less-calorie-dense foods (to avoid the powerful,
immediate reinforcement provided by rich foods); and move your body more often, any way you
like (to burn calories in a nonpunishing way).
Study after study proves the effectiveness of this rough Skinnerian formula, which is the basis of
the great majority of well-regarded weight-loss programs. “Willpower doesn’t work,” says Jean
Harvey-Berino, a University of Vermont behavioral scientist who researches weight-loss
methods. “What works heavily relies on Skinner—shaping behavior over time by giving
feedback, and setting up environments where people aren’t stimulated to eat the wrong foods.”
As the evidence continues to pile up, it’s getting harder to find weight-loss researchers who
disagree, says Jennifer Shapiro, a psychologist specializing in weight loss and the scientific
director at Santech, a San Diego health-technology firm. “More and more studies demonstrate
the effectiveness of behavioral approaches based on Skinnerian reinforcement.”
Not that Skinner ever gets much credit. The experts who run successful behavioral weight-loss
programs, including Weight Watchers, seem at best vaguely aware of these techniques’
Skinnerian roots, or choose to downplay them. Instead, they frame their programs in the more
fashionable terms of behavioral economics or social-cognitive theory, or offer the nontheoretical
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argument that they just plain work. But this would have been fine with Skinner, says Vargas.
“He used to say that the ultimate worth of a science is in how much good it can do in the world.”
So widely accepted is the long-term effectiveness of Skinnerian weight-loss programs that most
well-regarded bariatric-surgery clinics require patients to follow such a program before surgery,
in order to prove their ability to avoid regaining much or even most of the weight after—as more
than one-fourth of bariatric patients eventually do, according to some studies. Even clinical
programs for rapid weight loss rely on Skinner’s tenets. The 25-year-old Weight Management
Program at the Miriam Hospital—one of Brown University’s teaching hospitals in Providence,
Rhode Island, and the home of the National Weight-Control Registry—is a highly regarded
program in which many of the patients are more than 200 pounds overweight. Typically, patients
are started out on an Optifast diet, a physician-mediated program that replaces some or all meals
with liquids and food bars in order to “give patients some distance from food,” as one
psychologist there puts it. But the Miriam program’s goal is for its patients to gradually build
healthy eating habits with ordinary food, and to add in daily walks. The program reports that
about one-third of its patients keep all the weight off for two or more years. And that figure,
which is some 16 times the success rate implied by the “98 percent gain it all back” statistic we
keep hearing, turns out to be fairly typical of leading clinical weight-loss programs.
But despite their relative success, Skinnerian weight-loss programs have not become the default
treatment for obesity the way AA has for alcoholism. One reason, of course, is that most wouldbe weight-losers can’t afford these programs (insurance usually won’t cover them) or don’t have
the time, patience, or motivation to commit to one. At up to $3,500, the six-month Miriam
outpatient program is a relatively good deal, especially compared with Canyon Ranch, which
offers a well-regarded residential program for about $1,200 a day.
“We know how to get people to eat healthier and exercise,” says Steven Blair, an exercise and
epidemiology researcher at the University of South Carolina. “The question is how to roll out the
needed behavioral strategies to 50 million unfit adults in the U.S. Even if there were enough
trained counselors to work with that many people, which there aren’t, the cost issues would be
overwhelming.”
And there’s another limitation. These programs work by sticking participants in a “Skinner
box”—which was, literally, a closed glass box in which Skinner trained his animals; figuratively,
it’s an environment that can be tightly controlled and in which behavior can be rigorously
tracked, so as to ensure the dominance of the prompts and reinforcements that lead to a desired
change. When a patient is “in the box”—that is, actively participating in a formal program—
results are reliably good. The bigger challenge comes when people leave the program to plunge
back into an environment rife with caloric temptation.
Most programs try to provide remote monitoring and support, but inevitably, many patients let
these looser ties dissolve, and then they gain back weight. That’s why these programs tend to
report long-term success rates of only about 30 percent. This is a much bigger problem for massmarket programs like Weight Watchers, which don’t charge enough to offer individual coaching
or frequent, intimate group meetings. Effective as it is for a highly affordable program, Weight
Watchers places its clients in a Skinner box of gossamer walls.
TWELVE YEARS AGO, Michael Cameron was on his hands and knees in his doctor’s office.
He had once been able to do dozens of push-ups, but because he had put on 105 pounds in the
five years since college, his arms now shook with the effort of not collapsing to the floor.
“What’s wrong with me?” he moaned. His doctor suggested antidepressants. Cameron walked
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out of the office and had an epiphany. “I thought to myself, I know how to solve this problem,”
he says.
Actually, solving behavior problems was what he did for a living. Cameron was an experimental
psychologist specializing in behavior analysis at McLean Hospital, Harvard’s teaching hospital
for psychiatric disorders, and was the founding chairman of the behavioral-analysis department
at Simmons College, in Boston. Amid all the various weight-loss solutions he’d considered, he’d
never thought to try his own field’s techniques. Now he asked himself: What would Skinner do?
Cameron looked for aspects of his environment that were abetting his overeating. He worked
nonstop at the office, eating very little there, so he was famished when his commute home took
him past a long line of fast-food restaurants. After scarfing a meal from one of those, he would
come home to a paperwork session conducive to the mindless munching of calorie-bomb
snacks—he was particularly partial to peanut butter. He would vow to exercise the next morning
but find himself running out the door to work instead. Little by little, he started making changes.
He prioritized eating a decent breakfast and lunch, and found a new route home that bypassed the
junky restaurants. He came home and immediately prepared healthy snacks, including a lowcalorie peanut-based food, so they’d be in front of him while he worked. To kick-start his
workouts, he got his gym bag ready at night and left it in front of the door. He religiously tracked
his food intake, exercise, and weight, graphing the results to see how his efforts were paying off.
He enlisted his colleagues, friends, and family to support him.
Cameron eventually lost more than 100 pounds, and has kept every one of them off in the years
since, losing a few more besides. Though he focuses on children with special needs—he’s now
the clinical director of Pacific Child and Family Associates, a national chain of clinics
headquartered in Santa Paula, California—he also works independently with a small number of
clients who want to lose weight. Five years ago, recognizing that he didn’t have time to
personally help as many people as he’d like, he started wondering how he could extend his reach.
Could weight-loss programs be administered remotely, or even in a semi-automated fashion?
The tools seemed to exist. Plenty of Web-based programs tracked food intake and exercise, and
smartphone apps were starting to offer similar options. Videoconferencing allowed not only for
remote one-on-one coaching, but also for group meetings. And Twitter made impromptu checkins, questions, and encouragement easy. “I realized there wasn’t any part of it that couldn’t be
done on a screen,” Cameron says. “And that meant it would be easy to scale up.” He started
some pilot projects, enlisting graduate students to help coach and lead groups.
It was Cameron’s name I gave to my brother that night—I had heard about his program from
scientists in the behavior-modification field. Starting a few weeks later, the first thing Dan did
every morning was step on a scale that wirelessly transmitted his weight to his computer, which
automatically Tweeted any loss or gain to the other participants in Cameron’s program. Every
time I saw him, he’d pull out his phone to read an encouraging tweet from one of them, or fire
off one of his own, or plug in the components of the meal he was eating, or check how many
minutes of walking he’d logged that day. Sometimes he’d excuse himself for 10 minutes to take
part in a group meeting on his laptop.
Over the course of a few months, I watched him gradually transform from the guy who had
always piled his plate high with fried chicken and french fries to the guy who seemed genuinely
thrilled to cap off a brisk walk with a piece of grilled fish, some beans, and a salad. As the habits
set and his weight stabilized near his goal, the formal prompts and supports of the program were
slowly “faded.” But the new routines seem to have stuck. (I just called him to check—he
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weighed 168 this morning.) Cameron has followed up with many of his past clients, and reports
that all of them have kept the weight off.
Cameron was ahead of the game, but the world has been catching up to him quickly. Jeff Hyman,
a successful serial Internet entrepreneur, spent one week and about $14,000 for himself and his
wife at Canyon Ranch three years ago, and was struck both by the effectiveness of its behaviormodification approach and by the realization that the same techniques could be applied online at
a much lower cost. He recruited two highly regarded behavior change–focused obesity
researchers to design a one-year, Web-based program called Retrofit, which launched late last
year.
Retrofit users track their eating and exercise online and have weekly Skype sessions with a
registered dietician, a psychologist, and a “mind-set coach.” (If a client loses 10 percent of his or
her weight by the end of the year, Hyman doubles these three employees’ compensation for that
particular client.) After the year is up, clients can still arrange occasional consultations, and
Retrofit continues to monitor their weight via wireless scale, so that a coach can reach out if the
number starts to rise. “We have no interest in helping you lose weight” temporarily, says Hyman.
“We want you to keep weight off.”
Though Cameron’s and Hyman’s programs create relatively effective virtual Skinner boxes, they
don’t solve the cost problem. Retrofit charges about $3,000, and while Cameron hasn’t charged
for his services, he calculates that were he doing this for a living, his fees would have to be in
that ballpark as well. That’s a bargain for intensive programs of this sort, but still out of range for
much of the public. The reason, of course, is that both programs remain dependent on relatively
highly paid professionals to deliver the sort of one-on-one behavioral coaching and problemsolving that has always been key to Skinnerian behavior change.
But technology is radically lowering that cost barrier. Today, for absolutely nothing, would-be
weight-losers can download many of the key elements of a Skinnerian behavior-modification
program directly to their phones and computers. One of the most popular options is Lose It, an
app and Web site that allows users to pick a goal weight and a time line for reaching it, and then
formulates a daily calorie count accordingly. Lose It then lets users track their eating and
physical activity, which they can do by holding their phones up to a food package’s barcode, or
by tapping the screen a few times at the start and end of a walk (the app offers a range of activity
categories, including guitar strumming, household walking, and sex). Lose It uses this data to
provide clear, graphic feedback on users’ daily progress—you might see at a glance that having
dessert will send your numbers into the red, but that if you walk for 20 minutes after dessert,
you’ll go back into the green.
My wife, who has been struggling with her weight since the birth of our third child nearly two
decades ago, started using Lose It late last year. Within three months, she was down to her
college weight. Now several of her friends, family members, and colleagues have downloaded
the app and are using it to lose weight steadily and comfortably. Lose It’s Boston-based parent
company claims 10 million users so far and an average per-user weight loss of 12 pounds—an
amount most doctors consider enough to dramatically improve health. Weight Watchers has
since released a roughly similar app of its own.
Like most other Skinnerian weight-loss apps, Lose It lets you share your data with others for that
all-important social support. But some tools take this sharing much further. Rajiv Kumar and
Brad Weinberg, while on rounds as medical students at Brown University six years ago, were
struck by the observation that the patients who lost weight or made other difficult changes in
their behavior seemed to be the ones who set clear goals and then got lots of encouragement to
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meet them from friends, family, and co-workers, and especially from fellow weight-losers.
Kumar and Weinberg took two years off from medical school to found Shape Up RI, a nonprofit
with a Web site that allowed users to compete against one another on weight-loss and fitness
teams. Shape Up RI tracked steps walked, miles run, vegetables eaten, and pounds lost, sharing
that information among teammates, competitors, and supporters. Today, a for-profit offshoot,
ShapeUp, caters mostly to large companies that run team competitions among employees;
reinforcement may take the form of prizes, perks, and even money. Kumar, who is now
ShapeUp’s chief medical officer, says that the 14,000 employees at one large client have logged
nearly 5 billion steps and lost some 41,000 pounds—a shrewd investment for the employer and
insurer paying their health-care costs.
Other apps make use of punishment, a technique that Skinner did not approve of but that can be
smartly incorporated into an otherwise Skinnerian program. GymPact, an iPhone app, asks users
to commit to visiting a gym a certain number of times each week and agree to forfeit at least $5
each time they skip. The app confirms users’ presence at their gym via GPS and charges their
credit card if they don’t show up as planned. The company then divvies up the skip fees among
those who honor their weekly commitments—so you get reinforced for going, and punished for
not going.
So far, the scientific literature is proving these programs effective. When the University of
Vermont’s Harvey-Berino studied the effectiveness of online Skinnerian weight-loss support
groups, for example, she found that the results in pounds lost were comparable to results
achieved by in-person groups. She’s now conducting a larger study with $3.5 million in funding
from the National Institutes of Health, which, along with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, has increasingly thrown its support behind behavioral approaches to obesity.
(Michelle Obama’s “Let’s Move” campaign is essentially Skinnerian, seeking to change
children’s environments in ways that encourage them to make small changes in what they eat
and how much they exercise; the program is even sponsoring the development of diet-andexercise apps.)
Abby King, a leading health-related behavior-change researcher at Stanford University, has
studied smartphone apps that aim to get older, non-technology-savvy people to move more
throughout the day. The study subjects, most of whom had never used a smartphone before,
significantly increased their activity. “If it works on them, it will work on anyone,” says King.
“Skinner was right-on, in terms of any sentient being from pigeons to humans responding to
setting goals, tracking progress, and getting feedback. These tools can provide all that, and can
reach into any population to do it.”
Looking forward, improvements in the technology powering these apps should sharpen their
impact. “This line of research is beginning to blossom,” says the University of South Carolina’s
Blair, who recently helped the school land $6 million in funding for a new center studying
technology-driven weight loss and related behavioral changes. “Right now we can get 30 percent
of people to change their behavior, which is huge, but we’ll learn to get 40 percent, and then
maybe 50 percent.”
One turning point will come when smartphone apps can automatically tailor their
recommendations and feedback to an individual user’s behavior, just as a real-life behavior
analyst would. In a review study for theInternational Journal of Obesity, Hirohito Sone, a
researcher at the University of Tsukuba, in Japan, concluded that while weight-loss programs
that include online tools are already more effective than conventional programs,
individualization of these tools will take them much further. Details that these programs may
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eventually take into account, he says, include “lifestyle and environmental factors like types of
job, whom you live with, how busy you are, what ethnic group you belong to, and what kind of
activity or type of food and drinks you like.”
That may sound like a tall order for a smartphone app, but software and hardware improve
substantially almost month to month. Michael Cameron is investigating developing “smart
algorithms” that would take care of much of what he now does in the process of helping people
lose weight. “The software will pick up the behavior patterns,” he says. “You might still need
someone to have an occasional conversation with the client about the patterns, but as soon as you
start automating and guiding decision-making, the need for a person like me becomes much
more manageable.”
Cameron helped my brother Dan notice, for example, that he tended to take the longest walks
when he set out after dinner, with a family member, and recommended making that a daily
routine. A smartphone, by using GPS to track when Dan walked and a family-and-friendtracking app to note whom he was with, could easily have done the same. Eventually, Cameron
says, phones will be able to track swallowing and stomach distension to provide even better
analysis of eating habits, without requiring the user to so much as tap the screen.
Dozens of research centers and hundreds of millions of dollars in investment in mobile-health
technology have made such capabilities imminent possibilities. “It’s all about finding ways to
automate Skinnerian conditioned reinforcement,” says Stephen Intille, a researcher at
Northeastern University’s new doctoral program in “personal health informatics.” “You put
sensors in phones and throughout the home, you develop algorithms that can infer what people
are doing, and then you provide tailored automatic feedback that reinforces the right behaviors.”
The mobile-health field—“mHealth” to those in the know—is a rapidly growing subset of the
tech-heavy, preventive approach to health care that was a foundation of the Obama
administration’s reform bill. Health-insurance companies and government officials alike are
drawn to the ability of smartphone apps to reach tough-to-access patients, to effect long-term
lifestyle changes, and to do it all at a very low cost. Weight loss is just one example. Today, an
iPhone owner can also download Skinnerian apps to help her stick to her birth-control schedule,
monitor her blood sugar, quit smoking, or get more sleep. Mobile health’s potential savings to
the health-care system are enormous. A 2010 study by one research firm reckoned that the
savings in the United States and Canada from mobile monitoring of patient health could climb to
as much as $6 billion a year by 2014. If mobile apps could reduce obesity and its associated costs
by just 5 percent, the savings would amount to about $15 billion a year in the U.S. alone. The
effect on eldercare would be even larger; a Boston Consulting Group report from earlier this year
projects a possible cost reduction of 25 percent, which by one study’s figures would amount to
about $30 billion.
This potential has made investment in this technology a no-brainer for health insurers and
corporations. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina, like many large insurers, offers its
members Web-based weight-management and exercise-promoting tools, and is looking into
providing mobile apps. “We’re very excited about the potential of these tools,” says Dr. Don
Bradley, the company’s chief medical officer. “Up to 70 percent of health-care costs are related
to lifestyle. If we can’t control those costs, we can’t keep our products affordable.”
And the outsized effect of simple Skinnerian tools has not been limited to health. Any number of
apps allow users to kick other bad habits or cement good ones. Urge, a two-year-old “mobile
behavior change company” based in Nashville, offers an app that prompts users to hold off on
impulse purchases so they can hit budgeting goals, and reinforces their frugal decisions by
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tracking money saved for the purchase of a coveted item. Apps such as Habit Maker, Habit
Breaker let users choose the behavior they’d like to target, whether it’s saying “thank you” more
or going shopping less.
In Silicon Valley and the Bay Area, start-ups hawking these apps are becoming so common that
you can’t avoid bumping into their founders. At Palo Alto’s storied University Coffee Cafe, I
recently found myself sitting next to a young fellow named Yoav Lurie, who turned out to be
running a Boulder-based company called Simple Energy, which uses Facebook as a socialreinforcement tool for conserving energy by tracking, sharing, and reinforcing certain behaviors.
The product, like many of its competitors in the booming field of energy-related apps, is
sponsored by large utility companies incentivized to reduce their reliance on conventional power
sources.
Government agencies are in a similar position to benefit. I was speaking with a manager at the
U.S. Department of Transportation about public transit when he mentioned that the agency is
testing an app that provides local travelers with various transportation options for specific trips
and that could gently reinforce decisions to use public transit by pointing out the extra calories
commuters would burn by walking to the station and the carbon they’d avoid emitting by leaving
their cars at home.
Of course, none of these tools would have much of a future if the public continued to harbor the
kind of Big Brother paranoia that smeared Skinner’s reputation. Should we be wary of utilities
that try to shift our energy use or health insurers that try to change our diets? Skinner would have
celebrated these efforts, for their capacity to change society on a grand scale. But at what point
does the interest of the individual diverge from the interest of corporations or the government—
and will we even notice, if we’ve already surrendered all our choices to our iPhones?
The central irony of Skinner’s theory is that to control our behavior, we must accept a
fundamental lack of control, acknowledging that our environment ultimately holds the reins. But
an individual choosing to alter his environment to affect his behavior is one thing; a corporation
or a government altering an individual’s environment to affect his behavior is another. The line
between the two scenarios can blur. Nowadays most of us aren’t likely to wonder about the
DOT’s motives when it urges us to take the light-rail instead of a cab. If it benefits the
commuter, the government, and the environment, then what’s the problem? But the very
definition of the Skinner box is that the inhabitant is not in control. In fact, he may not even
know he’s in the box.
JULIE VARGAS, WHO LIVES with her husband in the house she grew up in, a few miles from
Harvard, showed me her father’s study, which she has left untouched. It turned out to be the
crowded basement sanctum of an inveterate tinkerer and gadget guy. Lacking WiFi and
Bluetooth in his office, Skinner had jury-rigged strings and all sorts of wooden and cardboard
doodads that enabled him to tweak his environment from his desk chair: by hiding the face of a
clock he found himself watching, or by turning on a tape recorder that inspired him to organize
his thoughts.
Though more advanced in execution, today’s electronic nudges and tweaks are identical in
purpose: use what you can control to affect what you can’t. The simple elegance of this concept
flips on its head Chomsky’s suggestion that behavior modification treats people as if they were
no more intelligent than animals. What distinguishes our intellect from animals’ is not that we
can go against our environment—most of us can’t, not in the long run—but rather that we can
purposefully alter our environment to shape our behavior in ways we choose.
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Composting and Recycling
Compost education can help to reduce the waste St. Olaf students send to landfills by at least
15% (http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/materials/organics/food/fd-basic.htm).
As you talk to your residents about composting and recycling on campus, use these FAQ sheets
as references (they are also found on the sustainabilities.stolaf.edu website!)

FAQ about Composting
Q: Which items can and cannot be composted using the Green Cone system?
A: Check out this handy chart!
Compostable

NOT Compostable

Fruits and vegetables, including peelings

Paper towels and paper products

Tea bags

Garden waste, such as grass cuttings

Coffee grounds

Cardboard

All cooked food scraps

Bacon grease

Candy, chips, and snack foods

Plastic and styrofoam

Dairy products (no liquids)

Popcorn bags

Fish, red meat, poultry, and bones

Metal, wood, and fabric

Bread

Liquids

Rice

Disinfectant and bleaches

Crushed eggshells

Sanitary items

Q: Why can’t we compost the paper towel waste from the residence hall bathrooms?
A: Each Green Cone can only handle one gallon of waste each day. If we composted our paper
towels, we would greatly exceed the maximum daily limit, causing the Green Cones to
malfunction. We hope to come up with a way to compost paper towel waste in the near future!
Q: I can compost meat and dairy products? Really?
A: Yes, really. The Green Cone system is specially designed to safely eliminate all cooked and
uncooked food waste, including meat, fish, bones, and dairy products. The composter is a sealed
unit, meaning it will not emit odors or attract pests. Composting meat and dairy products,
therefore, does not pose problems.
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Q: Why the Green Cone system? Why can’t we simply add our food waste to the
composter used by Bon Appétit?
A: We researched the composting systems used by other schools and concluded that the Green
Cone system would work well at St. Olaf: Green Cones are solar powered, function year-round,
and require little maintenance. Using the Bon Appétit composter is not an option, as it is already
overflowing with food waste from the cafeteria. Another benefit of Green Cones? They allow
students to play a more direct role in the composting process than using the Bon Appétit
composter would.
Q: Why doesn’t every residence hall have a Green Cone?
A: The Green Cones are currently located near first-year residence halls and honor houses. A
group of five students from Environmental Coalition developed and obtained funding for this
program last spring. The 2012-2013 academic year serves as a pilot for the program, as we need
to make sure everything about the system runs smoothly. If all goes well and further funding can
be obtained, we plan to expand to all residence halls and selected academic buildings next year.
Q: Can I participate in the compost program if I do not live in a first-year residence hall or
honor house?
A: Yes! All students are welcome to participate in the program. If you do not live in a first-year
residence hall or honor house and are interested in participating, please contact
compost@stolaf.edu, we will provide you with a compost receptacle for your room. Please
deposit your food waste into your receptacle and empty it periodically into the Green Cone
located closest to your residence hall.
Q: Why is composting in residence halls important?
A: Composting can reduce the amount of waste sent to the landfill by up to 20%. This, in turn,
reduces fuel consumed by garbage trucks and energy expended to operate large-scale treatment
plants. According to the EPA, composting organic materials that have been diverted from
landfills ultimately avoids the production of methane and leachate. Composting also provides us
with the opportunity to take back some of the responsibility for our waste. Instead of adhering to
what sociologist Philip Slater calls the “toilet principle of American life” (out of sight, out of
mind), we can instead transform our food waste into soil and return it to Mother Earth, right in
our backyard.
Q: I am interested in getting involved with this project. Who should I contact?
A: That’s great to hear! The Environmental Coalition Compost Subcommittee oversees this
project and is always looking to recruit interested students. Please get in touch with the
committee via email: compost@stolaf.edu.

FAQ about Recycling
Q: Which items can and cannot be recycled?
A: Check out this handy chart!
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Recyclable

NOT Recyclable

Glass bottles and jars

Garbage, food waste* or paper plates

Metal beverage and food cans

Meat or dairy plastic/paper packaging

Plastics labeled 1-7

Wax or plastic wrap

Paper from news, magazines or junk
mail

Freezer food packaging

Dry, non-coated food paper boxboard

Packaging film

Small, flat pieces of corrugated
cardboard box material

Formed or pellet Styrofoam/Styrofoam-like packaging
and containers/trays

*The majority of your food waste can be composted in the Green Cones located outside of the
first-year residence halls and honor houses. Consult the Compost FAQ page for details!
Q: Can I recycle my Pause pizza box?
A: Parts of it. Pizza boxes are traditionally made from corrugated cardboard and are, by
themselves, recyclable. However, what makes parts of them non-recyclable is the hot, tasty treat
that comes inside them, specifically the grease and cheese from pizza that soil the cardboard.
Pizza boxes that are tarnished with food are not recyclable--unless you remove the tainted
portions. The easiest remedy for this problem is to cut or tear out the soiled portions of your
pizza box and recycle the grease-free portion.
Q: What should I do with my to-go container from the Cage?
A: The plastic lid is recyclable; however, the styrofoam plate cannot be recycled. Consider eating
your meal in the Cage next time to cut down on waste! If you have leftover food, give it to a
hungry friend or put it in a compostable waste container.
Q: Can I recycle my old spiral-bound notebook?
A: The pages and cover (cardboard only) can be recycled. The metal coil cannot be recycled.
You should unwind the coil from your notebook or rip out all of the pages. If your notebook has
a plastic cover, only the pages can be recycled. To cut down on notebook waste, make sure to
write on both sides of every page.
Q: When I recycle my plastic soda bottle, what should I do with the cap?
A: Leave the cap on the bottle.
Q: What should I do with my old appliances (i.e. refrigerators) and electronics?
A: Talk with your SustainAbility Representative! She or he will provide you with information
about acceptable items and upcoming dropoff opportunities.
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Q: Why does recycling matter?
A: “The case for recycling is strong. The bottom line is clear. Recycling requires a trivial amount
of our time. Recycling saves money and reduces pollution. Recycling creates more jobs than
landfilling or incineration. And a largely ignored but very important consideration, recycling
reduces our need to dump our garbage in someone else's backyard.”
-- David Morris of the Institute for Local Self-Reliance
Recycling Prezi: http://prezi.com/mkhnlvxtziye/recycling-at-st-olaf/
Composting Prezi: http://prezi.com/xol1byo2s0gh/composting-at-st-olaf-college/
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Environmentalism Summer Student Survey Results
This summer, our CURI research team developed an informal survey about environmental values
that was sent to all summer students on the St. Olaf campus. The sample is not necessarily
representative of the average Ole population, but they are still useful as we begin to think about
how to frame environmentalism within the sustainAbilities program.
Overview of the Survey Questions:
Conducted on form creator, this survey asked students to list the first word that came to mind
when prompted with the term “environmentalist,” to define sustainability in their own words, to
explain how they perceive the “environmental movement”, to rank the integration of
sustainability on the St. Olaf campus on a scale of 1-7, to define potential barriers to sustainable
behavior, to rank effective social marketing strategies on campus, and to list what skills they
would like to learn from the sustainAbilities program and the sustainability representatives.
Finally, students were asked to check which sustainability related events they were most likely to
attend and were given space for suggestions about future sustainability activities, topics for a
sustainability-related KSTO show, and people they would like to hear discuss environmental
issues and sustainability.
Selected Responses from Each Section:
You will have full access to these survey results through the Sustainability Representatives
Resource Page on our website (sustainabilities.stolaf.edu) For now, we’d like to start with a
summary of our findings--encouraging you to think about how you can use feedback from the St.
Olaf summer students as you prepare to discuss sustainability with your residents.
Student responses to “What is the first word that comes to mind when you hear the word
environmentalist?” sorted by frequency:
Overwhelmingly, the most frequent response to this question (with 22 responses) was the word
“green.” “Activist,” “hippie,” and “concern” followed up with 7,6, and 5 responses respectively.
What reaction do you have to this response? Is this the understanding of environmentalism you
would like St. Olaf students to have? How might you shape it differently?
Because the responses to this question were widespread, we broke them down by category
as well:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Trees, Earth, Nature, Conservation (30*) i.e. Green*, Sustainability, Stingy, Recycled
Positive Characterization (19) i.e. Concern, Awesome, Engaged, Considerate
Tree-hugging hippie stereotype (14) i.e. Hippie, Tree Hugger, Crunchy, Tye Dye
Politics/Activism (13) Examples include Activist, Liberal, Progressive and Rio
Trees, Earth, Nature, Conservation (12) i.e. Trees, Nature, Earth, Healthy, Rainforest
Negative Characterization (6) i.e. Bossy, Aggressive, Extremism
Idealism (3) i.e. Idealistic, Saving the World, World Peace
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●
●
●
●

Responses Specific to St. Olaf College (2) i.e. Jim Farrell, STOGROW
Unsuccessful, Fatigue (2) i.e. Keep Trying, Low Impact, Misrepresented, Overused
Stewardship (1) i.e. Steward of the Earth
Science (1) i.e. Research

Though it is hopeful that positive perspectives of sustainability included the most responses, how
can we attract those who fell into the more negative and stigmatized categories? How do we give
them a vested interest in sustainability and the eco-revolution?
Student responses to “How would you define sustainability?” reflected a light green or
anthropocentric ethic (viewing nonhuman nature as a resource to be exploited for human
ends.) Here are a few examples:
“Using resources in a way that will leave as much as possible and as quality as possible
for the next generation.”
● “A way of living where resources are not depleted.”
● “Consuming resources at a rate that allows for consumption at a similar rate of those
resources much later on.”
●

Most of the responses followed along the same lines--suggesting that this is the way St. Olaf
currently portrays sustainability. Do you think that this definition is what we should be striving
for? How might we expand the definition of sustainability? (For example, consider the second
sentence of the Brundtland Report 1987 definition of sustainability. This is still an
anthropocentric view, but it is more complex: The two key concepts of sustainable development
are: the concept of "needs" in particular the essential needs of the world's poorest people, to
which they should be given overriding priority; and the idea of limitations which is imposed by
the state of technology and social organization on the environment's ability to meet both present
and future needs.)
Student responses to “In no more than a paragraph, describe how you feel about the
environmental movement.”
Supportive Examples:
“It’s the most important movement of our time.”
“I feel very strongly in support of the environmental movement. I feel that systemic
change needs to take priority over individual change in order to solve the environmental
problems of our day.”
● “I think the environmental movement is one of the most important movements in history,
if not THE most important, because if we have no world in which to live then everything
else (gender and racial equality, poverty issues) becomes insignificant...I don't think there
is any one panacea that will give us the answers to living sustainably because everything
we do has manifold consequences, something like a butterfly effect, and we are just
beginning to unravel this intricate web of dependency. I think the task ahead of us is huge
and overwhelming, but I believe humanity is capable of pulling it together.”
●
●
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Skeptical Examples:
“I think that it is definitely needed, but there are a lot of people who are too pushy about
it without informing people of why they need to do things a certain way.”
● “Absolutely necessary, but sometimes extreme and a little narrow-minded.”
●

●

●

●

●

●

“I think that it's extremely important but needs to figure out an approach that's less
focused on telling people what to do and more focused on educating others and setting an
example as a means of showing what can be done to preserve the environment--I believe
that the latter is more effective in changing people's minds!”
“At times, I feel like it's too in your face, but for the most part, I feel it’s really important
and we're making good headway. I feel that the most effective environmental movements
are those that don't sound condescending towards the people who are less informed.”
“I feel like the movement is doing really meaningful and important work, but the
educational outreach to the general population is not effective. Many people are not
aware of the dire consequences we face because of our actions--if they knew changing
that behavior might be easier.”
“I think it is important and that many people theoretically support it but that individual
laziness gets in the way of effectiveness. I think the environmental movement has good
intentions but a majority of people aren't active in it and I'm skeptical how big of a
change the dedicated ones can make without convincing the population as a whole to get
on board.”
“Obviously it is a great thing. I say let's take care of the planet. It's what gives us life and
we only have one of these things, so let's not fuck it up. I have say that although the
environment should be among the first of our concerns since it can potentially hugely
impact the quality of life, I cannot say that it is MOST important since there are things
like hunger, war, disease, tyranny which, in my opinion, are due more attention. Of
course, environmentalism should have a consideration in how we deal with the problems
just mentioned, but it should not trump those issues.”

Examples of Hopelessness:
“I think environmentalists are not as hardcore as they used to be. I think the
environmental movement got a lot of things done in the 1960s and 1970s and then
petered out; people lost their sympathies and decided it wasn't the most important
problem.”
● “The environmental movement in America is extraordinarily depressing. Americans are
some of the least progressive people I have met in terms of environmental sustainability
and development...”
● “The movement seems to be a reaction based on both fear and aesthetics. The fears are
(1) that within a couple generations, we could live in a nearly uninhabitable planet and
(2) those in power over natural resources are corrupt. The aesthetics is a quasi-postmodernist reaction against unregulated capitalism and perhaps a side effect of the
psychological effect of "nature withdrawal" experienced by our generation.”
●

Examples of Stewardship:
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“The environmental movement is important. As a strong Christian, I see the Earth as
God's gift to us. It is our responsibility to take care of our environment because, if we
don't, we are disrespecting God.”
● “I am on board; I believe as stewards of the Earth, we should care for and protect the
environment more.”
●

(For further examples of these responses, see the sustainAbility Representatives page at
sustainabilities.stolaf.edu)
The fact that so many students (119) took the time to fully respond to and contemplate this
question demonstrates that it is something they are eager to talk about. Simply asking your
residents this question at a corridor meeting could be a great way to get the ball rolling with
sustainability education!
Distribution of responses to “On a scale of 1 to 7, how integrated is sustainability with life
at St. Olaf?”
76/126 responded with the number 5
18/126 = 6
17/126 = 4 (Neutral)
This response was surprising to us. We expected the students to see sustainability as something
that is not very present on campus (because this is the goal of the sustainAbilities program,) but
it is encouraging that so many see it as fairly present. With your help as Sustainability
Representatives, we hope that in the future the average response will rank even higher on a scale
of 1-7.
Distribution of responses to “Which of the following barriers do you believe most
discourages you from practicing sustainable living habits?”
35/122= “Time Poverty”
35/122= “Lack of Knowledge”
18/122= “Inconvenience”
16/122 = “Individual Behavior Doesn’t Make a Difference”
What can you do as a sustainAbility Representative to overcome these barriers?
Could sustainAbilities become a space for students to slow down and exit the detrimental time
poverty culture of St. Olaf?
What kind of knowledge can we supply to students that will encourage them to act?
How do we make sustainable choices and behaviors the default?
How can we balance emphases on individual and collective behavior?
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A few comments on these barriers:
●

●
●

●
●

“I believe that environmentalists are completely inefficient in terms of the way in which
they practice sustainability. I think that much of what constitutes “sustainability” at St.
Olaf is merely the appearance of sustainability.”
“Sometimes it’s hard to keep the faith when there is no sign of progress.”
“Is is even worth it for me to do it if others don't? Sometimes when I go to dump out my
recycling from my room into the big dorm recycling bins, I see things in there that aren't
recyclable. So my recycling won't even matter because all of that will just have to go to a
landfill now anyway...”
“For me it's a toss up between too busy and not enough knowledge. I'm too busy to get
the knowledge I need!”
“Particularly while not on campus, it is difficult to live sustainably--as in: food--it is so
easy to order out and buy from unsustainable and especially fast food restaurants. Driving
is a lot easier than biking/busing when in a hurry. In the new technology age where
everything is done immediately--with texting and even professors canceling classes last
minute via email--life is fast-paced, and one cannot take the time to always be sustainable
when it is faster and easier to throw away some plastic than find a recycling bin and
recycle it.”

Effective social marketing strategies: Student responses to “If you were to plan an event or
campaign on campus, which methods do you feel would be most effective at raising
awareness?”
Top results:
Posters = 87
Tabling outside of the Caf: 82
Word of Mouth = 70
Emails = 67
Facebook = 65
As a sustainAbility Representative, you will have access to all of these social marketing options
in addition to a permanent plastic hanging sleeve in your dormitory corridor. This sleeve will be
a space to put sustainability quotations, factoids, or things to think about. While you contemplate
how this sleeve might be best utilized, review the survey from summer students and think about
what messages speak best to you. Check out the Social Marketing Tips section in your
sustainAbilities binder and on the sustainAbility Representative Resource Page on the website
(sustainabilities.stolaf.edu)
Student responses to “What do you want your sustainAbility representative to do for you?
What types of resources do you want available?”
Selected Examples:
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●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

“Provide information (papers, website, emails, posters, etc.) on how to live more
sustainably, as well as lead by example.”
“I would like online resources and good books to read, as well as help initiating new
movements within my dorm.” (There will be a resources page on our sustainAbilities
website that you might direct your residents to.)
“Information in the form of online resources or occasional emails with tidbits about what
is going on in the world and ways to be sustainable.”
“I would like online resources and good books to read, as well as help initiating new
movements within my dorm.”
“Information in the form of online resources or occasional emails with tidbits about what
is going on in the world and ways to be sustainable.”
“I would like more information available to those of us who care deeply about these
issues but don't have room in our schedules to take environmental studies classes.”
“I would want information on how I can change my habits, rather than general
information about environmental problems.”
“A bulletin board of facts and figures WITH CITATIONS would be cool. I see a lot of
questionable factoids around campus and almost none cite any references, so I don't trust
them. Some are really questionable too (ex. "Unplug your phone charger from the wall,
etc." -- This uses up about the same amount of energy per week as a couple seconds of a
hot shower. It's just not a practical thing to be concerned about.) Focus on the things that
might actually make a difference.”
“Help provide an understanding of the way the campus works.”
“Act as a liaison between students and admin. (The higher order of Olaf seems
inaccessible.)”

Student responses to “What skills do you want to learn while at St. Olaf to help you live a
more sustainable life?”
Selected Examples:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How to feed myself in a sustainable manner
Knowledge about recycling/composting (how to categorize/utilize)
Environmental impact of food production (esp. meat)
Easy ways to cut back on useless electronic usage (chargers, etc.)
I would like to learn which products are produced most sustainably, from clothes to
electronics, etc.
How to be environmentally friendly on a budget, or with limited funds; how to be
sustainable in any living situation.
How to be environmentally friendly on a budget, or with limited funds; how to be
sustainable in any living situation.
How to be a more conscientious and sustainable consumer (buying less, reusing/finding
new uses for things, buying more sustainable products)
How to decipher greenwashed advertising that makes baseless environmental claims in
order to find out what consumer choices will really be effective
As taxpayers, how much of our money goes to "environmentalist" initiatives, in
comparison to other things? What are those initiatives?
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●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What do we take for granted as Americans about the state of our environment? In what
ways do we fail to take care of our environment? What are the impacts of having "wild
space" in an era that is increasingly centered around cities and metropolises? How do we
rationalize the preservation of wild space when our cities become full? Why do we have
national parks, and why should we keep them?
I would like to learn what a carbon footprint is, what my carbon footprint is, and how to
reduce my carbon footprint.
Which bank to sign up with after graduation; how to find a “green” apartment
How to discern between genuinely and falsely environmentally friendly organizations
Skills that are transferable to life after Olaf; I won't have a wind turbine, compost, or a
local food provider, so what can I take with me?
Learn how to effectively canvas to gain support for environmental campaigns
How to be a global citizen, connected with the rest of the world through cooperative
action
How to set an example and convey to others the importance of living sustainably
How to navigate and understand environmental news and issues

Though this list may feel daunting at first, these are all things that you can help your residents to
learn. Many of the resources that work toward answering these questions are found on our
website, and your personal experiences as environmentally-minded students are invaluable.
Distribution of student responses to “Check all event types below that you would most
likely attend if they were provided in the residence halls.”

Event

Frequency

Events teaching practical, sustainable life skills (i.e. cooking, conscious shopping,
gardening)
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Sustainability-related documentary screening

83

Political discussions related to environmentalism

76

Sustainability-focused tours (i.e. cafeteria, Regents, STOGROW)

65

Consider this as you begin to pick activities from your sustainAbilities binder for your monthly
corridor events.
Student suggestions for residence life sustainability-related events:
●
●
●
●

Green energy fair. Teams could enter to create a green energy project with tons of prizes.
Something interactive dealing with what can and cannot be recycled.
We should host residence hall camping/hiking trips!
I would like student-led educational sessions--if a student has personal experience with
an environmental group or conservation group, I would love to hear firsthand about their
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experiences. Not only would the information be interesting, it would give myself and
other students a chance to learn about opportunities outside of St. Olaf to get involved in
the environmental movement.
● Clothing swaps/stuff swaps are a great way to reduce both consumption and waste.
Suggestions for KSTO discussion topics:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Traveling with sustainable ideals in mind
The wind turbine
Recycling: how much energy does it use, and how much better is it than landfill disposal?
What about reusing?
Politics: the effect corporate and privatized businesses have on the environment and our
political policies
Water rights
Landscapes our children will never see
Climate change
Financing environmental sustainability and infrastructure
Pesticides and fertilizers
Food justice
Ecotourism
Living sustainably when your friends don't seem to give a damn
Breaking the tree hugger stereotype
Overfishing
Bottled water
The fiscal incentives of going green: why we can't afford not to live sustainably
Local vs. organic food
Environmental law in the U.S.
Uses for old notebooks
Clean energy
Overconsumption
Urban gardens
Light, mid-, and dark green ecological ethics
The intersection of problems in developing countries and environmental problems
The state of the American public transportation system
Veganism versus vegetarianism

* These are all topics that students have expressed an interest in discussing. Think about which
of these you are personally passionate about and use it to start the conversation at a corridor
meeting!
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Things to Think About in First Sustainability Representative Meeting
●

Where do my residents come from (both geographically and from a values perspective?)
“Where are you from, and what’s one thing everyone should know about your
hometown”

●

Sustainability personal pledge

●

What did they respond to in the “mind mapping” activity? (This is a common experience
they can easily talk about.) Where do they want to go from here?

●

Green Room Certification (opens on Sustainability Day- October 24th)

●

Brainstorming events--bring up a few ideas that you like (from the SustainAbilities
project binder, or that you’ve come up with,) and see what the students get most excited
about.

●

What barriers are there to sustainable behavior with this group?

●

Incentives: Provide a snack (be sure its not wasteful)! These meetings are optional, and
you want to have your residents eager to come back next time.
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Dr. America (Jim Farrell,) Bottled Water Dense Fact
A radio curator for the “American Studies Museum,” Doctor America (aka St. Olaf professor
Jim Farrell) uses this short piece to show how water can be both a product of nature and
culture. With his characteristic humor, wit, and wordplay, Dr. America asks us to question why
we drink bottled water, the “designer” high status water trend, what your bottled water says
about you, and where to go from here.
As you engage your residents in conversations about sustainability, consider talking about
bottled water and everyday consumer habits. For example, the Take Back the Tap movement has
had a visible presence on campus in the past year, and students will likely want to discuss its
pros and cons.
Bottled Water
Intro: Water is the distinguishing characteristic of planet earth, covering most of the earth's
surface and containing and sustaining life throughout. It's a product of nature, but it's a product
of culture too, as curator Dr. America shows this morning in the American Studies Museum.
***************
Bottled water is as simple as it sounds, just water in a bottle. The complexity comes in
explaining the popularity of this packaged potion. In the last ten years, the annual consumption
of bottled water has almost tripled; the average American of 1986 drank four-and-a-half gallons,
but now we average almost 11 gallons apiece.
Americans have purchased flavored sugar water in bottles and cans for years. Coke and
Pepsi have built empires by selling water to thirsty customers. But some people are now
suspicious of additives, and so a few companies have tried to capitalize on what we might call
"subtractives." Bottled water is Coke without the additives, Pepsi without the flavor or the fizz.
It's pure water, and it's almost pure profit.
According to water experts, bottled water costs almost 1,000 times more than water from
the tap. Dr. America, for example, pays the city slightly more than a tenth of a penny for a
gallon of tap water. Evian Natural Spring Water, on the other hand, costs $1.00 for a 20-ounce
bottle from a vending machine.
So why do people like Dr. America drink bottled water? We may think that bottled water
is purer than tap water, but this idea doesn't, in fact, hold water. Indeed, the New York Times
reports that one-third of bottled water is tap water. And bottled water is as susceptible to
contamination as any water. While the Environmental Protection Agency monitors municipal
water quality, only the Food and Drug Administration pays attention--and then, not much--to
bottled water. Still, bottled water is so popular that one American city, Houston, has decided to
bottle its tap water. That way, on days when it's inconvenient to go to the kitchen or the
bathroom or the drinking fountain at work, you can run down to the 7-11 and get a bottle of your
own familiar flavor of water.
We may think that because it costs more, bottled water tastes better. But when a leading
consumer magazine compared bottled waters to tap waters, it ranked New York and Los Angeles
tap water better than all the non-carbonated bottled waters. In fact, Dr. America suspects, bottled
water makes his mouth water not because it tastes good, but because it is a sign of good taste. In
fact, bottled water might as easily be called watered bottle, because the bottle contains not just
the liquid, but the signs and symbols that add image value to the water.
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The big development of designer water began about twenty years ago, when Perrier
began to suggest that a person's selection of a supposedly tasteless liquid was a sign of superior
taste. Perrier adds carbonation to its "natural" spring water, but its promotions pump status into
the concoction as well. Both Perrier and Evian travel to American consumers from Europe, and
for those Americans who think that "American culture" is a contradiction in terms, the European
pedigree offers an insignia of refined taste.
Americans also drink bottled water because of its associations with sports. An early
Evian ad titled "Revival of the Fittest," for example, showed athletes slurping Evian after
exercise. The copy claimed that "Evian, with its unique balance of calcium and magnesium, gets
into your body faster than other waters to rid your system of impurities and replace the fluids you
lose after a workout." It is true that Evian rehydrates the body, but so does any water. And
calcium and magnesium are hardly unique to Evian; they are simply the minerals that make hard
water hard.
Ironically, bottled water is also popular because it seems so natural. Almost all ads for
bottled water feature striking scenes of nature; there are no generally no people in them. Perrier
and Evian flow from the Alps, while other waters come from an assortment of springs, geysers,
mountain streams and Artesian wells. The term "natural," however, doesn't necessarily mean that
these waters aren't filtered or treated; it just means that the mineral content remains the same
(even though, in some case, there are more minerals than are good for us).
People also buy bottled water because it's H2O to go, for people on the go. The bottle
makes potable water portable. Of course, some Americans package their own water for places
they might travel. But they have no class, unless, of course, they put tap water in the designer
water bottle. Bottled water itself is water on the go; it has often flowed extraordinary distances
to vending machines or supermarket shelves. That's why, as a critic said several years ago, the
companies "prefer you to think of their products not as water that's been shipped a long way at
great expense but as a kind of no-cal Coke, a quintessentially 'lite' drink with the panache of
purity."
From the American Studies Museum, this is Dr. America, notes that "Evian" spelled
backwards is just "naive."
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